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Foreword 
~ 0 mirror thru the medium of pen 
~ and lens the life at college of the 
class of 'twenty-eight; to recall 
pleasant memories of their classmates, in-
structors and Alma Mater. In memory of 
the years that have shaped our lives more 
than we can know; as a true reflection of the 
spirit that has predominated these years; 
the staff offers this book as a tangible 
memory of those years. 
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D edication 
To the City of Dayton, the center of indus-
try, invention and education. · 
The City of a thousand factories, monu-
ments to honest toil and earnest 
endeavor. 
The birthplace of aviation, the embryo of 
modern invention. 
The .sincere and loyal benefactor of educa-
tion, the harbor of all that is good and 
true. 
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D edicatee 
To Father Bernard P. O'Reilly, beloved 
President of Dayton University and 
far-sighted educator. 
To Wilbur Wright, world famous inven-
tor, whose vision brought glory to 
Dayton University. 
To John H. Patterson, pioneer industrialist, 
philanthropist and loyal friend of Day-
ton University. 
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REV. GEORGE J. RENNEKER, 5. M. 
our Vice President and Prefect 
of Studies 
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In a Library 
By RICHARD E. BURTON 
A wealth of silence; that is all. The air 
Lacks life and holds no hint of tender spring, 
Of flowers wholesome-blowing, of birds a-wing, 
Of any creature much-alive and fair. 
Perhaps you sense a murmur here and there 
Among the tomes, each book a gossip-thing, 
And each in her own tongue,-yet slumbering 
Seems more the bookish fa!ihion everywhere. 
And yet, could but the souls take flesh again 
That wrought the words, their hearts all passion swirled 
What companies would flock and fill the stage, 
Resuming now their old imperious reign, 
Knight, noble, lady, priest, the saint, and sage, 
The valor, bloom, and wisdom of a world. 
Scorn not the library's dry, dusty air; 
For him who looks adventure's waiting there. 
I . 
H istory of the Library 
HE SOUTHEAST corner room on the second floor of Chaminade Hall 
was the first University of Dayton Library. Sometime in the 
year of nineteen hundred and nine the books which were stored 
about the campus were taken to the first library and methodically shelved 
under the direction of Bro. Thomas Mooney. 
This marked the first step in the direction of the "Greater University of 
Dayton." Books which were in the possession of the brothers were then for 
the first time at the disposal of the ·student body. Ever since those in val· 
uable books were collected and placed in an available and convenient \oca· 
tion the library has grown and expanded. 
From time to time large gifts of books have been received. Small gifts 
are continually coming in, and the University has made expenditures for 
books and periodicals which are used as collateral reading in many of the 
courses. With the collection of books growing larger and larger, the library 
quarters had to move from place to place to accommod!J.te the constant 
growth of the collection. 
The library did not remain long on the second floor of Chaminade Hall. 
The students and brothers were cramped for room, since the quarters were 
used as a combination library and study hall. The next move was down to 
the north end of Chaminade; to t;Jle location which is at the present time 
occupied by the sophomore preps as their club room. 
Books were continually coming in, more room was needed, so in the 
Fall of nineteen-seventeen the library made its second move over to the loca• 
tion which it occupies at the present time on the first floor of St. Marys 
Hall. This year will see the passing of the University of Dayton Library. 
In a short time the last move will be made to our Albert Emanuel Library. 
The Law Library which is situated on the second floor of N~areth Hall at 
the present time will also move into the new structure. 
The brothers that have served the library since its inception are: Bro. 
Thomas Mooney, nineteen-ten to nineteen-fifteen; Bro. John Gareis, nine• 
teen-fifteen to the middle of nineteen-eighteen; Bro. Joseph Muench, August 
till January nineteen-nineteen; Bro. James Murphy, nineteen-nineteen to 
nineteen-twenty and Bro. F. Ruhlman nineteen-twenty to the present. 
Sincere and heartfelt gratitude is the one response of student body and 
faculty alike to Victor Emanuel for his generous gift, which creates a situa· 
tion that will no doubt prove an incentive for all, to greater efforts for per· 
sonal and collective advancement, and which will continue to make history 
for the University of Dayton. 
Library Plan Committee 
~HE CONSTITUTION of the Library Committee is really the crux of building. 
On their judgment rests the event of success or failure in planning. This 
major problem in the erection of the Albert Emanuel Library has ably been 
taken care of by our efficient Library Committee. After thoroughly acquainting them-
selves with the latest and most approved methods in library construction, they· sought 
to incorporate these in the entire structure, keeping foremost in mind, economical man-
agement, ease of supervision and 8ervice to students. That their efforts have met with 
success may readily be judged by a cursory view of the plans adopted by this committee. 
·The central portion of the main floor comprises the delivery room, in which a 
spacious charging desk, the card catalog and bulletin boards are located. The north 
wing of the building contains a reading room on each floor with a combined seating 
capacity of 132 students. Provision for reserved books is made in the room on the main 
floor. The south wing comprises the periodical and cataloging rooms on the first floor 
and the law library and a seminar room on the upper floor. A lecture room with a 
capacity of approximately two hundred, occupies the central portion of the second 
floor. The stack room, located in the rear of the building, is six tiers high, and with 
the wall-shelving of the reading rooms, has a capacity of 80,000 volumes. Two hundred 
and twenty-five students can be accommodated in the various reading and periodical 
rooms at one time. Contrast this with our present library facilities of a reading room, 
accommodating sixty-six students and a stack room of 10,000 book capacity. 
VICTOR EMANUEL 
Donor of the Albert Emanuel Library 
I I 
I I 
• 
ScENES AT THE GROUND BREAKING OF THE ALBERT EMANUEL LIBRARY 
(1) Colors under escort of the U. D. Unit; (2) Blessing the ground; (3) and (4) Breaking 
of ground by Rev. Bernard P. O'Reilly, president; (5") Breaking of the ground by Mayor A. C. 
McDonald; l6) "Our own Daddy Rush ;" (7) Alumni and friends attending the ground breaking 
exercises . 
.. 
PARTICIPANTS IN THE LAYING OF THE CoRNERSTONE ARE SHowN HERE 
(1) As the library looked Oct. 2, 1927; (2) and (3) Snaps of a few participants; (4) 
Mr: Weigand, Mayor McDonald, Rev. O'Reilly, Rev. Yeske, W. G. Lee; (5) Mayor McDonald; 
representative of Dayton; (6) Rev. Yeske blessing the stone; (7) Mr. Weigand, representative 
of the alumni; (8) Putting the copper box into the stone. Rev. O'Reilly at left, William Keyes 
with box, Mr. Weigand and Rev. Yeske. 
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Mt. St.John N ormal School 
T. ST. jOHN NoRMAL ScHOOL is the cen~ral house of the Cincinnati Prov-
ince of the Brothers of Mary. It is situated on the property known as 
Mt. St. John, where the Novitiate had already been located some years 
prev~ous to its erection. The Normal School was formerly on the land of St. Mary's 
College and known as Nazareth. The quarters at Nazareth became inadequate and 
necessitated a removal. 
An extensive structure was erected at Mt. St. John, and solemnly dedicated on 
September 16, 1915. For sixty-five years the Normal had been at old historic Nazareth.. 
The late Most Rev. Archbishop, Henry Moeller, dedicated the chapel in honor of 
our Mother of Good Council, and consecrated the high altar. Father L. Yeske and 
Father F. Kunnecke assisted his Grace, while Father B. P. O'Reilly \vaSI present in the 
sanctuary. 
The structure is built in the form of the letter T with head and stem of about the 
length. The building is three stories throughout with basement and garret. The head 
of the T contains the apartments for Administration, Faculty, Scholasticate, and Pos-
tulate. The stem contains kitchen, dining rooms, the infirmary, the sleeping apartments 
of the Brothers, and the chapel. The building is :fireproof, of modern design, and with 
all modern conveniences. The departments are well nigh perfectly grouped. . 
. Mt. St. John Normal is a monument to the zeal with which the Brothers of Mary 
follow the principles exemplified in the saintly life of their founder. 
The Chapel of St. John Normal School 
PLEASING spectacle and a harmony of ornamentation is the special delight of 
everyone who enters the chapel of the Mt. St. John Normal School. The 
chapel is located in this comparatively new structure. 
The ensemble is well nigh perfect and it is difficult to single out details. There are 
three beautiful altars of the finest marble, with a communion railing to match. Stained 
glass windows and a set of artistic stations in relief are in keeping with the general 
beauty of the chapel. The confessionals and pews are of oak and of an ornamental 
design. 
. A feature is the beautiful two-manual organ, which can readily respond to the 
eloquence of any organist. A duplexing arrangement very ingeniously enables the per-
former to "borrow" ·quite a number of stops, and the multiplicity of effects able to be 
produced are astonishing on this small modern organ. It is located in a recess provided 
for it in the side of the" chapel, near the sanctuary, as the choir is nearly always the 
entire assemblage. The console is so extended that the organ can be used as a chancel 
organ, should occasion require. 
The bells are located in .the structure and are of bron2;e. They are named St. 
Mary, St. Joseph, and St. John. 
A very devotional atmosphere which the chapel creates serves to inspire all who 
enter therein, and is a source of aspirations and noble ideals to the candidates who are 
educated there. There are inspired and trained that select army of soldiers which 
upholds the banners of the heavenly Queen, and the emblems of Christianity. 
I ~ 
J 
Bishop Visits College on Way Home 
First ro·w, right to left-Rev. Dennis Halpin, Monsignor Daniel Buckley, Bishop Hyasaka, 
Koichiro Sumida, Japanese student here who gave the welcome address 'in native tongue; 
Very Rev. Bernard P. O'Reilly, S. M.; John E. Carroll, student who gave the 
welcome address in English. 
M1ddle row, right to left-Rev. A. Gerdes, Rev. H. Taske, Rev. W. Tredtin, J. Wiegand, 
Rev. M. Varley, Rev. H. Campo, Rev. F. Luzny. 
Bacl{ row--Rev. J. Ward, Rev. D. Powers, Rev. G. Meyer, Rev. J. Oberlander and 
Rev. B. F. Kuhlman. 
Above, reading from left to right-John Carroll, Monsigno_r Buckley, Bishop Hayasaka, 
President O'Reilly and Koichiro Sumida. 
ScENES FROM THE FIELD MAss CoNDUCTED AT THE UNIVERSITY, MAY 29, 1927. 
(1) The Holy Sacrifice of The Mass; (2) Ecclesiastical dignitaries; (3) A group of one of 
the various delegations; (4) View of the congregation; (5) Rev. M. Varley preaching the 
sermon of the day. 
'' 
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Dedicated to 
REv. GEORGE J. RENNEKER, S. M. 
our Vice President and Prefect 
of Studies 
ADMINISTRATION 

VERY REV. BERNARD P. O'REILLY, S.M., M.A. 
President of the University 
Under the enthusiastic direction of our President, the University 
has seen great progress and expansion. 
' 
A Message from the President 
'fo the Class of 1928: 0([}-am pleased to have this 
occasion to give expression to my good wishes to the mem-
bers of the Class of 1928 on the eve of their graduation from 
the University of Dayton. For four years you have lived in 
close association with your professors, co-operating with 
them to make the work of Christian Education a success. 
Your efforts will be crowned on Commencement Day. 
Let me remind you, however, that the close of your col-
lege days will mark only the commencement of your educa-
tional career in the world. It is a popular illusion prevailing 
among some people today that the period of life devoted to 
education is limited to the years of adolescence. In a de-
mocracy, such as ours, where the government is uby the 
people," education should continue down through the ma-
ture years of manhood and old age, if our country is to 
preserve . the fundamental principles presented to us in the 
Constitu.tion by our forefathers. 
Let me, therefore, appeal to you to continue your student 
career, interested in everything of religious and civic impor-
tance. Let me also appeal to you to be mindful of your Alma 
Mater, who guided you through the critical years of ap-
pro~ching manhood and who gave you a foundation upon 
which you can build successfully. I sin~erely hope that we 
will in future years be able to list you among the most loyal 
as well as the. most influential Alumni of the University of 
Dayton. 
Devotedly yours, 
Bernard P. O'Reilly, S. M. 
President 
REV. GEORGE J. RENNECKER, S. M. 
Vice-President 
Father Rennecker's academic and spiritual interest in the student body, 
has proven a great aid to all. 
A Message fro~ the Vice P resident 
®he year 1927-1928 marks 
a decided adv;ance in the progress of the history of ~he 
University of Dayton. It has seen the further realiza-
tion of the extension program. The completion of 
the Albert Emanuel Libra_ry and rearrangement of St. 
Mary Hall for administration offices, lecture rooms, 
physical and biological laboratories have given the 
College of Liberal Arts and Science a higher and 
wider academic standing. The professional and tech-
nical departments are consistently tending towards the 
highest recognized standards. The Colleges of Engi-
neering are cooperating with the American Society for 
the Promotion of Engineering Education to establish 
and enforce uniform and excellent standards of effi-
ctency. The College of Education with its full-time 
school at Mount St. John Normal and part-time 
school on the University campus is in full sympathy 
with the State Department of Education in its new 
and excellent requirements for the training of high 
school teachers. The opening of a full-time school of 
education on the campus is planned for the coming 
year. The College of Law by demanding a minimum 
of a two year pre-legal course has raised the scholar-
ship of its students. Throughout the school the stu-
dent body gives evidence of application, cooperation 
and sincerity in striving with Alma Mater after her 
aims of scholarship, service, patriotism and religion. 
George ]. Renneker, S. M. 
Vice-President 
THE DEANS 
One for all, all for one, our Deans have contributed greatly 
toward the success of Dayton University 
Executive O fE.cers 
VERY REV. BERNARD P. O'R EILLY, S. M., M . A . ........................................... President 
R EV. GEORGE ]. R ENNECKER, S. M., M. A . ..... ............... Vice-President and Registrar 
BRo. JoSEPH ]. LATT NER, S. M ............................ .......... .. Principal of Preparatory Dept. 
BRo. JoHN H. LowEKAMP, S. M . .......................................... ..................... ......... Treasurer 
BRo. JosEPH G . W EISMAN, S. M . ........ ..... .. ........... .............................. Purchasing A gent 
D . HERBERT A BEL, M . A . .................. ....................................... .. ......... Extension Director 
F aculty 
VERY REV. BERNARD P. O'REILLY, S. M. 
M. A., President. 
D. HERBERT ABEL, M. A. 
Journalism, Gree~. 
GEORGE E. A BRAMS, Capt. lnf. D. 0. L. 
Military Field Engineering, S~etching 
and Map Reading, Machine Gun, Mil-
itary Law and Rules of Land Wa-rfare. 
CHARLES ARNS, S. M ., B. Sc. 
Dean of Commerce and Finance. 
RussELL BAKER, Inf. D. 0. L. 
Army Administration, Military Hos-
pital, Combat Principles . 
HARRY C. BAUJAN, B. Sc. 
Head Coach of Athletics. 
W ILLIAM BECK, s. M., M . S., Ph. D. 
Biology, Physical Chemistry. 
HENRY BEIGEL, LL. B. 
~uizz and Review. 
WILLIAM BELLMER, S. M., B. Sc. 
Mechanical Drawing . 
CHARLES BELZ, S. M.', B. Sc. 
Civil Engineering. 
JoHN G. BODIE, s. M., B. S:. 
Advertising, Salesmanship, Prefect of 
Resident Students, Athletic Director. 
LAWRENCE BoLL, S. M., Ph. D. 
English, Religion. 
M ARTIN BoLL, S. M., B. A. 
Spanish, Religion. 
HERMAN BRENDEL, S. M., B. Sc. 
Accounting, Religion. 
JosEPH BRUDER, S. M ., B. A. 
Gree~, Latin. 
THOMAS BuRKE, S. M. . 
Assistant Prefect of Resident Students. 
BOYD COMPTON' LL. B. 
Real Property. 
WILLIAM DAPPER, S. M., M. Sc. 
Assistant 'Treasurer. 
GEORGE DECK, S. M., M. Sc. 
Lecturer. 
ALFRED E. DEDICKE, lnf. D . 0. L. 
Scouting, Patrolling, Mus~etry, In-
terior Guard Duty and Automatic 
Rifle. 
URBAN DEGER 
Organ, Piano. 
JoHN M . DINEEN, LL.B. 
Pleading, Practice. 
REv, CHARLES EICHNER, S. M., M. A. 
French. 
REV. JoHN A. ELBERT, S. M., M . A. 
Philosophy, History. 
WARREN A. FERGUSON, LL.B. 
Special. 
I 
HoN. H. L. FERNEDING, LL. B. 
Legal Ethics. 
GEORGE M. FITZPATRICK, B. Sc. 
Assistant Coach of Athletics. 
REV. FRANCIS FREIDEL, S. M ., M. A ., 
D. D. Latin, Creel{. Religion. 
MICHAEL GRANDY, S. M., M. Sc., Ph. D. 
Physics and Mathematics. 
JosEPH F. GRILEY, Sgt. Inf., D. E. M. L. 
Scouting and Patrolling, Musl{etry, In-
terior Guard Duty, Automatic Rifle. 
FREDERICK HARTWICH, S. M., B. Sc., M. 
Sc. Calculus, Industrial Engineering, 
Religion. 
Loms HETTICH, S. M., B. Sc. 
Physics, German. 
ADAM G. HoFFMAN, S. M., B. Sc., 
M. Sc. Mechanical Engineering. 
RoBERT HoLZMER, S. M ., B. A. 
Voice Culture, Instrumental Music. 
PHILIP KEARNEY, Sgt. Inf., D. E. M. L. 
Command and Leadership, Military 
Sl{etching, Map Reading. 
ED~ARD KNUST, S. M., B. Sc., M. Sc. 
Mathematics. 
HENRY KoBE, S. M., B. Sc. 
Latin. 
JoHN KRAMER, Warrant Officer U. S. 
Army. 
Command and Leadership. 
PAUL KoLLER, M. Sc., Ph. D. 
·Mineralogy, Geology. 
REV. FRANCIS J. KUNNECKE, S. M., B. 
A., M. A. Philosophy, Sociology, Po-
litical Economy. 
ARTHUR E. LEEN, LL. B. 
Agency. 
SAMUEL MARKHAM, B. A., LL. B. 
'Torts, Evidence, Bailments and Car-
riers. 
Louis MATTERN, LL.B. 
Negotiable Instruments and Surety-
ship. 
W . S. McCoNNOUGHEY, LL. B. 
Constitutional Law. 
FRANCIS MoLz, S. M., B. Sc., M. S., 
Ph. D. Biology, Comparative Anat-
omy, Religion. 
JosEPH MuENCH, S. M., M. A., M. Sc. 
Assistant Registrar. 
JosEPH B. MuRPHY, LL. B. 
Domestic Relations . 
]AMES]. NICKOL, S. M., M. Sc., Ph. D. 
Physics, Algebra. 
JoHN O'GRADY, S. M., B. Sc. 
Chemistry, Mathematics. 
E. B. O'LEARY, B. Sc. 
Business Administration, Banl{ing. 
Business Finance, Marl{eting, Office 
'Training. 
FRANCIS ]. O'REILLY, S. M., B. A., M. 
A., Ph. D. 
English, Education, Religion. 
HoN. R. C. PATTERSON, LL. B. 
Criminal Law. 
THOMAS POITRAS, S. M ., B. A.. 
French, Vocal Culture, Instrumental 
Music. 
REV. CHARLES PREISINGER, S.M., M.A. 
History, Religion. 
THOMAS PRICE, S. M., B. A. 
English, Religion. 
ULRICH RAPPEL, S. M., B. A., M. Sc., 
Ph. D. Electrical Engineering. 
MAJOR EMIL F. REINHARDT, Inf., D. 
0. L. Head of Milita.Ty Science a.nd 
'T a.ctics Depa.Ttment. 
REv. GEORGE ]. RENNEKER, S. M., B. 
A., M.A. 
History, Philosophy. 
HoN •. HARRY N . RouTZOHN, Ll. B. 
Wills a.nd AdministTa.tion. 
FRANCIS RUHLMAN, s. M., B. A. 
Librarian. 
GEORGE N . SAUER, S. M., B. A., M. Sc. 
Lecturer. 
BERNARD ScHAD, S.M., M. Sc., B. Sc., 
M. S. E. Civil EngineeTing. 
VIRGIL ScHAEFFER, LL. B. 
Pa.Ttnership. 
jOSEPH SCHAEFFER, M. s. 
Chemical Engineering. 
jOHN SHUETZ, s. M., Ph. D. 
Dean of the- College of Education. 
jOHN c. SHEA, LL. B. 
Dean of the La.w School, Contracts, 
Equity, Jurisprudence, CoTpo-ra.tion.~ 
PAUL SIBBING, S. M., M . Sc. 
Ana.lytica.l ChemistTy. 
jAMES SNYDER, S. M., B. A. 
English. 
REv. WALTER C. TREimN, S. M., M. A. 
LectuTeT. 
Lours VOOT, S. M., B. A. 
Director of Band a.nd Orchestra., lw 
strumenta.l Music. 
ANTHONY w ALDECK, s. M., M. Sc. 
Mathematics. 
ANDREW WEBER, S. M., Be. M. E. 
Mechanical Engineering~ 
GuY H. 'WELLS, IL. B. 
Personal PropeTty. 
FRANK A. WILLIAMSJ B. Sc., E. E. 
· Machine Drawing, Physics. 
WILLIAM ]. WOHLLEBEN, S. M., M . s .. 
Ph. D. 
Head of the ChemistTy DepaTtment. 
VERY REv. lAWRENCE A. YESKE, S.M., 
M. A. LectuTer. 
NoRMAN C. HocHWALT, M. D. 
'M. R. HALEY, M. D. 
Attending Physician. 
MATHIAS HAAs, S. M., B. Sc. 
ALBERT WEHRLE, S. M., B. Sc. 
REv. joHN C. GuNZELMAN, S. M., 
M.A. 
· (Leave of Absence} 
• 
Dedicated to 
FEARLESS ORDER OF MooTs 
those brave and courageous Alumni, 
the Joyal followers of Dayton U 
ALUMNI 

]OHN L. WEIGAND (Dayton) 
V. D. Alumni President 
]AMES E. "NED" GRIMES (Chicago) 
U. D. Alumni Vice-President 
The University of D ayton 
Alunmi Association 
~ HREE component parts exist in every educational institution; and 
the future progress and successes of each individual institution of 
learning is conditioned by the inter-co-operation of each of these 
three factors, namely, the faculty or administration, the student body and 
the alumni association. 
Each of these three divisions of university life has its own peculiar func-
t:on to perform, its own "bit" to contribute to the health of the university. 
The alumni's part is a part of service, whole-hearted service equalled only 
by the sacrifices of the faculty who have given their lives that the students 
be the recipients of educational advantages. 
The alumni service is a service of support, both morally and financially. 
A support which is motivated by gratitude to Alma Mater for her efforts in 
the alumni's behalf while the alumni were still lowly "studes" seeking 
knowledge and culture. 
This ideal alumni association we are glad to state our own alumni are 
rapidly approaching. Some five or six years ago our University felt the need 
of immediate expansion. A new dormitory building was an urgent necessity 
and with this in view the University appealed to her alumni. The year 1924 
saw the completion of Alumni Hall, one of the best equipped dormitories in 
the Middle West, a monument to the spirit of the Alumni of the University 
of Dayton. 
Prior to this period of expansion, the U. of D. saw a normal growth and 
development, scholastically,_ while athletics were practically at a standstill. 
The year 1924, however, sa~ the rise also of athletic prowess at Dayton. 
. Here again the support of the alumni came to the fore. A group of 
loyal sons of Alma Mater, banded together as the Board of Lay Trustees, 
were the backbone of the movement which resulted in the new University 
of Dayton stadium, an athletic plant which ran~ well up among those of 
other schools in the country. The stadium :first saw service in the season of 
1925. 
Since that time the stadium has been used not only for University of 
Dayton events but for civic features as well, Pop Dayton realizing the advan-
tages accruing to him as a .result of the presence of the stadium. 
Once again in 1927, the munificent generosity of an alumnus was mani• 
fested when Mr. Victor Emanuel of New York City and a graduate of the 
Prep Class of '15, became the donor of the University's new library building 
in virtue of a gift of $200,000. This library will be known as the "Albert 
Emanuel Library" am~ as such will be a memorial by young Victor to his 
father. 
A new gymnasium is the current need of Dayton. With this in mind, 
the Fearless Order of Moots, under the leadership of Ned Grimes, have been 
discussing ways and means for financing a new gymnasium. 
Morally, also, the alumni have lent support to Dayton. Enthusiastic 
University of Dayton clubs have been formed in Cincinnati, Detroit, Pitts-
burgh and Cleveland while other cities likewise hold smaller groups of 
Dayton boosters. 
THE u. D. ALUMNI BOARD 
joHN WEIGAND '13 ......... .. : .... ................... ..... ......... . Dayton 
HARRY CAPPEL '98 ............ .. ...................................... Dayton 
THEODORE HoLLENKAMP '99 .................... · ................ Dayton 
joHN F. OHMER '69 ............................ : ..................... Dayton 
REv. MARTIN VARLEY '06 ................................... : .... Dayton 
HERBERT WHALEN '09 .... ...... .................................. Dayton 
josEPH ]. ABEL '93 .......... ...... ................... ....... ....... . Dayton 
WILLIAM E. STOECKLEIN '04 .... ................................ Dayton 
FRANK McCoRMICK 'SS ............................................ Dayton 
MAJ. GEN. jos. DICKMAN '?!.. ...................... Washington 
REv. JosEPH KELLY '90 .... ........................................ Detroit 
REV. ALOYS ANGEL '04 .. .. ........ ............................ Pittsburgh 
REV. MARCELLUS WAGNER 'lO .. .............. .. .... .... Cincinnati 
]AMES E. GRIMES '05 ........ .... ................................... . Chicago 
WILLIAM T. MAHONEY '07 .. .................................. C hicago 
EMMETT F. SWEETMAN '02 ....... ................... ...... Urbana, 0 . 
EDWARD C. ScHOEN '05 .......................................... Chicago 
OscAR C. MILLER '92 .. .......................................... Chicago 
BoARD oF LAY TRuSTEEs 
WILLIAM A. KEYES .................................................. Dayton 
HUGH E. W ALL ........ ................ ................................ D ayton 
MARTIN C. KUNTZ .................................................... Dayton 
W. M. CARROLL ............... ......... ................ ...... ......... . Dayton 
H. C. ANDERTON ................. ...... ................. ... .......... . Dayton 
D. HERBERT ABEL .................................................... Dayton 
HARRY C. BuscH .. ................................................ Cincinnati 
THOMAS CouGHLIN .............................................. Cleveland 
HARRY F. FINKE .. ..................................................... . Dayton 
CHAS. FREEMAN ..... ............. .. .................................. St. Louis 
M. ]. GIBBONS, ]R. .. ........ .. .. .................... .. .. .......... Dayton 
THEO. HoLLENKAMP ................................................ Dayton 
ALBERT ]. KEMPER ................................... ............... C hicago 
GEORGE H. KRAMER ............................ ....... ............... Dayton 
OsCAR C. MILLER .................................................... Chicago 
HoN. VIRGIL TERRELL ........ ... .. ............................. Clevelaad 
WILLIAM WAGNER .. ............. ... .................. ...... .......... Sidney 
CHAS. WUNDERLY .............................................. Pittsburgh 

Fearless Order of M oots 
TANDING in the forefront of campus activities is the Fearless Order of Moot. 
From its origin three years ago at the suggestion of Matt Flanigan and the 
Chicago and Dayton Alumni it has grown steadily until it has now an 
international reputation and is the most popular organization at the school. 
Its motto is: "One for All and All for One-University of Dayton." 
Officers of the organization are elected every two years. And in regard to officers 
it is peculiar to note that the Moots do not use the names of President, Vice-President, 
Secretary, etc., but have adopted a unique, original and innovated nomenclature for 
their Fearless Administrators. · · 
The annual international convention of Moots from caves all over the country is 
held at the Dayton Cave at Commencement in June of every year. Initiations, cere-
monials and various oth.er spotty issues of great importance are discussed with much 
wind and relished with great interest by all Moots at this time. 
Meetings at the Dayton Cave during the scholastic year are called by any Moot 
who lights in town and then- the Moots roar. Of course previous advice of the entry 
of a Brother Moot into Dayton is desired, because the preparat:ons are arduous, and a 
better time will be had by all, if the Dayton Cave Administrators are advised. 
Once a Moot always a Moot. Mootship carries with it an u.ndying devotion to 
Alma Mater, a deathless fellowship and camaraderie between its members. 
Throughout the country are numerous caves affiliated with the Dayton Cave of the 
Moots, the most prominent ones being in Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Detroit and 
Cincinnati. 
Meetings in other caves are conducted periodically and are always characterized 
by enthusiasm, whole-hearted interest in the U. of D.; above all, a never-say-die support 
of all activities sponsored by the University of Dayton. 
I . 
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Extension Department 
rnt(1 N KEEPING abreast with the extension plans and program ·which the Univer-
'-../ VJ sity outlined several years ago, the Extension Department exists in looking 
after these affairs. · 
Every modern university readily realizes the urgent financial matters which regard 
the progress of the individual institu~ion and in regard to these, the Extension Depart-
ment of the University of Dayton is looking to the future for complete development. 
The timely gift of the new library all the more hastens the purpose of the extension 
furd and with this appreciated gift, another building of the greater Univensity of 
Dayton is eliminated from the thoughts of extension purposes. 
The view of the remaining prospectus lies close to realization for the model in our 
school, and for the pledges being daily filled by faithful subscribers, the dreams of the 
graduates as well as the undergraduates and faculty will be gratefully fulfilled. 
Not alone, however, must the burden of the program be attached to a few and 
born by the faithful of heart, but the co-operation of all alumni must be solicited and 
received. 
Therefore, in the carrying out the aims of this work have the faithful efforts of 
Mr. Abel, Extension Director, been appreciated this year to further a cause so vital and 
important in establishing the University of Dayton as one of the foremost institutions 
of the middlewest. 
t 
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trc.acl CA.dva.nc•n~ Our 
Dedico.ud to 
SENIORS 
who struggled four yeo.rs to attain their 
ideals, and, who eternally profess filial 
devotion to their Alma Mater 
CLASSES 

L ~VERSITY tTOM 
PR 'PARATCRY ·~ ., . ,· •J'IME 
~a~NQlPAL'S LIBRARt 
A Toast 
[from University of Virginia Magazine] 
God fare you, merry gentlemen, 
God keep you strong alway; 
Ander~ we part, a stirrup cup 
To this, my toast, with glasses up, 
And none to say us nay! 
A-down the jolly stream of life 
May we all safely glide; · 
A friend-a loya'l, lusty friend-
To joys and griefs divide; 
A maid with curls of shimmering gold 
And eyes of heaven's blue; 
A glass to cheer the passing hour, 
Sparkling like the sun-kissed dew! 
May the friend be 'ever faithful, 
The maid no sorrow blight, 
The wine be good as this we quaff! 
Merry gentlemen, good-night. 
Senior Class H istory 
ow that the pages of our collegiate history 
are sealed with the golden words FINIS, we 
can appropriately review, the experiences 
of our four colorful years on the campus. 
JoHN McGARRY 
In the month of September, 1924, there assembled 
at the University a group of aspiring young men the em-
bryo of future leaders. They were indeed cosmopolitan, 
representing many sections of our own fair land and of 
distant shores. A keen observer upon entering the over-
crowded office of the Registrar on that memorable autumn 
day, could point out a variety of personalities. There was 
the suave mannered debonair son of aristocracy. The 
modest, retiring red-cheeked lad from the country. The polished, refined fashion-cut boy 
whose cock-sure attitude spelled city. Then there was the trim athlete. 
So the class of '28 was busily engaged in the duties, consisting of the selection of 
their curriculum, reporting for room assignments, scheduling ..:lasses and becoming 
acclimated to a life that was new. Acquaintances were made at this trying time which 
lasted throughout academic Jays and bid well to continue for life. Such was the 
activity of those early days, then-THE TASK. All were intensely eager to begin work 
in earnest toward a definite goal-coLLEGIATE EDUC'.ATION. The echoes of the tolling 
bell had scarcely died away when the professors called the respective classes to order. 
After several unsuccessful attempts to organize, the class of '28 was finally 
established on a firm basis. Many interesting meetings were held, and in the course 
of their spirited debates, many activities were planned and fostered. Activities that 
are at present living tributes to the untiring efforts of the present graduates. 
True, excellence in scholastic activities, is the prime object of a really conscien-
tious class, but a proportionate interest in extra curricular activities gives a class-
BALANCE. This last factor was exemplified in large representations in Exponent work, 
News, Dramatics and Athletics. Our athletes synchronized the building expansion 
of the University by materially aiding the athletic expansion. 
The beginning of our Sophomore year found a well organized class, attackmg 
the problems 'at hand with renewed vigor and enthusi-
asm. The mantle of uncertainty was thrown off and we 
were looked upon as Lords. The first Annual Frosh parade 
was held to the dismay of the lowly Freshies. Smarting 
under the stinging defeat by the Sophomores they slowly 
wended their weary way back to the campus and found 
consolation in medical appliances. 
The Stadium, in a blaze of glory, was dedicated by 
i victory over John Carroll, in this eventful year, many 
sensational battles were waged within the confines of 
this monument of sport, and when the dust of the sea-
son's battles had cleared away it found our goal still 
untrammeled by the cleats of our opponents. 
The Oratorical Contest revealed the coming states- JosEPH O'CoNNER 
MATTHEW MARZLUPT 
manship of our forensic artists, and the year came to a 
:fitting close with the staging of numerous social events. 
As Juniors, steady, cultured, ·ever-mindful of our 
goal we n\ade great strides. We were not as numerous, 
some having fallen by the wayside of the scholastic jour-
ney, consequently greater responsibilities faced us. We 
had to continue to uphold the precedences and stand-
. ards set in our :first two years. 
The last chapter is now being written. Immediately 
upon reentering school for our last year, we organized 
the class. Officers were elected and the results were 
indeed gratifying. The organized class was then con-
fronted with the various other Senior activities. The 
Annual Staff was elected, the ring committee started 
work with a vengeance, the Senior pictures were taken and with it all preliminary 
details prior to graduation were completed. 
Looking over the social calendar, we recall many interesting evenings spent at 
our college dances. Outstanding among them was the fourth annual Monogram 
Darice. We are at present anticipating a Senior Far•ewell that will far eclipse any 
dance of like nature staged in former years. 
Before these pages are closed it is in order to announce tidings of great joy. The 
Library building, a gratitious gift of a loyal son of Dayton University, is completed. 
Victor Emanuel, the donator, will always be venerated by this graduating class, as 
a shining example, worthy of imitation. The Herald of good news also informs us 
that the school has been admitted to the North Central Association of Colleges, a 
tribute to the untiring efforts of our beloved Father Rennecker. 
Finis, we have arrived at the turn of the road. We see our goal but it is hazy. 
Our vision is blurred not by physical weakne!'s, but due to tears-yes, tears of joy 
and sorrow. T·ears of joy because we have accomplished that for which we so 
earnestly and diligently labored-SCHOLASTIC SUCCESS. Tears of sorrow because the 
class of '28 those staunch sons of Dayton "U" must depart, each taking a different 
road. Roads that lead into the maelstrom of human activity, leaving far behind them 
the dear walls of their Alma Mater. Although we, the class of '28 will be separated 
by distance we will always be united in a bond that will 
be sacred, a bond of loyal alumni. 
We pledge ourselves to emblazen 
our road of endeavors with the 
golden words of Dayton "U" and 
all the ideals that it fosters. 
DE WITT ASHTON 
"Dee" Dayton, Ohio 
Our effiCient student profe.asor. While 
earning his degree he has also taken up tbe. 
duties of a professor. To accomplish this and 
to keep up his high standard in class work 
was an achievement that spoke volumes of 
praise. You cannot help from succeeding, 
Dee. 
Arts and Letters-Little Theatre Club; 
University Law Club; Oratory; Senior 
Farewell Dance Committee; Sodality. 
]OHN F. BECKER 
"John" Dayton, Ohio 
Just a pleasant, unassuming chap is John. 
He is interested in chain stores and it would 
not surprise us in the least to learn that this 
friend of ours has become the originator of a 
new chain. Good luck, John. 
Commerce and Finance-Commeree 
Club. 
GEORGE BECKER 
Dayton, Ohio 
Tried and true. George most always knew 
the why and the wherefore of any discussion 
or any rule and holds out stubbornly for good 
legal reasons. This tenacity, George, assure~ 
your success. 
College of Law-Varsity Law Club. 
LAWRENCE A. BENTZ 
"Larry" Dayton, Ohio 
Larry has recently been voted as the student 
who has done the most for the school and 
you are assured that the students did not go 
wrong in their choice. Larry is a hard work· 
ing lad and has all the essential requisites 
for success in any endeavor. The 1928 Day• 
tonian is a proof of his ability. 
Commerce and Finance-Tennis '27, 
Captain '28; Daytonian Editor•in·Chief; 
Exponent; Second Lieut. lnf. Res;· Com· 
merce Club; Football Dance Committee. 
RonERT W. BERGAN 
"Bob" Peoria, Illinois 
All the characteristic, wide awake traits of 
the Irish are present in Bob and he is one of 
the most spontaneous wits on the campus. 
Bob was as good a basketball manager as 
anyone would wish to have and if he handles 
his affairs as competently as he did the basket• 
ball team, we are sure of his future success. 
Arts and Letters- U. D. 'N,ews; An-
mud Staff; Little 'Theatre Club; Basl{et-
ball Manager, '28; Sodality. 
LINUS B. BoEKE 
"Ben" St. Henry, Ohio 
"Silent" Linus is a strict believer iri the 
passage in Scripture which says, "Thou .must 
account for every idle word spoken," hence 
he speaks only when necessary. Ben was never 
known to miss a little trip to Wyoming Street 
every Wednesday and Sunday night ·in his 
senior year. What power he has over women. 
Commerce and Finance-Football. '24 
'25, 26, '27; Commerce Club; Sodality; 
Second Lieut. Inf. Res. 
IRWIN c. BESCH 
"Erve" Dayton, Ohio 
Erve is a fellow that we have always ad-
mired for his sincerity. It takes real ability 
to get Chemical Engineering before it gets 
you and he shows us that he has it. Some 
baseball manager and the first benedict in the 
.crowd. Best wishes to you-and the Mrs. 
Chemical Engineering-Baseball Man-
ager, '28; Engineers Club. 
jOHN A. BRAMLAGE 
"John" Covington; Kentucl{y 
A quiet, unassuming fellow. The old pro-
verb, "still waters run deep," holds true in this 
case, for John has been the leader of his class 
for four years. An earnest worker, but still 
has some time for pleasure. A likable fellow, 
a steady b.oy. 
Commerce and Finance-Commerce 
Club; Sodality. 
}OHN C. BRUCK 
"]ac1(' St. Louis, Missouri 
If on life's stage, Jack affords his audience 
as much pleasure as he has given to us with 
his dramatic work of the last four years, then 
success is just bound to follow his endeavors. 
Jack's main characteristics are, a likable dis• 
position, writing letters to "~mebody" and 
getting good results from anything he under• 
took. · 
Electrical Engineering-Little 'Theatre 
Club; Engineers Club; Exponent; Annual 
Staff; Sodality. 
}AMES A. B URKHARDT 
"B J... , UT'\Ie · Dayton, Ohio 
Burkie's engineering degree has been of 
untold value to him in helping him to measure 
the points of any case with a keenness which 
is 'qncanny. Cool and unperturbed, we hope 
one day to read decisions which have been 
rendered by him. 
College of Law-Varsity Law Club. 
MICHAEL J. BURGER 
"Mi1{e" Broo1{lyn, New Tori{ 
Now you are reading about a student, I 
mean a boy, that knows his stuff when it comes 
to studies, and its as natural with him as 
respiration. No book worm by any means, 
he just grew that way. And another thing, 
his head will not swell when he reads this. 
Electrical Engineering- Little 'Theatre 
Club; Senior Farewell Committee; Sodal-
ity. 
}OHN }. BUYER 
"] h .. on . Dayton, Ohio 
Here is ~ally an ambitious student. John, 
besides struggling for his Arts and Letters 
degree, attends the College of Law and the 
College of Education. He is contemplating 
entering the Harvard Law School next ·fall 
and we wish him lots of success. 
Arts and Letters-Second Lieut. Inf. 
Res. 
"Johnny" 
]OHN E. CARROLL 
Chattanooga, 'f ennessee 
John has that something that endears him 
to all with whom he comes in contact . To 
his wonderful personality, diplomacy, strength 
of mind and character we attribute his prom• 
inence in leadership. Ever a brilliant and ser• 
ious student and it is our hope that life 
rewards him for all his sincere effort. 
Civil Engineering- 'T ennis '26, Capt. 
'27, '28; Am. Soc. C. E.; Glee Club; 
Sodality; Little 'Theatre Club; Annual 
Staff. 
]OHN ]. DEBESIS 
"Debby" Cleveland, Ohio 
Here is one of our best examples in the 
class of what is known as a versatile man. 
Debby was . recently voted as the best athlete 
on the campus and he has really lived up to 
that reputation . He was a star in three sports , 
and in studies, and social activities he had 
his share of honors. 
Civil Engineering-Am. Soc. C. E.; 
Football '24, '25, '26, '27; Bas~etball '25, 
'26, '27, Capt. '28; Baseball '25, '26, '27, 
'28; Sodality. 
w. GRANT DAVIS 
"Dave" Dayton, Ohio 
Dave can get more joy out of life than m9st 
any two fellows, and his best trait is passing 
it on to everybody. With a personality like 
this, combined with the studious side of his 
make up, when Dave gets going he will travel 
far on the road to success. 
Electrical Engineering-Engineers 
Club. 
RODRIGUEZ ]. DIAZ 
"Blue Beard" Coah, Mexico 
Joe was so quiet at times that you began 
to wonder if he was still on hand. Then to 
assure you that he was, he would pop up with 
a wise crack that usually injured a few ribs 
permanently. Senior Jose sure knows his fenc• 
ing foils, and oh how the ladies admired his 
moustache! 
Electrical Engineering-Spa'nish Amer; 
ican Club; Engineers Club; Sodality. 
JosEPH D. DoNISI 
"Roundie" Middletown, Ohio 
Roundie likes his fun but, as we have found 
out, can take up the serious side of any prob· 
lem ranging from engineering to sociology. 
His sunny disposition has made for him many 
friends during his Prep and College years 
here. May you take on success like Lindy took 
on m~1eage, Mussolini. 
Civil Engineering- Am. Soc. C. E.; 
Glee Club; Annual Staff; Sodality. 
THOMAS E. GALLAGHER 
"Tom" Cleveland, Ohio 
A good student, a good athlete, and a good 
mixer. With his ready Irish wit, Tom was 
well liked by all, including the "Dean." AI· 
though Tom was actively engaged in football 
and baseball, his main activity was heart• 
breaking and he even went as far north as 
Marion, Ohio, to complete his work. 
Commerce and Finance-Football '24, 
'25, '26, '27; Baseball '25, '26, '27, Capt. 
'28; Second Lieut. Inf. Res.; Glee Club; 
Annual Staff; Little Theatre Club . 
.. 
.... 
CLARENCE A. FRIEMERING 
"Casey" · Minster, Ohio 
To let the other man talk is Casey's dis· 
tinguishing characteristic. Very little of his 
time is taken up by conversation but when 
he does open up we know what he says is 
reliable. It would be hard to find him without 
a pleasant smile and his personality will carry 
him far. 
Commerce and Finance-Commerce 
Club; Sodality. 
MoRRIS M. GrrMAN 
"Mose" Dayton, Ohio 
Modest as he is, Mose always claimed that 
his only bid for fame was his brother's foot• 
ball ability and the fa~t that he was interested 
in bananas. Nevertheless, his forensic ability 
was an invaluable help to the debating team. 
Arts and Letters-Debating. 
Lours H. GrrzrNGER 
''Lew'' Dayton, Ohio 
Lew has the "it" in ability. He is a real 
fellow with a gentlemanly self assurance, 
blended with a modest reserve is going to 
make us proud to have numbered him among 
us. And the way he always knocked off those 
nineties, Oh Boy! 
Mechanical EngineeTing-Glee Club; 
EngineeTs Club; Second Lieut . Inf. Res.; 
SenioT FaTewell Committee; Sodality. 
CHESTER J. GRAHAM 
"Chet'' Dayton, Ohio 
The brain cannot be measured by ones 
physical size. Chet has always been able to 
grasp difficult legal problems which often times 
overshadowed his size. 
College of Law-VaTsity Law Club. 
"Jimmy" 
}AMES ). GRACE 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
The pride of Phily and our rip-roaring var• 
sity full back. Jim's Irish smile sure will be 
missed at the University next year. His old 
.fighting spirit will carry him far in life's battle. 
Carry on Jim, Dayton U. is for you. 
ATts and Science- Football '24, '25', 
'26, '27; Glee Club; Little TheatTe Club; 
Sodality. 
HERBERT Y. HART 
"Swede" Chicago, Illinois 
Swede holds a place in all our hearts, athlete 
extraordinary and is one of our leaders. Herb 
could be serious, was industrious and always 
will be a gentleman. Our sincerest wishes for 
success, Herb. 
CommeTce and Finance- Football '24, 
'25', '26, '27; TTac~ '26, '27, Capt. '28; 
CommeTce Club; SenioT FaTewell Com· 
mittee. 
HowARD L. HARTMAN 
"Howard" Dayton, Ohio 
Howard has that indefinable something that 
makes us all like him. He has been an ideal 
student and we can only hope that virtue will 
be adequately rewarded and that we shall have 
occasion to meet him frequently in the future. 
Arts and Letters- Debating. 
"Sam" 
SAMUEL v. K. HIPA 
Honolulu, Haw. 
Yes, if we had an archery team Sam would 
have made it. He is our four sport, laughing, 
likable boy from Hawaii. "Hipa" in "U. D. 
Sports" could title a many page volume, and 
' it would be some story _to relate. We will al~ 
ways remember that McGarry to Hipa pass 
that seldom fai1ed. We like his tenor and 
think that he can Hula with the best of them. 
Civil Engineering- Football -'23, '24, 
'2 5, '26; . Bas~etball '24, '2 5, '26, Capt. 
'27; Baseball '24, '25, '26, '27; Trac~ '24, 
'25, '26, '27; Second Lieut. lnf. Res.; 
Sodality. · 
"Gerry" 
GERALD A. HERBISON 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Another silent worker. Gerry was always 
busy and always for the school. It is this type 
of man who really gives the school something. 
Socially, he was a "bear." Keep going Gerry 
for success is awaiting you. 
Arts and Letters-Exponent; U. D. 
News; Commerce Club; Little Theatre 
Club; Sodality. 
KAM HEE Ho 
"Ho" Honolulu, H. T. 
He was noted for his regularity in class. 
Not once in his four years with us has he 
been seen coming in late for class and it was 
very unusual for him to miss a class. Ho was 
very much esteemed by his classmates and we 
can all vouch for his wonderful personality. 
·Commerce and Finance- Commerce 
Club; Little Theatre Club. 
JoHN P. HocHADEL 
"John" Girard, Ohio 
Unassuming and unpretentious "John:' 
stands well up in his studies, and finds a place 
in the heart of every one of us. John has 
a seriousness of purpose which bids well to 
place him high .in the list for future succe88. 
While not engaged in athletic events, he was 
a constant and loyal supporter of the Red and 
Blue, and always a willing worker. One would 
have to go a long way to find a truer friend 
and companion. 
Commerce and Finance--Commerce 
Club; Annual Staff; Football Dance 
Committee; Sodality. 
"Kap" 
w. HAROLD KAPPELER 
Dayton, Ohio 
· Kap is another who was very instrum~ntal 
to the success of the 1928 Daytonian. He is a 
student who would be a typical Daytonian, an 
ideal student and a perfect gentleman. His 
e'lier glowing personality and generosity in the 
days before him will be stepping stones in the 
road to success. 
Commerce and Finance--Commerce 
Club; Annual Staff; Second Lieut. Inf. 
Res.; Senior Farewell Committee. 
JOSEPH H. JANNING 
Dayton, Ohio 
Joe left us for a year but on his return back 
he has been doing excellent work. When Joe 
gets out in the world he won't mi88 that year 
he lost in college because he has made up his 
mind to make up that year, this year. 
Commerce and Finance--Commerce 
Club. 
JoHN H. KooRs 
"] ohnn y" Dayton, Ohio 
Johnny was with us back in '25 when he 
finished his pre-medical work. Last year he 
decided that he wasn't destined for that pro-
fession, but for one of a financier and if he 
keeps up his excellent work he wm not be far 
off his expectations. 
Commerce and Finance--Commerce 
Club; Sodality; Second Lieut. Inf. Res. 
WALTER C. KRAFT 
"Whitey" Marion, Ohio 
Whitey has that knack of pointing out the 
sunny side of things. With a cool judgment 
and spontaneous cheerfulness he has enriched 
the school days of his numerous friends. 
Marion will boast of Whitey in the years to 
come for we are all confident that he will 
reach the goal he has set. 
Commerce and Finance-President of 
Commerce Club; Annual Staff; Sodality. 
JosEPH F. MALONEY 
"Joe" Dayton, Ohio 
Business and law are closely akin. Joe 
symboli~ed this by the fact that after securing 
his commerce degree he studied law. Such a 
foundation is sure one day to put you in the 
front ranks. 
College .of Law-Varsity Law Club. 
HENRY]. VOLLMER, }R. 
"Dutch" St . Marys, Pennsylvania 
Dutch is one of the triumvirate that pre-
sides in a third floor suite in Alumni Hall. His 
easy going disposition has made him many 
friends here in Dayton and he is sure to be 
heard from in the future if hard work and 
ability mean anything. Dutch plans a medical 
career and that he will attain the heights of 
his profession we have no doubts. 
Arts and Science-Sodality; Second 
Lieut. Inf. Res. 
"Mat" 
MATTHEW }. M ARZLUFT 
Dayton, Ohio 
One of the hardest workers who has ever 
enrolled at the University. Mat has been 
active in everything. He has the distinction of 
being, not only a good athlete,. but also a 
good student. His fellow students have shown 
their faith in him by electing Mat secretary of 
the Monogram Club and of t]le Senior Class. 
Commerce and Finance-Football '24, 
'25, '26, '27; Track._ '26, '27, '28; U. D. 
News; Glee Club; Second Lieut. Inf. 
Res.; Senior Farewell Committee. 
-
}OHN T. MAXWELL 
Cleveland, Ohio 
The fifth city has sent us some fair speci-
mens for our commerce course, but Jack is 
the fairest of them all. Such was the result 
of the popularity contest. His forte in sport~ 
is track, Dayton's foremost sprinter. At 
dances, Jack has the uncanny ability to pick 
winners. 
Commerce and Finance-'Trac~ '26, 
'27, '28; Commerce Club; Second Lieut. 
Inf. Res.; Farewell Dance Committee. 
JoHN V. McGARRY 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
He was the smartest athlete the school has 
ever known and he sure will be missed by his 
team-mates and the followers of the Univer• 
sity. Jock takes up the duties of head coach at 
v.,; est Phily Catholic High next year and if he 
drives his charges as he drives a Franklin here, 
he will be the greatest coach in the country. 
Arts and Letters-Football '24, '25', 
'26, Capt. '27; Bas~et ball '24, '25'; Base-
ball '26, '27, '28; President Senior Class; 
Annual Staff; Sodality. 
RoBERT T. McCLEAR 
"Hoople" Detroit, Michigan 
The Major,- as he is known to his host of 
many friends, is a jewel of the first waters. 
Always busy but never too busy to aid a 
lriend, is Hooples endearing manner. If you 
have any doubts as to his coming success, just 
turn back and recall how he handled that 
Intramural Basketball League. It takes a good 
man to do that. 
Arts and Letters-Football '25', '26, 
'27; 'Trac~ Manager '28; Second Lieut. 
Inf. Res.; Captain Rifle 'Team; Intramu-
ral Manager. 
EDGAR B. MEYER 
"Eggs" Dayton, Ohio 
A .thorough student and a staunch friend. 
His greatest work was done on the Exponent 
and through his efforts the magazine was re· 
placed again on the high plane it once oc· 
cupied. Do as well with everything and your 
success will be assured. 
Arts and Letters-Editor-in-chief of 
Exponent; Second Lieut. Inf. Res.; Rifle 
'Team; Senior Farewell Committee. 
I 
ARTHUR w. MEYRING 
"Art" Dayton, Ohio 
Art takes nothing for granted, a true 
quality of any lawyer and this trait combined 
with his many other fine characteristics make 
him for a man among men. 
College of Law-Varsity Law Club. 
ALPHONSE A. MoELLER . 
"Al" Dayton, Ohio 
There is much to be said of AI but space is 
limited. Suffice it to say that here we have a 
true, deliberate type, one whose outside ex· 
pcrience, coupled. with his legal training, will 
surely accomplish much. . 
College of Law-Varsity Law Club. 
HUBERT A. MIEHLS 
"Bullet" Fort Jennings, Ohio 
Bullet is a lad who combines a resistless 
friendly spirit with a jovial disposition and 
pleasing manner. His line which went over so 
big with school teachers will surely aid him in 
reaching the top of the ladder. 
Commerce and Finance-Commerce 
Club; Sodality . 
"Husb" 
EDWARD L. MuRPHY 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
There is a current of wit and humor bub· 
bling along in every minute of this young 
man's life. If he ever _had a gloomy moment 
he never let us know about it. He really 
knows his electric too. We hope you get what 
we think you deserve, and that's all kinds of 
big success. 
Electrical Engineering- Glee Club; 
Second Lieut. Inf. Res.; Engineers Club; 
Sodality . 
"Pop" 
WILLIAM A. NUNN 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Pop was a very active student on the 
campus and was always ready to assist in any 
extra curricular activity. In his last year he 
was the efficient trainer of our football heroes. 
He was president of the Glee Club and also 
took an active part in their initial perform• 
ance. Pop is always on the go and how he 
cripples the hearts of the weaker sex. 
Commerce and Finance-Football '23, 
'24, '25, '26; Glee Club; Commerce 
Club; Second Lieut. Inf. Res.; Annual 
Staff. 
JosEPH]. O'CoNNOR 
"Joe" Marion, Ohio 
Joe was one of the Dean's most brilliant 
students, even though he did favor "red· 
heads." Behind a sharp tongue lay a true 
friend, one as is seldom found. If his future 
success can be based on his ability as an adver• 
tising manager of the Daytonian, there are 
sure great things in store for him. 
Commerce and Finance-Commerce 
Club; Advertising Manager of '28 Day• 
tonian; Senior Farewell Committee; So· 
dality. 
ROBERT J. O'BRIEN 
"Bob" Canton, Ohio 
Yes, Bob is that pleasant, good-hearted and 
jovial man about the campus, an exemplary 
student and a conscientious professor. Besides 
all this he has always been an excellent 
student. Such sterling qualities cannot but 
assure your success in life, Bob. 
College of Law-Varsity Law Club; 
Debating 'Team; U. D. N,ews; Professor 
in Preparatory Department. 
JosEPH S. PEscE 
"Joe" N,orfol~. Virginia 
The time comes when we all must part, and 
wm the students miss our peppy cheer leader? 
I'll say so and HOW. All varsity men knew Joe 
for he was right there and kept the students 
cheering until the last play of the game. May 
the world cheer you as you have cheered 
others. 
Electrical Engineering~Baseball '2 5, 
'26, '27, '28; Cheer Leader '25, '26, '27, 
'28; Second Lieut. Inf. Res.; Sodality. 
"Phil" 
NELSON E .. PHILLIPS 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Phil was a mighty busy man the first rart 
of the year with the duties of football man-
ager on his shoulders but he still had enough 
time to excel in all his studies. If he discharges 
his duties in life as well as his football man-
agerial duties he is well on his way to success. 
Chemical Engineering-Football Man-
ager '28; Engineers Club; Football Dance 
Committee; Sodality. 
ALFRED W . R oTHENBERG 
"Squire" Dayton, Ohio 
Squire has striven hard to subdue the 
"Jealous Mistress" not only theoretically but 
actually. W ith his faithful pipe for a com-
panion, we feel safe in predicting that Alf 
will be a hard man to keep down. 
College of Law-Varsity Law Club. 
JosEPH F. REIS 
"]oie" Columbus, Ohio 
What a little bundle but plenty of ambition, 
grit and perseverance. Joie is the man who 
made the lights dim and bright on the stage. 
We never heard him find fault with anyone 
or anything and we are convinced of his 
personality. 
Electrical Engineering-Glee Club; 
Little 'Theatre Club; Engineer's Club; 
Senior Farewell Committee; Sodality. 
"F J." ran'\ 
FRANK WILLIAMS 
Dayton, Oh.io 
Ever quick, always ready, and with a per-
ception to pick out the most in any assign-
ment. These attributes are enough to assure 
us that Frank with the Master Degree that 
he has just received is going to make himself 
heard. 
THOMAS H. RYAN 
"Tom" Dayton, Ohio 
Smiling, carefree, happy, and contented 
Tom. That in a few words sums up all the 
characteristics of this jovial, handsome wn 
oi old "Erin." Tom will continue in the 
college of law after having completed his work 
in the college of Arts and Letters. 
Arts and Letters-Law Club; Second 
Lieut. Inf. Res.; Sodality. 
VINCENT H. ScHROEDER 
"Vinnie" St. Louis, Missouri 
Vin just naturally makes good friends 
wherever he goes. His smile seems to work 
just as well with the fair sex also. He has big 
ambitions and has by his work during his 
cdlege days laid a real foundation upon which 
to build to attain them. We think a lot of 
Vinnie and wish him all success. 
Civil Engineering-Am. Soc. C. E.; 
Second Lieut. Inf. Res.; Sodality. 
LEE E. SCHEID 
"Count" Dayton, Ohio 
Lee is one of these hard working Civil 
Engineers, and that implies a lot. All his 
fellow engineers think very much of him. Lee 
is earnest in work or play and we think that 
if he keeps it up, it will be he on the big end 
of Dayton's grade crossing problem or some• 
thing as big. 
Civil Engineering-Am. Soc. C. E.; 
Glee Club; Second Lieut. Inf. Res.; So· 
dality. 
}ACK. SEMMELMAN 
Dayton, Ohio 
If you were to ask Ul to point out a student 
who would be typical of Dayton "U" we 
would give you the pleasure of making hi& 
acquaintance. We hope that it will be our 
pleasure to bask in the radiance of his person• 
ality and generosity in the days before us, 
Education-Assistant Professor Chem· 
istry, Steele Hi. 
THEODORE SHARPENTER 
"Shorty" Aurora, Illinois 
No one that could boast of such height, has 
ever passed through the portals of this seat of 
learning. i\ good student, a congenial and 
smiling disposition,. always ready to aid the 
other fellow, are qualities that make this son 
of the golden west a very popular student. 
Commerce and Finance-Football '24, 
'25, '26, '27; Basl{_etball '26, '27, '28; 
Baseball '25, '26, '27, '28; Commerce 
Club; Glee Club. 
RALPH M. SPAHR 
"Ralph" Xenia, Ohio 
So far as knowledge goes, Ralph's chief 
interest is in his studies. Regular as a clock, 
he always performed his work with such 
thoroughness and carefulness that little time 
was left for the frills of college life. 
Arts and Letters-Second Lieut. Inf. 
Res. 
RICHARD C. SHERER 
"Die "I{" Dayton, Ohio 
He found time to speak to us even though 
he was rushed with work. Just a gentleman 
who smiles, listens, judges and then acts 
promptly. Dick succeeded in getting to Phi-
losophy class on time during the last half so 
he must be especially complimented on that. 
Mechanical Enginee'Ting-Engine1ers 
Club; Sodality. 
]AMES SPENCER 
"Jim" Kamuela, H. 'f. 
What a warrior those sunshine islands have 
sent us. A mighty wow of football fame. Jim, 
is quite some coach too. He was the pilot for 
our crack 1931 varsity embryo squad. A good 
student, a thinker, and above all a gentleman. 
Commerce and Finance-Football '24, 
'25, '26, '27; 'Track._ '26, '27, '28; Infan-
try Reserve; Little 'Theatre Club; Fresh-
man Football Coach. · 
"Gil" 
GILBERT H. STALLKAMP 
Delphos, Ohio 
A real friend in whose company we dare 
to be ourselves. He worked hard under the 
watchful Brother Rappel and is assured of 
success in the future. Gil was a cadet Captain 
in the R. 0. T. C. and discharged his duties 
in a manner creditable to himself and his 
alma mater. 
Electrical Engineering-Infantry Re-
serve; Engineers Club; Glee Club; Sodal-
Uy. . 
SIDNEY E. TROUARD 
"Sid" New Orleans, Louisiana 
Here is a capable boy. Diminutive in size, 
but with a big smile and a happy word for 
everybody. Sid set a scholastic record for his 
four years that the rest of the engineers found 
it hard to overshoot. We all hope that the 
good work goes on and even gets better. 
Electrical Engineering-Engineers 
Club; Annual Staff; Sodality. 
RALPH M. STUTZ 
"Prez" Dayton, Ohio 
Our deboniar president, one whose brain 
is ever keen and active, one who is always 
interested in helping the other fellow. With 
these qualities, Ralph, you will surely climb 
to invisible heights. 
College of Law-Varsity Law Club. 
] OSEPH H. WALTER 
"Pole" St. Louis, Missouri 
Joe was the intellectual leader of the Civil 
Engineering class. Pole joined us after com-
pleting two years at Chaminade College. He 
made himself known on the campus by special-
izing in the activities of the American Society 
of Civil Engineers. Good luck, Joe. 
Civil Engineering-Am. Soc. C. E.; 
Sodality. 
NoRVAL A. WENZEL 
"Norv" Dayton, Ohio 
Music hath charms. What a charming fel-
low Norv is. He makes Henry Lange the 
proverbial leach when he nimbly runs his 
fingers over the ivories of his Stienway. -In 
other words, he plays ja~~ with the best of 
them. One must meet and converse with him 
to really appreciate his depth of thought and 
wmning personality. 
Second Lieut. Inf. Res.; Sodality. 
WALTER W. ZoLG 
"Wally" 'Toledo, Ohio 
Wally the "baby" of the class, but only 
in years and not the least bit young when the 
need arises . He is keen of mind, has a per-
sonality that is radiant and is one who is ~o 
go far in life and will achieve a degree of 
success which will be enviable. 
College of Law--Varsity Law Club; 
Professor of English in Preparatory De-
partment; Annual Staff. 
UNDERCLASSMEN 
(Pardon This, Tennyson!) 
Broke! broke! broke! 
All thro' my college days, 
And I would my tongue could tell 
Of the bills my father pays. 
Oh, well for the h igh-school lad 
When he works both night and day; 
Oh, well for the freshman too, 
Till he learns to be smooth and gay. 
And the sporty days pass by 
With old debts enlarged by new; 
But oh, to be square with the world again, 
And free from the duns of the Jew! 
Broke! .broke! broke! 
Oh, be kind to our mournful plea, 
For the pleasing touch of the cash that's gone 
· Will never return to me. 
Junior Class History 
~HE YEAR 192 5 witnessed the admit-
tance to the University of the largest 
Freshman Class in the history of the 
school ancl the quality therein represented was 
in no wa-y ;ubordinate to the quantity. 
PATRIC.K WILCOX 
It did not take long for the class of '29 to 
become acclimated to the rare atmosphere surrounding the University and 
it started in to work out its destiny with speed and determination. 
Though not having the credit of starting the Freshman tradition, the 
coming first year men can thank or blame the Class of '29 for the complete-
ness with which it is being carried out at present. The first representative 
caps were secured by the present Junior Class. 
Our Freshman year also witnessed the dedication of the University 
Stadium, which is indeed a monument to the athletic progress of the 
University. 
A~hletes of the Class of '29 have been well represented on the various 
athletic reams of the Red and Blue and have done m'uch to carry the stand· 
ard of the Flyers in athletics ever higher and higher. The Class of 
'29 was the first to be subjected to the one year ruling before being eligible 
to play and the ·Frosh teams in football and basketball that came about as 
a result of that ruling were a big help for getting 
the Varsity in shape for their games by their 
scrimmages and daily drills. 
The 'end of the football season in our sopho-
more year found ten of the Class of '29 being 
awarded the coveted "D" for their excellent 
work in the fall pastime. Basketball found two 
more seoond year men receiving their letter for 
their work on the court and baseball was the 
opportunity for six more members of the pres-
ent Junior Class to be ranked among the ath-
letic heroes of the school. This is indeed an 
excellent record for men participating in their WILLIAM REYNOLDS 
FRANi:: MACKLIN 
first year of intercollegiate competition and is indi-
cative of the spirit and fight that the Class of '29 
has displayed throughout its various endeavors. 
Not content with shining only in athletics, the 
Class of '29 has been the backbone of almost 
every organ~ation on the campus. No matter 
what the :field the present Junior Class has been 
in the foreground, doing its best to keep the 
machine of the University gliding smoothly 
forward on its road of progress. 
The Commerce Club, Debating Club, Officers 
Club, Monogram Club and almost all others have 
a majority of Juniors in their enrollment. 
The Debating team was resurrect·ed in the third year of our reign, 
composed f!10stly of members of the Junior Class, and enjoyed a wonder-
ful season under the capable direction of Brother Lawrence Boll. 
The various literary organizations on the campus numbered quite a few 
members of the Class of '29 on the various staffs. The Exponent, The J\lews and 
Publicity Department had many of their contributions from the Junior Class. 
The Glee Club was born in our Junior year and gave its first frolic 
with great success, with many Junior members contributing to its well bdng. 
Despite the fact that the Junior Class has taken such a very great inter-
est in athletics, they did not forget what they came here to school for, 
namely, to get an education. Consequently the scholastic averages of the 
various departments were a:bove the average and in the recent popularity 
contest a Junior, Grisez, was voted the most studious. Another Junior, 
Wilcox was elected the most popular, Freitas the most cultured, and Bauman 
the Campus Clown. 
The Junior Class has been extremely fortu-
nate in its officers and much of the good work 
. that the Class has accomplished is directly 
traceable to their guidance. Patrick Wilcox has 
been president for the last two years, along 
with Reynolds, Keating and Frank Macklin who 
has acted in the capacity of Treasurer. Mack-
lin was in charge of the rings and discharged his 
work in a very satisfactory manner. 
With the· :fine organization and indomitable 
spirit that the Junior Class has shown so far, 
their outlook for a brilliant year is very bright. WILLIAM KEATING 






S ophomore C lass H istory 
~HE HISTORY of the Class of '30 prop• 
erly begins with our entrance to the 
. University in September of '27. Our 
WILLIAM KEANE 
High School days were over and naturally we 
felt proud, but not for long. The Sophs 
deemed it their duty to show us our humble 
rank, and proceeded to do so in a very impressive manner. Remember the 
Freshman Parade, and that long dash down Memory -Lane? 
Serious work.began at once. The Frosh football team was the best ever. 
More willing or better material could not be asked for and the results ob· 
tained will bear out this statement. 
Greater interest was manifested in the Basketball League than ever before. 
The ability of our team was the talk of the campus. Everyone was enthusiastic, 
and the last game in which our green team lost the championship to the veteran 
seniors still remains a topic of discussion. 
Encouraged by our successes in athletics we entered the intramural 
Track Meet in high spirits. And did we win? Our total score was more 
than double that of our closest competitor. 
Our successes were not confined to athletics, however. Oh, no. We were 
too cosmopolitan and varied a group to be bound 
by such narrow limits. If you were to see some of 
our records in the classroom you would imagine 
that a few of our members were even intelligent. 
The Dramatic Club secured several valuable · 
and promising recruits from our ranks. The 
debating team likewise was strengthened by an 
influx of new members. In all it was a very sue• 
cessful year and when viewed in the light of his· 
tory no doubt we can all say it was also a very 
pleasant year. 
After a few short and fleeting months we 
again wended our way to Dayton, but this time FRANCIS MARSHALL 
we felt as if we were a vital part of the school, 
and as time was to prove we were a potent fac· 
tor in all activities on the campus. 
Old familiar faces, and new ones, too. The 
warm handclasp of our friends, and the timid 
looks on the Yearlings combined to add to our 
pleasure. Yes it is nice to be a Sophomore. The 
Freshmen looked nice in their pretty green 
caps, and then the "DAY" was coming: 
GEORGE WEED 
In spite of heavy rains early in the evening 
and a general dampness a large crowd turned 
out to see the newcomers strut their stuff. 
It was a beautiful parade, and the program put 
on at the courthouse was well received by the citizens of our fair city. To 
say the least the Frosh were deeply· impressed. 
The more serious side of college li£e now came in for consideration. 
It took a little while to get accustomed to the grind again, but enough 
recreation to keep us interested. was afforded by the football team. Fully 
a score of the varsity men were Sophomores, and a goodly number of them 
won their coveted monogram. 
Our great basketbaF team of last year was now broken up to form the 
backbone of the varsity squad. And what a record these boys made! Truly no 
one can deny that with another year's experience they will be unbeatable. · 
Proving that h istory repeats itself our harriers again stepped too fast 
for the other classes and easily won the Intramural Track Meet for the 
second time in as many years. No other class that ever attended the University 
can lay claim to such a distinction. 
We think this is a very appropriate place to 
mention the Black Guard Fusileers R. 0. J:..., a 
very active organization formed by the Sopho· 
mores to increase interest in military matters 
in the R. 0. T. C. 
In concluding let us state that the Class of '30 
has always, and will always back every move· 
ment sponsored by the school, and that this 
support, as we have just shown you, is more 
than verbal. 
Next year we will have another message for 
you and meantime you who would make history 
for your class do your best to follow the road 
blazed by the men of 1930. GILBERT GowAN 
n 
SoPHOMORE CoMMERcE AND FINANCE 
SOPHOMORE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
SoPHOMORE ARTs AND SciENCE 
SoPHOMORE CIVIL ENGINEERING 
SoPHOMORE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Freshman Class History 
~HE class of. 1931, officially entered the Univer-
sity of Dayton on September 13th, 1927. One 
hundred and fifty Freshmen were registered-
fifty entered Engineering, forty-five the College of Com-
merce and Finance, thirty-five in the Arts and Sciem·r., 
and twenty in the Pre-Medical. 
JosEPH STERMER 
For the first few months the Frush were th.:: real 
campus workers, trunks, rugs, books, lamps, and variuus 
other paraphenalia were carried over several square 
miles of territory. The wearing of the little green pots 
was inagurated in less than a week and the Freshmen were by far the most con-
spicuous element on the campus. 
Sophomore meetings wer~ events th<!!t were dreaded, but were nevertheless 
attended by the members of the class. It was during such meetings that the noble 
art of carving paddles was annexed to the Freshman curriculum. 
The first real Freshman class meeting was held September 20th, under the 
direction of William Keane, Sophomore president. In the election that took place, 
Joseph Stermer was elected president, and Fred Giesler, secretary. Other matters 
of importance concerning the activities of the class were discussed at subsequent 
meetings. 
The annual initiation took place October 1 S'th, and was a huge success from 
both a Sophomore and a Freshman viewpoint. John Gerlach was master of cere-
. monies and handled the situation proficiently. The festivities started with a short 
opening talk by Joseph Stermer. Edward "Pooch" Lloyd imitated "Miss America," 
while Joseph Neville, as "Little Red Riding Hood's Grandmother," brought forth 
loud applause. A Hawaiian Quartet received many praises for their songs and dance 
numbers. The final and closing event of the evening was the gauntlet which proved 
to be, "The Long Lane Witho~t a Turning." 
The Freshman welcome dance, sponsored by the 
Seniors, was well attended and the Freshmen extend the 
Senior class a vote of thanks for the manner in which 
this dance was conducted. 
Freshman football was coached by two former var-
Sity luminaries, Samuel Hipa and James Spencer. The 
first call found sixty-five men on hand for practice. How-
ever, towards the end of the season after a careful 
seeding by the coaches, the squad had dwindled to two 
full teams. Many long and hard scrimmages were held, 
and it is the hope of the Freshman class that they have 
contributed in some manner a little towards the 'success 
of the 1927 Varsity eleven. 
I - I ~ ?/.4! ,.(r; 
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PRim GIESLER 
Noteworthy among the Fresh players were Joe Cabrinha, brother of the famous 
"Cabby," Turp Grimes of Lake Forest Academy, Sackwit~ and Warton from the 
Hawaiian Islands. Smythe and "Skeeds" Komoroski, of Toledo Central, and a 
sprinkling of former stars from Cathedral Latin, and the University of Dayton Prep 
Highs. However, all Freshmen who were on the team deserve credit for their 
splendid efforts and are to be congratulated for their achievenrents. 
The class was also very active at the various football games, either acting as 
ushers, working in the press box, or selling programs. 
The Debating Club which is making such splendid strides also numbers four 
Freshmen among its members in the capacity of Frederick Dove, Howard Sachs, 
Earnest Williams and Joseph Neville. Its success by the way is d~e to the proficient 
tutelage of Brother Lawrence Boll, and the splendid cooperation of its members. 
The members of the newly organi~ed International Relations Club are mostly 
Freshmen. The club, although newly formed, is progressing at a rapid pace under 
the direction of Father Charles Preisinger. The work of this club is of a very 
interesting nature and in the coming years should surpass all other clubs both in 
membership and activity. · 
Notable work is being done along the line of publicity by Andy Cunningham 
and George Janko. These gentlemen haw: sacrificed much of their time in bringing 
before the eyes of the student body its college papers and various literary issues. 
The Freshmen also entered two teams in the Intramural League this year. One 
represented the resident student body while the other represented the non-resident 
students. The lack of a complete representative · Freshman team was due to , the 
spring football training season. 
The Glee Club of this year also numbers among its members a majority of 
Freshmen. The success of the Club has thus far been assured due to the ability of 
its director, Daniel Donovan, and the cooperation of the entire student body. 
Looking ahead for the coming years, the prospects are encouraging, and campus 
activities should take on a greater air of importance with the introduction of new 
vitality into the spirit of the University. We can expect much from our coming 
Sophomore classes both in athletics and in a literary way. Their school spirit is their 
heart beat, and they have their whole heart behind their every activity. Watch them 
GO! 
• 
FRESHMAN ENGINEERING 
FRESHMAN PRE-MEDICAL , 
FRESHMAN ARTs AND SciENCE 
FRESHMAN CoMMERCE AND FINANCE 
r 
• 
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Dedicated to 
ToM HART 
..... ,. 
of the famous battery of Hart 
aad Grimes 
ATHLETICS 

REv. FRANcis ]. KuNNECKE, S. M. 
Chairman Athletic Board 
Forward lies the goal, and Father Kunnecke has always had this in mind 
in regards to Dayton's athletic policies. 
AniLETic BoARD 
Here we have the ones responsible for the continued success of Dayton on the athletic 
map. Their work may not be readily seen, but nevertheless it is there. 
· Last year's results are their monuments. 
I 
~ J~ ~ENORIAH ~ 
-- T. ~AANCIS 1-fART -
True in his religious principles, a loving husband and father, faithful 
to his Alma Mater, need any more be said. 
}OHN G. Boom, S. M. 
Athletic Director 
Back of every success there is a reason, and Brother Bodie made possible athletic 
supremacy by his splendid cooperation and teamwork. 
HARRY C. BAUJAN 
Head Coach 
As a builder of successful athletic teams, Harry has brought to the 
University of Dayton widespread recognition. 
GEORGE M. FITZPATRICK 
Assistant Coach 
In his first year with us, 'Fi~' by his untiring efforts and pleasant personality, has won 
a well-deserved place in the hearts of the student body. 
I 
. . . . . . . . . ~·· ~ 
To the Men Who Hold the Line 
By W. F. BARRON 
Oh, the fullback bows to the cheering crowd, 
And the halves, and the quarter, too, 
And the praise ascends to the plucky ends 
Who :fight for the red and blue; 
To none so great do I dedicate 
This poor little verse of mine--
But here's to those in the :fighting rows, 
To the men who hold the line! 
You watch the game and you'll aU exclaim: 
ccJust look at that fellow run!" 
And you'll shout and roar when the struggle's o'er 
That the game was only won . 
By the fullback's pluck in that splendid buck 
That carried him to the goal; 
But you don't see :fit to think a bit 
Of the man who made the hole. 
":. .. :. . 
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Season's Record 
1924 
Sept. 27 Dayton.................................. 3 
Oct. 4 Dayton .................................. 64 
Oct. 11 Dayton .................................. 27 
Oct. 18 Dayton .................................. 28 
Oct. 25 Dayton........ .................. ........ 6 
Nov. 1 Dayton .................................. 21 
Nov. 8 Dayton .................................. 52 
Nov. 15 Dayton.. ................................ 13 
Nov. 27 Dayton .................................. 27 
Season's Total .... ............................. . 241 
Carnegie Tech ...................................... 14 
Rio Grande College............................ 0 
Davis·Elkins ........................................ 7 
Duquesne University.......................... 0 
Loyola University........ ..... ................... 7 
University of Cincinnati........ ............ 0 
Toledo University................................ 6 
Canisius College ............... .. ................. 14 
Wilmington College............................ 0 
Opponents .................................. .. ~ 
Captain, Leo Virant. Manager, John Byrne. Won 6; Lost 3 
192) 
Oct. 3 Dayton .. ................................ 45 Wilmington College ........................... 0 
Oct. 10 Dayton .................................. 29 Toledo University .............................. 0 
Oct. 17 Dayton.................................. 17 John Carroll........................................ 0 
Oct. 24 Dayton.................................. 2 Loyola University ................... ,............ ·6 
Oct. 31 Dayton .................................. 23 Cincinnati University.......................... 0 
Nov. 7 Dayton ........... :...................... 6 Haskell Indians.................................... 2 
Nov; 14 Dayton.................................. 7 Butler University................................ 10 
Nov. 21 Dayton .................................. 48 Otterbein College................................ 0 
Nov. 28 Dayton .................................. 19 Bucknell University..... ..... .. .. .............. 0 
Season's Tota1.. ........................... ..... 196 Opponents ............ .............. ... ... .. ~ 
Captain, Louis Mahrt. Manager, John Schulte. Won 7; Lost 2 
1926 
Sept. 25 Dayton .................................. 41 Bowling Green.. .................................. 0 
Oct. 2 Dayton.................................. 3 5 Kenyon College.................................... 0 
Oct. 9 Dayton...................... .. .......... 10 John Carroll........................................ 0 
Oct. 16 Dayton .................................. 14 Haskell Indians .................................... 30 
Oct. 23 Dayton .................................. 34 Wilmington College ........... ,................ 8 
Oct. 30 Dayton................................... 7 Holy Cross .......................................... 20 
Nov. 6 Dayton .................................. 52 Cincinnati University........................ 0 
Nov. 13 Dayton .................................. 21 Ohio Northern.................................... 0 
Nov. 20 Dayton .................................. 30 Butler University................................ 6 
Nov. 27 Dayton .............................. ~ Quantico Marines................................ 2 
Season's Tota1.. ................................ 251 Opponents ...................................... 66 
Captain, Bill Belanich. , Manager, John Conoboy. Won 8; Lost 2 
1927 
Oct. 1 Dayton .................................. 66 Findlay College.................................. 0 
Oct. 8 Dayton.................................. 0 H?lY. Cr~ ..... ,...................................... 18 
Oct. 15 Dayton.................................. 9 Cmcmnat1 UruverSlty.......................... 0 
Oct. 22 Dayton.. ................................ 0 Quantico Marines.............................. 6 
Oct. 29 Dayton .................................. 18 W ilmington College............................ 7 
Nov. 5 Dayton .................................. 12 Loyola University................................ 0 
Nov. 12 Dayton.................................. 6 Miami ...................... .......... ................ 7 
Nov. 19 Dayton .................................. 30 Haskell Indians ........ .......... ................ 14 
Nov. 24 Dayton................... .. .. .... .. .... 7 Wittenberg ........................................ 3 
Season's Tota1. ................................. 148 Opponents .................................. ~ 
Captain, John McGarry. Manager, Nelson Phillips. Won 6; Lost 3 
I 
]oHN McGARRY 
Captain '27 
Great ones have gone before, great ones may follow, but Jocko will always be 
remembered when football captains are mentioned. 
I 
RoBERT SWAN 
Captain Elect, '28 
Ducky was a whirlwind last season, and was honored with the captaincy for '28. 
Good luck and best wishes. 
SHORTY 8HARPENTER 
GRADUATING LETTER MEN 
MAT MARZLUFT 
JoHN DEBESIS 
JocK McGARRY 
I 
I 
LINUS BOEKE 
GRADUATING LETTER MEN 
BoB McCLEAR 
JiMMY GRACE 
ToM GALLAGHER 
ALEX GARLAND 
PAT DUFFY 
LETTER MEN 
PAUL LUTZ 
DouG FINN 
GIL GowAN 
PAT GLEASON 
• 
Bo ·cRusH 
ART BAKOS 
LETTER MEN 
PAT WILCOX 
}ACK McCoLGAN 
}ACI: ROBELLO 
}01! ANDRAS 
WALT R!!ILING 
BILL KENDALL 
CHUCK DEHLER 
LETTER MEN 
DIP SHUEY 
PAT HENNESSEY 
STUTZ ARMSTRONG 
FAT McDERMOTT 
]IMMY GRACE 
BoB McCLEAR 
LETTER MEN 
SHORTY S n ARPENTER 
JocK McGARRY (CApt. '27) 
]OHN DEBESIS 
ToM GALLAGHER 
MAT MARZLUPT DUCKY SWAN (Capt. '28) 
NELSON PHILLIPS (Manager) 
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ASSOCIATF.D PRESS-
COLU]!BUS OHIO-
TIME FtLEO 
THE U!U~~f:ITY OF DAYTON li'LYF.RS INAUGERAT.l!D THEIR CTffi~NT 
FOOTBALL SEASON HERE THIS .AF'l':l:RNOON IN T'9E HOST AUS!'TrTOTJS 
STYlE ROTJT!}rG "!i'INDLAY CQI,TEC':E BY A ~CORE OF 66-0· 
THS BAUJANITES IDU..OOSED THFliR SCORING HACJTINE AT 'l'rE VF.RY 
OTJTSET OF TJtlt GAME AND FROU T'9R O!'ENING WHISTlE tT ..,AS JTJST 
A ')..::EST ION OF HOW ![ANY POINTS TI-lE DAYTON 'l'"F:Al! WOUJ..D T'TLF: UP 
AGADrsT THE VTS !TORS• 
THE G.AJJR WAS D::!:VOID OF ANY TliD.ILI.S OTHER mJ:Ali THO~ ACCOlf.PA~IV • 
ING THE NUMEROUS SCORES-HOVTEVF.R THE \..A:'!P. T'R..":SEN'l'ED T:HE N?.W 
COACHI:tm COIIBHlAT ION BAUJAN A;-,l) FITZ:PATRir.IC A.ND A G:PIENDTD 
OPPORTUNITY TO LOOK OVER THE l!AT:..:RIAL ':'HAT WOUI..D BR AVAILABLE . 
FOR SERVICE IN THE: STRi.lmJOUS CAliTlAIGN THAT FOLLOWS THE INIT IAI.. 
SKIRMISH• 
GIL GOWAN PLAYING HIS FIRST COLLEGIATE GAllE MADE A BIG HIT 
WITH THE COACHES Al'.'D THE FANS BY HIS STELLAR WORK AT OllF. OF 
THE HALGBACK POSITIONS BeiNG RF.SrONSIBLE FOR A GOOD PORTION OF 
THE LOCALS' SCORES-
PAUL llOORli'.AN DAYTON JOURNAL .. 

DAY Lrn'£1t V' CEPI:ttRED 
l'flQHT CAeLE 
MhS,Q! LmER 
~lli/1] Y.EE~ E~O 
•.tntlil lETTER 
WESTERN 
UNION 
MIWCOM• CA.LTON, P.I.IDIMT 
DPR•WORCEST3:R l,W)SACHUS~TTS • OCT 8 1927• 
DAYTON DAILY NEWS• 
DAYTON OHIO• 
TIME FILED 
LED BY THE VERSATilE PASSIUG COJiffiiNATIO:N OF BLONDY' RYAN TO 
CLANCY 7HE LOCAL GRIDIRmr R.li:PRESEN'I' AT IVES OF '!'HE PURPLE 
HUJ'.'D3LED THE INVADIHC FLYERS OF THE UNIVER.c- TTY OF DAYTON 18-0-
THE VISITOR.S EmVEN VAU~11'3D OW.R."U":AD ATTACK FAILED TO 
FTJ~lCTION AT THE PROPER THlE AJ:ID THE HO.J1( CROSS AGGREGATION 
TURNED THEIR OWN WEAPONS AGAINST TP.EM TO WIU THE GAHE-TO 
UAIGi: UP FOR THF. FAILURE OP THEIR AERIAL GAllE ':'HE FLYERS 
PRER3N'l'ED A PER~CT STOllEWALL LHJ:.: DE'F'ENSE ':"F.AT TillE AFTER 
T D.!I:E SllEARED Tim PURPLES F~T :SACI<B "SEFORZ THEY COL'LD GET 
UND:<.:R !.!OT ION• 
0"'Pr:~JS IVELY ONLY ONCE DID THE FLYl'.RS THREATE~l TO PUSH O~R 
A SCOR3-THAT WAS IN THE LAST Q.UA.-qTER WHEN A DIVERSIFIED 
ATTACK BROUGHT THE BALL INTO 'l"}I3 DANGER ZONE 0:? THE LOCAlS 
'!']:RRI70R.Y -HERE THE LINE ST Il?FElf":D JL'ID 'fl-lE HOP.E:S OF THE RED 
AND BLUE ':VERE SNUFFED OUT-
IEBESIS STARRED ON ~ :I:CF.SNSE FOR THE FLYERS WHILE DUCKY 
SWAN WAS TEE BIGGEST THREA'.l' ON THE OF'E'ENSE· 
M.CARL FINKE DAY':'O:N DAIL! NEWS. 
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DPR~CINCINNATI OHIO • OCT 15 1927-
C.HICAGO TRIBUNE-
CH!eAGO ILLINOIS• 
TIME riLED 
A REJUVINATED UNIVERSITY OF C INC INNAT I FOOTBALL ELEVEN HF.:LD 
THE POWERFUL GRIDIRON COUBINAT'ION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
DAYTON TO A 9-0 SCORE THE LOWEST MARGIN BY WHICH THE FLYERS 
HAV'fi; TRIMMED 'l'HE LOCAL BEARCATS SINCE THP!SE TWO SCHOOUl 
HAVE COMPETI:D TOGETHER-
THE DAYTONIANS PUT ON THEIR POOREST EXHIBITION OF THE SEASON 
FUMBLING MOST Dl:PORTUNELY AND ON NO LESS THAN NINE OCCASIONS 
WERE THE VIS ITOR.S SCORES STOPPEl) BY THESE COSTLY PIDmLES• 
THOUGH Tl3 CUSTOMARY DAYTONIAN OFFENSE WAS WAY OW FORM THEIR 
DSF:".:NS IVE GAl,ffi WAS THE BEST SEEN HERE THIS SEASON-TEE 
BEARCATS SHO',HNG MORE FIGHTING SPIRIT THAN THEY HAVE IN YF.ARS 
TI::l!l: A!!'T.SR TI1ffi LAUNCHED TERRIFIC SCORPJG DRrJES ONJX TO HAVE 
THE VISITORS STIFFEN AliD TO HURL THE RUSEING CINCY BACI:S FOR 
A LOSS OR TO STOP TH3M 'NITHOUT A GAIN• 
DESPITE THE FACT THAT THI!IT Wfi.:RE D3F:.w:ATED "'!:E CINCHmATI 
L1ENTORS ARE HIGHLY ELAT'?:D OvER T~ SHOWING OF THE LR !'R.0TEG:<:S 
AND ':'HEIR COJU:NG BACK TO LIFE-THE :S:.sARCATS' HAVE AJJI!AYS HAD /, 
WEALTH OF MATERIAL BUT U1ITIL TODAY HAVE LACKED Tl12; :r.'IGHTHIG 
SPIRIT THAT. IT TAKES TO 'UN BALL (!AJ;!ES• 
JACK RYDER CIXCINNATI ENC).UIRER. 
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UNION 
DPR•DAYTON OHIO • OCT 22 1927-
NEW YORK TIMES-
NEW YORK CITY li!EW YORK-
TIME FILED 
THE q,UAJ:IT ICO 1JARH8S DEFEATED Tm UJ~IVERSITY OF DAYTON FLYERS 
HERE TODAY BY A SCORE OF 6-0 TID.: D:.:VIL DOGS GAI::.V:D '.:':GIR 
TOUCHDOYil'T WHEN A T'.TiliTY YARD RE':''tJRN 0~ TIO: KICI~OFF BY THE 
ALL AJ.lERICAN SHA!'LEY COTTI'L."":D "!ImH THREE SUCCE:f;S~ FIRf"T DOVWS 
A..'tffi A TWENTY YA.lffi :?ASS SF.A:r'L'TI TO DTJ~T~AN '713RE R.,"T<;c;;L.":D OFF IN 
TIB FBST li'I\TE lUNUT3S OF PLAY-IT ·.VAS ':':HE A2'l:XAL EOHECOHING 
GAlE AJID IT 'VAS A COURAGEOUS LOS IllG DAVTOH TEAJ~ THAT BATTLED 
ALL 0\T'i.:R THE PLACE ':.'0 PULL OUT AJID '.'TIN :-3T.T' ~AILED-THE FLASHY 
HA':VAIIAN HALF'lACK mrri('! S'.VA."'l' PREVENTED ~HE DEVIL D()(!S FROH 
RU~miNG UP A HIGJ-I:::::R SCOR.~ BY HIS ST::O.:LLAR WORK-
SWA..'I{ WAS THE BRIGHT DIAHOND IN THE ROUGH FOR THE l<'LYF:Rf) .ANlJ 
HIS SCINTILLATDTG '.'JORK AT ALL TH!BS ECLIPSED THAT OF ANYONE 
THE VISITORS HAD TO OFFER-DOUG FINU CLEVELAJ:..'D BOY PLAYED A 
SP:ARKLING G.A!·LE: AT '7,UA..~'l'ER ESP3:CIALLY AT ::'HE RU1J1UNG GA!:F. AND 
.DI:'HONSTRATED 7HAT HE IS A R~AL ~RIFLE TRR-;::AT Q,UARTER-OTHER 
OTJTST.A.)IDI:!.IG DAYTO::f IBN '~nE D-:;;BRSIS A~lD ID::NNESSEY ENDS AND 
BAKOS SHART'ENTER XND SH'IJE:Y IN THE LINE• 
DAYTON GAIN.?.D 13 FIRST DO'~/J'IS TO 11 FOR THE UARI!RS AND 
COJli:PLETRD BUT 5 OUT OF 21 PASSES AS COJIT'A..t:L<::D TO 3 OUT OF 9 
FOR THE MARINES-SHAPLEY A!ID DUNCAlT SHOWED UP BEST FOR THE 
VISITORS-
A:!'IDY CUlTNINC'H.AJ! DAYTON JOURNAL. 
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IDTITED PRF.SS-
C OLUJlBUS OR IO-
TIME FILED 
IN WHAT PROVED TO B$ A SLOW EXHI:BITION THE U OF ,D STALWARTS 
H.AN'lED THE :BIG GREEN OF WIIJHNGTON A NEAT SET:BACK WINNING 
mm:;m WRAPS 18·7 AT THE STADIUM-THE Q.UAKERS WF.RE OUTCLASSED 
BY A GREATER MARGIN THAN THE SCORE INDICATES• 
THE GREEN TORNADO OPENED THF. SCORING IN THE FIRST FF.W MINUTES 
OF PLAY VIA THE AERIAL ROUTE AGAINST THE SHOCK TROOPS OF 
COACH :BAUJAN-VON KAMEL TOOK THE :PIGSKIN ()VER ~ ~'lEDIER ADDED 
TID: EJ..~RA PO UIT BY A DROPKICK-
FBN SCORED THE INITIAL TOUCHDOWN FOR THE DLYERS nr THS 
SECOND PERIOD AFTER THEY HAD ADVANCED THE BALL WITHIN SCORING 
DISTANCE :BY A SERISS OF LINE PLUNG3S SPRINI~D WITH AN 
OCC.A:SSIONAL PASS-GLF..ASON FAILED TO !JAKE THE EXTRA POINT• 
TAKING THE :BALL ON THEIR OWN 27 Y AnD LINE THE BAUJANITES 
PLOWED TO THEIR SECOND SCORE JIH t-RACE CHAIJCING UP A SPLE1IDID 
RUN OF 20 YARDS SWANS PLACEHENT '."I.S BLOCKED-SWAN :OLTJ1l'GED OVER 
FOR THE Ji'INAL SCORE OF TID: DAY HE HH;SF:D THE EXTRA POINT-
FOR Tlfl VANQUISHED w:!:n!ER AND VOll KA!fii!L :PLAYED TH::': S'!'EI,J..A..Tl 
ROLES OF THE AFTERNOON WHILE T?.NSCH SWAN A.~ G!Mr.E J.'"'?.Rli'ORlD<.:D . 
NO:BLY FOR THE VICTORS-
BO:B BERGK DAYTON DA~LY NF.WS. 

J[l.lGttAM fUU IUJ[ 
CAT UTTER V O!P£AAED 
"'liH.T CABLE 
flle&SAQ( LffiEA 
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A C. WILL-.n•. n-1' ¥ecti·~•••IM•" 
DPR- CHICAGO ILLI:roiS - NOV 5 '1927-
THE DAYTON JOURNAL• 
DAYTON OHIO-
TIM£ FILED 
THE UNIVERSITY OF DA~OlJ 7LY?':Rf REGISTERED THEffi FIRST 
FOOTBALL VICTORY OV''.:R THE LOCAL LOYOLA ELEVEN WJ·rnm THEY O~R 
KILEYS TEAH 12-0 AT SOLDIERS FBLD HER?: TODAY-PRIOR TO TODAY 
THE LOCALS HAD SCOltED TWO WINS OVZR TEE !IfV.AlJE':RS-
THE RED .A!W BLUE VICTORY CA1.lE AS A RESULT OF Tl-fF. IR. TAl<:ING 
ADVANTAGE OF ::!:V'3RY BR.":!:Al<: THAT CAUE: THEB ~7AY R."i!COYSRING 
BLOCKED PUNTS T DE AFTER TUrn!-
THE DAYTONIANS FIRST SCORE CAJIS AS A RF.rULT OF ANDRAS STELLAR 
DAYTON END BLOCKING Will'TRYS PUliT AND RSCOV?.RING FOR A 
TOUCHDOWN A S'F:CO~ID TOUCHDO'!IN CAliF. AS THE RESULT OF A PASS 
:MC GARRY TO SWAN LA'l'F. IN TID: FOURTH PERIOD .AFT~R THF. VIS !TORS 
LAUNCHED A DRIVE 'i'HAT CARR !3D TID BALJ. Y 'OH HIDFBLD TO ':'HE 
13 . YARD LilV:• 
THE BAUJANinr, PREE:F:ll'TED SUCH A POID':RFUL DEFENSE THAT AT NO 
TIME WAS TJ~ HOME TEAM ABL.~ TO C01t:E: WITHIN SCORING DISTANCE• 
ANDRAS SHT.J'EY DL"FFY A1ID SWAN VT..i:RE THE DAYTON Lill!INARIES W'rliiB 
WINTRY AND LA'JL.<:SS VIER.~ LOYO::.hS -BEST BETS-
FR.ANIC GETTY UNITED PRESS 
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DPR- DAYTON OHIO - NOV 12 1927-
CINCINNATI EN~UI~R· 
CINCINNATI OHIO• 
DESPITE THE '!I' ACT THAT THP.:Y OUT!'LATI:D TilE IR OPPO!l':!':J:l'TS IN EVERY 
DEPA..llTl!ENT OF THE GAMF.: THE DAYTON FLY3RS WERP. FOR.nD TO 
ACCF.:PT TilliR FIRST OHIO CONr.R"?.NC:."~ D~?EAT ~R.~ '!'RIS .A?TSRNOON 
AT THE HANDS OF THE BIG R."]D OF lUAHI t'JT!VRRE ITY 7-S-
TAK;!NG ADVAl~TAGE OF THE BREAI\S AT TH::; VF.RY OUTSET OF Tl-IE GAHE 
Tffi HIAJH EL.~TI~r PUSHED OVER THEIR ONLY SCOre! OF THF. GAME IN 
THE FI::tST FIVE UHHJT'ES OP PLAY ON A PASS TO STRYJ8R AllD 
ANNEXED TID: RX.TRA POINT BY A ffilL"Tf'ECT PLACEI!ENl'• 
FROM THE:tl ON THE BIC RED WAS CONST.AliTLY ON THE lF.PENSIVE 
STAVING OFF FLTIR SCORES AND THOUGH T:HE.'! T:Hre:ATE1'ED O:!i'TE!'i IT 
WAS NOT UNTIL THE LATE STAGES OF THE GAJ.1R THAT THE LOt::ALS 
WERE ABL.'": TO !'USH OVER A SCORE-S';'/AN Tlffi FLY::.!:RS BIG THREAT 
TOOK Tim BALL OTIR THE TRY FOR ':'HE EX":'RA POINT VIAS CARRIED 
Will: BY THE WUID JUID THE BAUJ.ANITES TITLE HOPES WER~ GONE-
THE GAJ·,ffi l.wl..liliD THE FIRST DEFEAT. THE L'lTIYERGITY OF DJYTON HAD 
St'FFERED AT THE HANDS . OF AN OHIO TE.Alf IN THREE YEARS .Al-ID T~IIUR 
FITI~T CONFERENCE SETBACK SINCE THEY HAVE ENTER:':D ':'HAT 
COLL.""!G IATE LOOP· 
SD.!ON BURICK DAYTON DAILY !JEWS . 
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DPR-DAYTON OHIO - NOV 19 1927-
HASKELL INST IT UTE• 
LAWRENC~ KANSAS• 
TIME FILED 
REVENGE WAS IN ORDER AT THE U:!-l.IV3RSITY OJ.' DAYTCN S'f.ADIUM 
TODAY -;vHS1l THE LOCAL FLYERS TOOK OVER THE INVADING HASKF:LL 
I!ID!ANS 20-14 IN THE RUBBER GAUF: OF THEIR SERIES-TilE GAME 
~lAS A FITTING CLOSE FOR THE 30-14 DRUBBHTr. THE LOCAlS 
SUF~Rli.:D AT THE HANDS OF BAGJCC:LL :.Ar.T YEAR• 
IN THE GA!l!!! TODAY THE BAUJAlUTES LI"'ERALLY MID ACTUALLY 
PLAYED TlDll INVADERS O:FF' TJ-:EIR FEET FOR Till: FIRST THREE 
CH.A..'P'l'ERS AND IT WAS lfOT UliTIL Tlffi LAST Q.liARTIR AF'l'ER THJi! 
DAYTON IDNTOR HAD nlTRODUCRD HIS S~COIID AND THIRD STRING 
TROOPS DID TJI'i: INDIANS fT0\'1 ANY O~··~·'J<.!nSIW. STTIENGTH-
'l'~ Ji'IRST DAYTON SCOHF. CAllE IN THP. l':P.COND PF.:RIOD ON A PASS 
MC GARRY TO DEBESIS THE ':'RY F'OR THE EXTRA POINT WAS BLOCKED 
IN THE THIRD Q.UARTER ~W. FLYERS ROU"!JDF:D aliT THEIR DAYS fCORF. 
BY REGISTERING TWO J!OR:~ ...,OUCHDO":'l1lS-SHA.lll'E:Jr.rERS RJI!COVERY 0~ A 
BLOCI~D P~ ~HIND T~ GOAL LI~ WAS R~S~QJffiiBLE POR OJ~ 
WHILE CRUSH DATI'ON QUARTKR SCORED Tr:E OTHER OJI A SNF'..AK PLAY 
GLEASON ADD?.D BOTH POINTS A.'?!3R TOTJCJIDOWN BY "'LACE!!E:NTS-
CROSS AND HAINTA WERE THE STARS FOR THE REDlCN WHILE THE 
ENTIRE DAYTON LINE WAS OUTSTANDING IN THEIR WORK• . 
D HERBERT ABEL DAYTON DAILY NEWS • 
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WIDDER CLEVELAND PRESS• 
CLEVF.:LAND OHIO• 
THE UN!VmRSITY OF DAYTON FLYERS BRO'OOHT THEIR SEASON TO A 
MOST S'C'CCESSFUL CLOSE BY ROBBING WITTENBERG OF TJ-IF, OHIO 
COll'FERENCE CHAMI'IONSHIP HERE TODAY BY A 7·3 TIRDICT IN ONE 
OF THE MOST THRILLING CAM!i~S ETI::R STAGED IN "'HE LOCAL ST ADit1~-
IT 1VAS A TRICK PLAY WITH UC GARRY AND S'.VAN AS PRINCIT'L-r.:S .THAT 
PATI THE WAY FOR JIMMY C!RAC~S VICTORY TOUr.HDOWN IN ~HE LAST 
FEW MINUTES OF !'LAY AFTER '!'HE WEARERS OF THF. R'F.J> AND BLUE HAD 
BEEN TRAILING WITTENB:llRGS GR.t!:A'!' TEAl! FOR THE ENTIRE CONTEST 
IT WAS TID: FLYRRS BALL AN THEIR OWN FOURTEEN A cmmiNATION 
TRIPLE LATERAL PASS AND AND E:ND R-UN SWAN CAR- IED THE BALL TO 
TID} THREE YARD L!NE BEFORE HE '.'/AS DOWNED GRA~ THP.N TOOK IT 
OTIR ON T~ NEXT PLAY AND SWAN PLACE KICIO:D THF. EXTRA 1'0 INT• 
1,'/'ITTENBJ'i':RGS SCORE CAME IN THE FIRST FEV'/ MINU'::'::O:f. OF PLAY ~N 
BRADLEY WITTENB::!:RGS .ACE MADE A MRFECT PLACEKICK FROlJ T:H:F: 45 
YARD LINE-AS THE GAME WORE ON IT LOOICF'..D AS THOUGH BRADLF.YS 
Tn:!1 1'/0TTL.T.l "q'EJ"RESENT THE MARGIN OF THE DAYTON DEFEAT BUT THE 
LOCAL AGG.REGAT ION WAS NOT TO BE DENIED IN '.CHIS ONS TILT WHICH· 
ESTABLISHED THEM AS ONE OF OHIOS BEST• 
tm GARRY AND THE RELIABLE SWAN CARRIED OFF DAYTONE BACIC!i'IELD 
HONORS WHim SHW.Y AND HC COWAN SCINTILATED IN THE LINE• 
BOB HUSTED DAYTON HERALD. 
I 
BasketbJl at Bryn M awr 
By ETHEL LE RoY DE KovEN 
An amphitheatre built when Nature wrought her will; 
Curve upon curve-a glinting, grass-grown citadel; 
A tawny hollow worn by many a well fought rout, 
And there a vivid, changing maze wreathes in and out. 
The lithe, young :figures, with their striving, joyous 
strength, 
Entwined, rock t.o and fro in all their supple length; 
Bright in October scarlet, gay in forest green, 
They run-like scurrying leaves, wind-blown through 
Autumn's scene. 
Here, :first, a struggling knot will waver, swerve and form · 
There, then, it breaks, like scattering clouds before a 
storm; 
Wrenched bravely out with strength of straight young 
arms, the ball 
An instant hovers buoyant, high above them all. 

Season's Basketball Record 
U. D. 13 .......... ... ............... Georgetown 18 
U. D. 22 .............................. ....... . Butler 28 
U. D. 118 ............................ Wilmington 34 
U. D. 20 ................. ." ............ Cincinnati 21 
U. D. 26 ............................ Rio Grande 24 
U. D. 19 .................................... Capital 28 
U. D. 16 .................................... Detroit 23 
U. D. 20 ............................ Assumption 17 
U. D. 17 .................................. St. John 12 
U. D. 31... ........................... Cedarville 12 
Captain, Bill Blake. 
Manager, George Marie. 
U. D. 3L .......................... Huntington 29 
U. D. 17 .................. ............ Cedarville 25 
U. D. 12 ...................................... Butler 44 
U. D. 17 ................ .......... John Carroll 23 
U. D. 17 ............................ Wilmirigton 19 
U. D. 29 .................................. St. John 31 
U. D. 30 .............................. Cedarville 21 
Captain, Bill Blake. 
Manager, Gabe Fleming. 
1925 
1926 
1927 
U. D. 26 .............................. Cedarville 27 . 
U. D. 19 .................... ........ Muskingum 41 
U. D. 27 ...................... Bowling Green 26 
U. D. 21... ......................... Wilmington 29 
U. D. 27 ........ .............. Ohio Northern 28 
U. D. 27 ........................ ..... ,.: .... Kenyon 39 
U. D. 53 .... ._.: .......................... Antioch 10 
U. D. 37 .......................... :,Wilmington 24 
U. D. 28 ................ ............ Assumption 22 
Captain, Sam Hipa. 
Manager, Lowell George. 
U. D. 27 ...... -............................ Ddiance 17 
U. D. 38 .................. -.......... Wittenberg 33 
U. D. 51... ............................... Antioch 22 
U. D. 35.. .................. :.: ..... Wilmington 30 
U. D. 45 ...................... Bowling Green 28 
U. D. 26 .......... ............ 0hio Wesleyan"42 
U. D. 29 ..... .. .... ....................... Bluffton 22 
U. D. 49 ................. ........... : ...... . Capital 24 
Captain, John Debesis. 
Manager, Robert Bergan. 
1928 
U. D. 22 ............................ Wilmington 25 
0. D. 3l.. ............................ Spencerian 15 
U. D. 26.: .. ................. U. of Cincinnati 25 
U. D. 24 .............. ..................... . Capital 20 
U. D. :li .................................. St. John 22 
U. D. 30 ...................... Bowling Green 15 
U. D. 10 .............. .' ........... .. John Carroll29 
U. D. 18 .................... .... Cincinnati 'Y' 30 
U. D. 19 .............................. Cedarville 20 
U. D. 19 .................................... Alumni 21 
Won 11 
Lost 9 
U. D. 20 .. ...................... .. John Carroll 23 
U. D. 36 ........ ....................... ... Antioch 21 
U. D. 22 .................................... 1Cenyon 17 
U. D. "27 .............. - ............ Wilmington 26 
U. D. 17 ............................ Assumption 19 
U. D. 18 ........ .. , ................ ....... Detroit 19 
U. D. 28 .................................. St. John 17 
U. D. 26 .................................. Alumni 22 
Won7 
Lost8 
U. D. 29 ........................... . Muskingum 44 
U. D. 29 ............ .............. .. Huntington 12 
U. D. 31 ........................ Ohio Northern 22 
U. D. 25.. ......................... . Wittenberg · 45 
U. D. 44 .................................. Antioch 27 
U. D. 26 .................................... Detroit 28 
U. D. 28 .................................. St. John 27 
U. D. 38 .............. ........ Bowling Green 37 
U. D. 28 .................. ............ .... Alumni 20 
U. D. 29 ............................ Wittenberg 32 
Won 10 
Lost 9 
U. D. 45.. .......................... Wilmington 34 
U. D. 39 .................................. Antioch 14 
U. D. 34 ............................ Muskingum 44 
U. D. 46 ............................ Assumption 24 
U. D. 29 ............................ Wittenberg 41 
U. D. 30 .......... ...... .-..... Bowling Green 31 
U. D. 28 .. ............................ .. St. Marys 24 
U. D. 24 .................................... Detroit 25 
Won 11 
Lost 5 
·' 
With the Flyers on the Hardwoods 
URING our four years at the University of Dayton we enjoyed the 
pleasure of seeing our Alma Mater's court representatives advance 
from a squad that merely hovered around the .500 mark each year 
to one that was the best in the last ten years of Dayton University's history. 
In 1925 the Flyers managed to gamer but 11 wins in 20 starts number~ 
ing among their victims Rio Grande, Assumption, Toledo St. John's, Cedar· 
. ville, Cincinnati and Bowling · Green. The worst defeat that the Red and 
Blue hoopsters were charged with was against our ancient rivals, Jolm Carroll 
of Cleveland, 10·29. 
1926 found the hilltoppers faring even worse, being able to claim wins 
in seven games as against eight losses. Bill Blake again was appointed to lead 
the Gem City netters and although the boys gave their all every minute of 
the games they were destined·to taste bitter defeat eight times and to make 
it worse, two of those defeats again came at the hands of John Carroll. 
Another year having rolled on we returned to find the 1927 edition of 
the Dayton cage squad finishing just above the halfway mark, winning 10 and 
dropping nine. Under their flashy leader, Sammy Hipa the Flyers pushed 
over such well known clubs as Ohio Northern, Wilmington, Antioch, As· 
sumption and St. John's; but they dropped one and two point affairs with 
Cedarville, Ohio Northern, Wittenburg and Detroit University in games 
that were thrillers from the opening whistle to the closing gun. 
In our senior year we viewed a new edition under Coach George Fit~· 
patrick that put fear into the hearts of every club that they faced. Fit~patrick, 
new to the campus and his basketball material, must be given the greatest of 
praise for the seemingly miraculous way in which he brought the University 
of Dayton to the fore in the indoor sport. Coming from Grand Rapids, Mich· 
igan, Fit:z, who had the reputation of turning out championship high school 
fives, did just what the majority of the wise ones said he wouldn't be able .to 
do, namely, make the jump from a successful high school coach to an equal 
or even better one in the collegiate fields of Sport. 
11he result of Fit;z's coaching speaks for itself. With that winged mer• 
cury, Johnny Debesis at the helm, the Flyers went through a sixteen game 
schedule with the greatest of success as their final record shows 11 victories 
and but five setbacks. Two of these losses were suffered in the final games of 
the season · and were both one point affairs. The first was a 31,30 defeat at 
the hands of the Bowling Green teachers whom the Fit~·men had previously 
subdued at the local arena by a 45·28 count. The final game of the season 
resulted in a 2 5 ·24 loss to the famous Detroit University Titans. This game 
was one of those that wasn't decided until the final minute of play. 
The Flyers were trailing at the half by a ten point margin but got going 
and tied it up at 24 all with but a minute of play left. In his anxiety to pre• 
vent an opponennt from scoring the winning basket, Dehler fouled him and so 
two free throws were awarded the Titan. Brazil was the player who was to 
make that basket and as he went to the foul line to toss in the two charity 
throws the tim.er announced that but 45 seconds of play remained. Brazil miss-
ed the first shot but made good oh the second making the score 2 5-24 in De-
troit's favor with but twenty seconds left to go-and so it ended. 
The 1928 season was the second that the Red and Blue coursters played 
m the Ohio Conference, and we must say that they certainly gave a very 
good account of themselves. 
The Dayton quintet inaugurated their season with a 27-17 victory over 
Defiance at the U. D. gym in a very slow contest. 
Wittenberg was the next to swallow the bitter dregs of defeat. The 
scoreboard showed the final count to be 38-33, terminating one of the fastest 
games that has ever been put on display at the local arena. Johnny Ladner, 
the blonde forward from Chicago, showed himself to be a deadshot and was 
easily the outstanding star of the fray. 
The Blue and Gold clad coursters of Antioch proved to be little opposi-
tion for the locals and consequently victory number three was rung up by a 
51-22 score. 
Following, Antioch the Flyers treked to Wilmington and set down 
shifty Bolen's outfit 35-30 in a game that resembled the well known pigskin 
game rather than basketball. It was Wilmington's first defeat in seven starts. 
1 Returning to the local stamping grounds the Bowling Green teachers 
were added to the win streak by a 45-28 tally. 
Next in our path was Ohio Wesleyan to be played on their floor. When 
the final gun had sounded we had met our :first defeat 26-42. The Detrick 
coached machine was entirely too much for the Flyers and when Ladner re-
ceived a bad arm and eye injury the locals seemed to go entirely to pieces. 
Returning to Dayton once more the Fitz coached crew added win number 
six in the shape of a 29-22 victory over the Bluffton Beavers. The same week 
saw the fall of Capital U. on her own floor 49-24. 
Wilmington and Antioch next fell by 45-34 and 39-14 scores respec-
tively. Following the easy victory over Antioch we met our second defeat at 
the hands of Muskingum, last years' Ohio Conference champs, 44-34. 
In the final home appearance of the Flyers, Assumption of Sandwich 
Ontario was met and defeated 46-24. 
Hitting the rails the Flyers succumbed to Wittenberg 29-41 and Bowl-
ing Green 31-30: Following these two setbacks the Red and Blue snapped out 
of it long enough to defeat St. Mary's of Orchard Lake 28-24 and then clos-
ed their season the following night with the loss of that hetic affair that we 
previously mentioned. 
.PATRICK WILCOX 
EDWARI> LANG 
BASKETBALL L ETTERMEN 
JoHN DEBESIS, CdfPtain 
ROBERT LENSCH 
JOHN LADNER 
THEODORE SHARPBNTER 
U pon the D iamond 
0 By 
0 
HoRACE SPENCER FrsKE 
The sunlight pours a golden flood across the grassy field, 
As up against a cloudless sky the grand-stand throws its 
shield; 
The umpire tosses out the ball, the batter takes his stand; 
The catcher snugly fits his mask, the pitcher t~irls his 
hand, 
And the new white sphere goes twisting like a bullet from a 
gun, 
And the crowds upon the bleachers settle down to see the fun. 
In vivid May and rustling June 
When breeze's breath is like a tune, 
Oh, where can life be free?-
Where swings the bat, 
Where shoots the ball, 
Where rings the umpire's sudden call, 
And curve and catch must settle all-
Upon the diamond. 
I 
I ' 
Season's BasebJl Record 
1925 
Dayton 6 .............................. Antioch 4 
Dayton 6 .. ............................ .. Butler 7 
Dayton 7 ................................ Miami 4 
Dayton 22 .. ............. .. ......... Cedarville 2 
Dayton 3 ...................... W ilmington 4 
Dayton 5.. .................... .. ........ Miami 10 
Dayton 7 ................ .. 0hio Northern 5 
Dayton 7 ...................... W ilmington 6 
Dayton 10 .... ...... .. .. ................ A ntioch 3 
Dayton 10 .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. ........ .... Butler 7 
Dayton 3 .......................... Cincinnati 6 
Won 7 
Lost 4 
Captain, Bill Blake 
Manager, John Watermier 
1926 1927 
Dayton 7 ............................. . Antioch 0 Dayton 4 .. ........................... ... Miami 
Dayton 4 .. ............. ..... ......... . De:6.ance 2 Dayton 7 ....... .Indiana State Normal 
Dayton 9 ... .......... ..... ......... . 0tterbein 0 Dayton 15 ........................... ..... Toledo 
Dayton 8 ........ ..... ............ . Cedarville 0 Dayton 4 .......... ..... .......... . Cincinnati 
Dayton 4 .... ........ .................. .. Butler 0 Dayton 9 ....................... . Wittenberg 
Dayton 15 ......................... ... Otterbein 0 Dayton 16 ............... ......... .. Cedarville 
Dayton 18 .... .. ........................ Antioch 5 Dayton 2 .. ....... ... ......... ... Wilmington Dayton lO .. ......................... . De:fiance Dayton 14 ... ...... ... ..... ............. .. Butler 10 Dayton 13 ........ ..... ................ . Antioch 
Dayton 18 ..... ..................... Cedarville 3 Dayton 7 ....................... . Wittenberg 
Dayton 14 .... : .. .................... Cincinnati 6 Dayton 8 ........ ........ .... ........ .. Bluffton 
Dayton 7 ............... ............. .. Marietta 5 Dayton 10 .. ............ .. 0hio Wesleyan 
Dayton 6 ... ..................... Muskingum 5 Dayton 21 .. ........................ Cedarville 
Dayton 10 ... ............. .. Bowling Green 6 Dayton 3 .......................... .. Marietta 
Won 13 Won 12 
Lost 0 Lost 2 
Captain, Herb Eisele 
Manager, Daniel Burke 
Captain, Dick Snelling 
Manager, Paul McClellan 
1928 ScHEDULE 
2 
6 
0 
1 
0 
5 
4 
6 
0 
0 
9 
4 
5 
1 
April 7 ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Miami May 16 .. .... .. ...... Cedarville at Cedarville 
April 14 ..... ........ .. ............ Ohio Northern 
April 20.. .... .................. .. ........ Otterbein 
April 21.. .... .. ................ Ohio Wesleyan 
April 26.. ....... .... .................... Minnesota 
April 28 .... .... ...... .. ..................... Defiance 
May 7................................ Wilmington 
May 9 .......... Antioch at Yellow Springs 
May 12 .................................... Cedarville 
Captain, Thomas Gallagher 
May 19 ................................ Muskingum 
May 23 ...................... .. Miami at Oxford 
May 26 .. ................................ . Cincinnati 
May 29 .... Wilmington at Wilmington 
June 2 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Marietta 
June 6 .... Muskingum at New Concord 
June 9-Class Day .. .. Toledo University 
Manager, Clement Kerner 
Six Invaluable Cogs in the Makeup of 
Last Year's Successful Nine 
With everyone a letterman and all returning to the fold this Spring, one can see 
why the oudook is 80 bright at the present time. 
Six Invaluable Cogs in the Makeup of 
Last Year's Successful Nine 
With everyone a letterman and all returning to the fold this Spring, one can ~ 
why the outlook is so bright at the present time. 
Baseball History 
~OR the third straight year, the Dayton University Flyer baseball 
V ~ team amazed Ohio and the middlewest by their superb diamond 
· achievement. 
Taking the records of the last trio of seasons, the varsity athletes have 
lost but six games of forty played with collegiate opponents, four of which 
were dropped in 192 5. So why cannot Red and Blue followers hold up their 
heads with a certain esteem in that Uncle Sam's favorite pastime is being so 
well taken care of and learned in this educational institution. 
Twelve victories and two losses are the results of the varsity efforts for 
1927 of an origimi.l 20 game schedule which was tapered down by interfer-
ence of rain. With this is a spotless Ohio Conference season of six wins, the 
second straight year the Baujanites were undefeated in Conference baseball 
circles. 
May 4 is the exact date Dayton was forced to accept one of the bitterest 
defeats on the diamond, when the Wilmington Quakers, traditional rivals, 
came to the Gem City to administer . the varsity their :first setback for 192 7 
andbring an end to a winning streak which extended through 1926, of nine-
teen games. 
The score of the game was 4 to 2 and though the varsity were rained 
out in the return game at Wilmington, they are waiting until this Spring to 
pay up forthe sorry loss. Wilmington, however, had a mighty classy club. 
The second defeat on the board was also on the home lot, this coming 
at the hands of another well known rival, Bluffton, and with the Beavers 
cleaning up everything in sight last Spring, they also carried the varsity with 
them 9 to 8. 
The Ohio Conference wins of the season were registered over Miami, 
Cincinnati, two games with Wittenberg, Ohio Wesleyan and Marietta, quite 
a sprinkling of the cream of the Conference not alone the Buckeye Athletic 
Association. But three men were lost from the 1927 team, yet it includes 
players of ~uch ability and reliability, Capt. Dick Snelling, Bill Belanich and 
Sam Hipa, the latter who participated in but four contests. Snelling at the 
present is under the call of the Washington Senators and played with the 
Jersey City club in 1927. 
Capt. Tommy Gallagher, crack :first baseman and leading batsman of the 
year, was chosen at the end of the season to lead the nine this Spring and 
succeed Snelling. Tommy has been a Flyer baseball member for four years 
and is expected to :fill the post in an excellent manner. Besides, being :first with 
the bat, he made but two errors in the :field out of 129 chances last year. 
I 
• 
This Spring, with a list of stars ready for the call, Dayton is anticipating 
another steller season and all that is necessary for the Red and Blue to do is 
to trip the big clubs. Minnesota will be played in Dayton on April 26. 
Such battery men as Pesce, Baumann, Swan, Sharpenter and Reynblds 
will be returning and besides the material which comes from the sophomore 
ranks, should aid greatly in forming another formidable club. The fields will 
be practically intact. 
Following is the record of the 1927 schedule. 
Dayton · 4 ... ................................................................ . Miami 2 
Dayton 7 ............................ ..... .. .... .1ndiana State Normal 6 
Dayton 15 ........................... ....... .................................. Toledo 0 
Dayton 4 .. ............................................................ Cincinnati 
Dayton '·················· ··········································Wittenberg 0 
Dayton 15 .............................................................. Cedarville 5 
Dayton 2 ............................................................ Wilmington 4 
Dayton 10 .... ............................................................ De1iance 6 
Dayton 13 .................................................................. Antioch 0 
Dayton . 7 ............................ :-······························Wittenberg 0 
Dayton 8 .. .................... .... .. ........... .......................... . Bluffton 9 
1 .• 
• 'J 
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The 1928 Outlook 
~HE University of Dayton baseball teams have always been amongst 
~the best in this section of the country. Under their capable coach 
Harry C. Baujan, the Flyers have advanced in their brilliance 
yearly until they now are acclaimed champions of the Ohio Conference. 
As the Daytonian goes to press, the Red and Blue is about to begin its 
1928 campaign in defense of its tide and is going to step higher in tackling 
the Minnesota Gophers of the Big Ten. The Gophers are coached by 
Arthur "Dutch" Bergmann, former Flyer backfield coach. 
The Dayton prospects of en joying another successful season are great. 
Having lost but two of his stalwarts from the 1927 championship crew, Bau-
jan should steer his outfit to the head of the list again ere we receive our 
sheepskins. 
Of the eighteen games that are scheduled, nine are with Ohio Confer-
ence opponents, and if won, will put the Flyers at the head of the pack with 
a lead that can be disputed by none. Again we will be the champions that 
we should be! 
Under Captain Tom Gallagher, that smiling son of the Emerald Isle 
who. holds down the first sack for the Red and Blue, will be the following 
lettermen from last year. Chuck Dehler, the hard hitting left fielder, John 
Debesis at short, "Orange" Crush and Alex Garland at second and Jacko 
McGarry at the far corner. Battery men returning are Shorty Sharpenter, 
Bill Reynolds and Bob Swan pitch~rs, and Joe Pesce and Charley Baumann 
catchers. 
Among the eighteen sophomores that answered the :first call for baseball 
candidates, the following will bear watching, Maurice Costello and Dip Sheuy 
in the outfield, Pat Gleason from the far off shores of Hawaii at the keystone 
sack and Bud Blumenthal and Adam Westerkamp, both stars on the Dayton 
Preps nine in 1926, on the pitchers' slab. 
One of the bright lights in the Flyer nine. of '27 and who coach Baujan 
expects to star even better this season, namely, Johnny Debesis, that winged 
mercury who performs at short, has signed a contract to play shortstop for 
the Cleveland Indians in the American league upon the completion of his 
scholastic efforts at the University this June. Debby has always been a heads 
up player in the three sports that he has participated in, baseball, football and 
basketball. He will leave the portals of dear old Dayton with our cries for 
success ringing in his ears. We know that he isn't a finished product yet, but 
give him a year or so and then watch old "Woppy," a~ we know him, step. 
-----------------~~· ' L __ ___ -
Th~ Cry of the High Hurdlers 
By HORACE SPENCER FISKE 
The pistol cracks; we burst our bounds, 
We're working arms and feet; 
Our heads go back as on. the track 
We stretch, fresh racers fleet. 
The hurdles lift their menace high 
Like walls to break our flight; 
We mount the air, a hidden stair, 
And shoot their easy height. 
And now we feel the final pull-
A triple struggle hot; 
We catch the cries, we feel the eyes, 
We Hhit her up" a jot. 
We spurt as one, we rise abreast, 
Like horses o'er a hedge; 
We hear the cry: uA tie, a tiel" 
We'll drink to each a pledge. 
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Season's Track .RecorJ 
1925 
University of Dayton had no representative track team. 
1926 
Y. M. C. A. indoor meet- Dayton took first, second and 
third in the 50 yard novice run. 
Ohio Relays at Columbus--Dayton finished third in the 
mile relay for Class "B" Colleges. 
DUAL MEETS 
Dayton 39 ............................................................ 0tterbein' 96 
Dayton 40!1'2 ........................................... Cincinnati Gym 80!1'2 
-TRIANGULAR MEET 
Dayton 8 1; W ilmington 32; Antioch 29 
1927 
Dayton 55 .......................................................... Mus.kingu.m 76 
Dayton 20 .................................................. Cincinnati Gym 102 
Dayton 94 ........... ..................................................... Kenyon 37 
ThlANGULAR MEET 
Dayton 77; Wilmington 37; Antioch 30 
1928 TRAcK ScHEDULE 
April 2l.. .......................................... Ohio Relays at Columbus 
April 27 ............................................................... Otterbein here 
May 12 ........................................................ Defiance at Defiance 
May 19 .... ................................................................ Kenyon here 
May 26 ........................................................ Bowling Green here 
May 30 .... Triangular meet with W ilmington and Antioch here 
Carried Colors of the Red and Blue in 
Field and Track for 1927 
Of these men, Capt. Cabrinha, Hipa, Pettinger and Howell will be absent from the 
1928 team. 
Here is the Nucleus that Coach Fitzpatrick has for the 
'28 Cinder Path Team 
Capt. Herbert Hart leads this year's Flyers with Miller being the only man in the 
above group who will be unavailable. 
I 
I 
Track in 1927 
{J ~VER since track was elevated and "glorified" to the place of a 
- \C::J major sport at the University of Dayton, and that was last year, 
interest in the events of the cinder and sand have taken such a 
hold that forecasts nothing but practically greater achievements in this field 
for following years. 
With the constructing of almost every modern need that a track or :field 
event requires in the Flyer's magnificent stadium where the meets are held, the 
Red and Blue can well boast of having one of the most suitable places of any 
school when it comes to the staging of such meets. A well nigh perfect cinder 
track of a quarter of a mile, one side of which is arranged a 220 yard straight-
a-way, is of course the principal instrument of the place with this being 
equipped with four lanes. 
Then there are the well arranged running broad-jump paths at either 
ends of the gridiron proper, the shot put pits, the field for the javelin, the run 
and pit for the pole vault and the high jump area. So popular is the track, 
that the second annual municipal track and field meet of Dayton was held 
within it's environs in the summer. 
Luckily, rain did not take its toll in spoiling any track meets as it did 
• the varsity baseball and tennis contests, with the result that three meets in 
all were staged in Dayton, besides two inter-class field events. Two meets 
held varsity entrants on foreign soil. 
The bi&_gest meet which was held in Dayton for the season was the tri• 
angular get-together of Wilmington, Antioch and Dayton, this being the 
second year that such an event was held. Dayton emerged :first with 77 points, 
Wilmington was second with 37 and Antioch was third, though a close sec• 
and to Wilmington, with 30 points. 
Of the other meetings held at home, the varsity broke even. Kenyon was 
defeated 94 to 37 while the Black and Magenta of Muskingum turned back 
the Bergman representatives, 76 to H. Dayton failed to place in the Ohio 
Relays and the Cincinnati Gym club won, 102 to 20, in the out·of·town 
events. 
To the untiring efforts of Coach Arthur "Dutch" Bergman, was the 
success of the Flyer' tracksters due, and though Bergman will not be mentor 
for the team this Spring, Coach Fi~patrick is r.eported to be well versed in 
the lore of this popular and fast growing sport. 
Two of the most outstanding men in the Flyer track :firmament in the 
past several years will be lost this Spring on the graduation of Capt. Auggie 
Cabrinha and Sam Hipa. These winged Flyers added many points to Dayton's 
meets with Hipa being especially prominent in par~icipating in so many var• 
ious events. 
Capt. Herbert Hart has been chosen to lead the 1928 team with the able 
Chicago blonde counting on having another successful season for himself as 
well as the Flyers. 
An even dozen Dayton members of the track. squad of last Spring will 
be available this season, they being Capt. Herb Hart, AI Hart, George Freitas, 
Doug Finn, Mat Mar~luft, Jack. Maxwell, George Houghtaling, Jack Robello, 
Frank McDermott, Fred Henne and Craig Gerdina is manager. 
Following is the record for the 192 7 season: 
Dayton 77 ...................................................... . Wilmington 37 
Antioch 30 
Dayton 5'5' .......................................... .... ............ Muskingum 76 
Dayton 20 ........................................ Cincinnati Gym Club 102 
Dayton 94 .............................................................. . Kenyon 37 
Dayton- No Place in Ohio Relays. 
lhe Flyers on the Cinder Paths 
ITH a new Coach in the person of George Fitz.patrick at their 
helm, the University of Dayton track team gives promise of 
surpassing by a great majority any previous /results that 
former Flyer cinder teams may have compiled. If "Fitz." can raise the 
tracksters to the same heights that he did the varsity hardwood aggregation, 
then we, the students of the University of Dayton, will have something 
to look back upon and cherish. 
In the past the local track teams have evoked very little interest 
amongst the students and as a consequence the results that those teams 
made were very, very little to speak of. How~ver, this year, the team with 
a new coach at its head has given very good promise, up to the present 
Writing, of becoming a championship aggregation. 
Among the men left from last years squad are Captain Herb Hart, 
whose specialty is the field events, R.obello and McDermott, weight men, 
Freitas and ¥axwell in the dashes, Henne, Craig, Houghtailing, middle · 
distance runners, and Doug Finn in the distance event. Park has loomed 
up as a neat hurdler. . 
A large amount of promising Sophomore material has reported for 
the daily grind and if everything continues to step along as it is doing at 
the present, you can bet that no small number of the men in question will 
be totaling not a few points for dear old Alma Mater. The aspirants that 
have brought delight to the writers eye are Paul Bachmann and Lacey in 
the distance runs, Nick Schneider, Weed and I washita in the dashes, Pat· 
Hennessey low hurdler, · and Rip Byrne in the 440 and 880 yard events. 
The latter now holds the municipal record for these two events and without 
a doubt should prove to be a valuable asset to the Dayton track stock. 
So much for the present squad for the time being. The University 
will greatly miss its two outstanding track men of the past seasons in Auggy 
· Cabrinha and Sammy Hipa. These two boys from the sunny shores of 
far off Hawaii have always been amongst the high point getters for the 
locals in their meets. This is particularly true in regard to Hipa. 
Perhaps the gl"eatest of Dayton's all around athle~es, and the only four 
letter man in the university that was content to devote his entire spring 
activity to track, Hipa was a veritable gold mine when his value in points 
was totaled. Last spring Sam proved to be a veritable track team in him-
self, Usually he entered no less than six events: The high jump, broad 
jump, pole vault, high and low hurdles and the relays. When a man of 
his caliber is forced to foresake the sport that he best enjoys, can you blame 
a coach for accumulating the often referred to gray hairs? Certainly not! 
With the Ohio relays, one triangular and four dual meets on the 
schedule, the hilltoppers shall have ample chance to strut their stuff. We 
expect great things of t):lem and without a doubt, we are sure to get them. 
~~v/ ~ ~-
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MINOR SPORTS 
The Tennis Court 
"(Anon. 1655) 
When as the hand at Tennis plays, 
And men to gaming fall; 
Love is the Court, Hope is the House, 
And Favor serves the ball. 
This Ball itself is Due Desert; 
The Line that measure shows 
Is Reason; whereon Judgment looks, 
Where players win, or lose. 
And the Racket is Free Will; 
Which makes the ball rebound: 
And noble Beauty is the choice 
And of each game the Ground. 
Now at t~e length, Good-Liking proves 
Content to be their gain. 
Thus. in the Tennis Court, Love is 
· A pleasure mixed with pain. 
TENNIS TEAM OF '27 
Pictured above in the background Frank Kronague Coach, (upper left} Robert 
Babb, (upper right} Charles Thuss, (lower left} Lawrence Bentz;, and (lower right} 
John Carroll, Captain. 
T ennis 
s the Annual goes to press a heavy schedule is being worked out 
for the tennis team by the Athletic Director. 
At the call for candidates ten men reported. Practice sessions 
were held on the university courts. 
After careful seeding it looks as though the team will be composed of 
John Carroll and Lawrence Bentz last years letter men and Paul Moorman, 
John Boren and Chuck Maxwell, Sophomores. Boren and Moorman should 
be an asset to the team this year as doubles players, ~ weakness all too 
noticeable in last years team. Incidentally these two men are among the 
first ten ranking singles and doubles players in the city of Dayton. 
At present this years captain has not been selected but undoubtedly 
Lawrence Bentz will pilot the team through the coming season. Carroll, 
the only other man eligible for the captaincy, held that position last year. 
In the past years the tennis team has suffered greatly from a lack of 
facilities, especially in the matter of courts for practice and match play. 
It has fallen to the lot of the team members to not only perfect their playing 
ability but also the condition of the courts themselves. Much valuable 
practice time has thus been lost. As the development of all sports at the 
university steadily increases in it's scope, it is hoped that the above named 
obstacle will be removed from the ~nis team's path of progress. 
With two men of two years experience each and with the addition of 
the splendid new material on hand, Coach Kronauge should turn out one 
of the best teams since the time six years ago when he was a member of 
the team himself. 
TEAM OF '28 
Student Athletic Committees 
URING the Football season of. 1928 there were two committees 
that contributed more or less to the success of the season, name• 
ly, Tf¥: Football Ticket Committee and The Program Committee. 
Those serving on these two committees gave willingly of their time and 
efforts. Their sole purpose in thus serving their school was to help it gain 
success in the world of sports as w.ell as to serve the fans who were in 
attendance at the games. 
Brother John G. Bodie was General Supervisor of The Football Ticket 
Committee. Working under Brother Bodie and directly in charge of the tickets 
were Lawren<:e Bentz, W. Harold Kappeler and Joseph Keller. This 
committee took complete charge of the sales of tickets for all games during 
the Football Season. Quite an amount of responsibility was placed on this 
committee but with experience from previous years the committee per· 
formed its work admirably. 
On the Program Committee were John Bruck, Gerald Herbison and 
Joseph Keller. This committee was also supervised by Brother John G. 
Bodie. The work of this committee was the publication of programs for 
the football games at the U. D. Stadium. The programs published by this 
committee were excellent ones and provided the best kind of souvenir of 
the games that could be had. The programs were very complete in their 
makeup containing the usualline•up of the teams playing the game, action 
pictures of the past games, the rules of the game and many other interesting 
features. The programs were a credit to the ability of all those who were 
concerned with their publication. 
GERALD HERBISON 
}OE KELLER 
W. HAROLD KAPPELER 
LAWRENCE A. BE·NT:Z }OHN BRUCK 
Intramural Champions 
wo years ago, intramural athletics wer,e in a chrystalitic stage. 
The idea had seized the minds of only a few students in the 
various departments. During this year, however, interclass 
sports were indulged in by the whole student body, by the resident stude'lts 
as well as the non-resident students. T he arrival of a new assistant director 
of athletics in the capacity of Fitzpatrick, stimulated greater inter-est in 
athletics of this nature. By interclass activities according to the head coach, 
Baujan, accords an insight into the latent material among the student body. 
And so it proved. Some excellent material for the Varsity teams have been 
disclosed in the basketball games played this year and a lively school spirit 
has been created between the various classes which was only brought out 
by this means t~f competition. 
For the set~ond time since the organization of the league the seniors 
managed to come out on top of the pack but only after one of the closest 
seasons of play ever staged in any intramural activity. The fourth year 
men got away to a flying start by annexing six straight before they met 
their Waterloo at the hands of the non-resident Freshmen. 
The near grads awoke from .their drowsiness in time to add another 
win over the Alumni Hall Sophs and then the curtain was rung down on 
the most successful intramural basketball season at the U. D. In the play· 
off for the runnerup position the St. Joe Hall Sophs downed the Freshmen 
day students 23•16. 
The members of the championship club were Jacko McGarry, Herb 
Hart, Tom Gallagher, Sam Hip1, Jimmy Grace, Matt Marzluft, Walter 
Kraft and Manager Nelson E. Phillips. 
l 
Freshmen\ Numeral Men 
C7fJl J HILE the varsity men .w:e undergoing extensive training the Freshman 
~ [)[} Football squad was being trained for the coming season by James 
Spencer and Sam Hipa. The response of the Freshmen was indeed 
gratifying and approximately forty-five men reported. After a week of practice, the 
jiM SPENCER 
squad was reduced and primed for 
~he usual scrimmage with the varsity. 
In other words, the Frosh received 
a great deal of bumps and bruises and 
achieved little renown in so doing. 
It can be said though that they did 
much to reveal the weak points of 
the varsity and called the same to 
the attention of the head coaches. 
Few followers of the sport consider 
this fact. They hold to the opinion 
that a victorious varsity eleven is 
good merely because it plays a fine 
brand of ball and wins the majority 
of its games. They fail to bear in 
mind the fact that the smooth run-
ning football eleven owes its ease and 
perfect coordination to those who 
brought it about. The Green and 
White Frosh rendered valuable as-
sistance in bringing· this about and in 
so doing it is no more than right that 
they should come in for their share 
of the praise. Accordingly the above 
pictured men have received their num-
earals as an acknowledgement of the 
thanks the school has to offer those 
who have performed their work well. SAM HIPA 
Dedicated to 
Lours VoGT, S. M. 
the pioneer music director of the 
University of Dayton 
ACTIVITIES 
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The Soldier's Toast 
By RALPH S. THOMPSON 
·We are met on the eve of battle, 
As sons of a brave land should; 
And tomorrow-who reeks of tomorrow? 
For the songsand the wine are good; 
And our comrades' laughter is around us, 
And regret is a thing apart. 
So come! to the song of the glasses-
! drink to the girl of my heart! 
You will toast to a happier fortune, 
To the end of endless wars; 
You will toast to the land that bore us, 
And her fair, far-fluttering stars; 
And never a heart but will quicken 
As the dear, old songs upstart; 
But I pledge to tenderer memories-
! drink to t~e girl of my heart! 
~IN HEHDRIAH~··· 
, MAJ: ~EN. DICICNAN 
• 
Let us not forget to remember Major General Dickman the honored member 
of our Alumni Board of Governors who died recently. We. therefore accord his 
family our deepest and most sincere sympathies. 
CAPTAIN BAKER 
CAPTAIN ABRAMS 
D. 0. L. PERSONNEL 
MAJOR REINHARDT 
CAPTAIN DEDICKE 
SERGEANT KEARNEY 
WARRANT OFFICER KRAMER 

Battalion Attentionl 
r;::::-;t:_RoM 1919 the Reserve Officers Training Corps has occupied an 
\.:...~ outstanding place in the life of the U~iversity. Born of the 
Student's Army Tra,ining Corps, which was established as an 
emergency war measure, it has grown rapidly from that time to the present 
m ~e and prestige. The loss of the majority of the Prep Classes decreased 
the ~e ·considerably but only cemented the remainder to a closer ·unity and 
resulted in a more intensive struggle for perfection. 
In recognition of this progress, the unit was recommended for dis· 
tinguished rating inspection in' 1925. This was repeated in 1926 and in 
both years the coveted "Gold Star" Rating was missed by such a small per 
cent that the difference is practically negligable. In both years the Inspec· 
tors have commended the Unit for its classroom work, saying that it was 
the best in the Fifth Corps Area. 
All of this progress is due to the untiring efforts of the Regular Army 
·Detail stationed here. Commanding and supervising all departments is 
Major Emil E. Reinhardt, Professor of Military Science and Tactics. Major 
Reinhardt is a son of Michigan and a graduate of W~t Point. He has 
served in the Philippines and as a member of the 50th Infantry in the World 
War. Appointed to the command of the University in 1923, he h~s develop• 
. eel its military standing and ·quality to the stage where recommendation for 
and inspe.ction of the unit by the War Department Board was received. 
Captain Russell Baker, Assistant P. M. S. & .T., is a native son of 
Ohio and wa:s a member of the Ohio National Guard when the United 
States entered the World War. He served with the 42nd Division in 
France. Since his appointment as instructor the standing of the 2nd Ad· 
vanced Class has improved tremendously. 
Captain George E. Abrams, Assistant P. M. S. & T., was born in 
North Carolina and was a member of the National Guard at the outbreak 
of the World War. He served with the 4th Infantry. From the time of 
his attachment to the unit as an instructor in 1925 he has been a prominent 
figure as the officer that receives the First Advanced Class and imparts 
to them the elementary principles of leadership. 
The work of Captain Alfred E. Dedicke, Assistant P.M. S. & T., and 
Coach of the Rifle Team, has been such to command the attention and 
respect of all who knew him and inspire confi.den~ in all those who are in 
any way connected with him'. He is a native of New York, joined the 
Regular Army from Madison Barracks, and served with the 50th Infantry 
in various capacities during the World War. 
The other instructors at the University include Warrant Officer John 
H. Kramer, veteran of the Spanish American War, Philippine Insurrection 
and the World War, Se11geant Philip Kearney, veteran of the Spanish 
American War, the Mexican Bor~r troubles and the World War, and 
Sergeant Greily who.h~s seen service since 1908. 
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First Year Advanced Course 
~HE First Advanced class of the Reserve Officer Training Corps is composed 
of men who are beginning the more detailed study of military science in 
order to prepare themselves for commissions jn the Officers Reserve Corps. 
The Reserve Officers Training course is divided into th,e Basic and Advanced course, 
both of which require two years of study. Here at the University, the Basic course 
is compulsory for college men and the Preparatory students. The First Year Ad-
vanced Students served as Company and Platoon Sergeants, and Sergeant Guides. 
In these duties they learn the elements and first principles of command and leader-
ship so that they have so~ practical experience on the drill field. 
In the classroom the first course studied is that of map reading and sketching. 
Next they study the Browning Machine Gun. Each year one of the Infantry weapons 
is studied by each class. The first basic handles the service rifle, the second basic 
studies the Browning Automatic rifle, and the second Advanced studies the Howit~er 
Weapons, the 37 mil. gun and the 3 in. light mortar. The study of the Machine 
Gun is the longest and most interesting subject of the course. It includes the 
stripping and assembling, the correction of temporary stoppages, the mechanical 
operation and the tactical use of the gun. The study of elamentary combat principles 
completes the scholastic year. 
One of the first requirements of an Advanced course student is that he attend an 
Anny camp for six weeks during the summer, preferably between first and second 
year of the Advanced course, consequently the cadet sergeants are looking forward to 
the active duty training which they will receive this summer at Camp Knox, Ky. 
Captain George E. Abrams, Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics 
had complete charge of the class and it was under his capable directorship that the 
future officers received their first knowledge of command and leadership. He initiated 
them into the advanced sttJdy of military science and inculcated into them the spirit 
of the officers of the Regular Army. 
R. 0. T. C. Rifle Team 
~HE University of Dayton rifle team under the supervision of 
Coach A. E. Dedicke, United States Army, at this writing has 
g:one through one of the most successful indoor seasons in the 
history of the school with the remarkable record of thirty-one victories and 
but two defeats. The two institutions that the Red and Blue target smashers 
were forqed to bow to were North Dakota State and the University of 
West' Virginia. 
The team this year, according to coach Dedicke, was far superior to 
the squad of last season that went through a ~ery heavy schedule to amass 
a total of 22 victories in 28 matches. Only two experienced men Desch 
and Stenger were available from the past season but the new recruits to the 
firing line in the persons of Captain Bob McClear, Williams, Lang, Decker, 
Pipes, Brun, Gorhart, Sullivan and M. Cropper gave a very good example 
of how the diminutive targets should be smashed. 
In the course of the season the U. D. squad defeated Northwestern, 
Rose Polytech, Georgetown, Indiana U., University of Akron, University · 
of Nevada, Davidson College, Washington U., North Carolina State Col• · 
lege, University of California, Fordham University, Clemonson College, 
Delaware, Rhode Island State, Massachusetts Aggies, U. of Wyoming, 
Utah Aggies, Alabama U., North Dakota U., U. of South Dakota, Uni· 
versity of Oregon, University of Wisconsin, University of Idaho, Maine 
University, De Pauw· University, Alabama Polytechnical Institute, Michi· 
gan State College, Pomona College, University of Western Maryland, 
~ttysburg Univ.ersity. 
· At this writing the following are the high point men in the order 
named, Stenger, Williams, Desch, Lang, Decker, Pipes, Gerhart, Captain 
McClear, Brun, Sullivan and M. Cropper. 
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PUBLICA;TIONS 
Nature's Poem 
By F. S. PALMER 
Dame Nature once in godlike mood 
Was with poetic fire imbued; 
So, calling to her aid each Grace 
That lived in secret woody place, 
:t~~ '&~~tf~~ 
~~;) 
She robbed the roses of their hues, 
She stole the freshness of the dews, 
Their purity from the lilies took, 
Their perfumes from the violets shook; 
And thus with her wild offsprings' aid 
Was Nature's perfect poem made. 
Such grace it had she could not bear 
To see it lying lifeless there-
With glowing breath she made it human, 
And called her fairest poem Woman. 
The Daytonian 
~RY to cram 100,000 seconds of interesting his• 
tory into each page of a 304 page book, and 
· . you will have some idea of the task an annual 
LAWRENCE BENTZ 
Editor 
staff' faces. The average annual embodies from 30,000 to 
40,000 words, about 700 cuts of photos and art work, hun· 
dreds of people to be seen for ads, reams of paper to be 
spent in correspondence, and every student of the campus 
to be approached for his subscription. 
The 1928 Daytonian embodies all that and more. To Chief Larry Bentz and Faculty 
Advisor Abd, at the he;:td of an interested Staff, must go real credit for having planned 
and executed some of the best annual features this beloved Universitas Daytonensis has 
ever seen. 
First of all, there is that beautiful scenic section. Fellow students, alumni and 
faculty, did you ever really think your school was that beautiful? Unreservedly, these 
soft, pebble-grained scenes of Alma Mater are mementoes to muse over happily in later 
days--pick out a soft, roomy Morris chair, draw it up to the grate, light the pipe, turn 
to those scenes of the old school, and dream-that is what you will be doing often after 
graduation. 
In the section of the Daytonian dedicated to sports, there has also been worked out 
a distinctly novel idea. In effect it is football history by graph. In this respect, the 
present Staff feels some what like Balboa poised triumphant over his new discovery. 
The method of dedicating this book is also something 
new-To Invention, Industry, and Education-personi• 
fied in Messrs. Wright and Patterson, and our President, 
Father O'Reilly. Mr. Wright and Mr. Patterson, in their 
respective fields have carried wide the name and fame of 
the Air City. And who is there better to represent the 
cause of education than our President, who this year cele• 
brated the Silver Jubilee Year of his priestly career, a 
career devoted solely to that cause? 
This Daytonian also embodie~ the first complete Alumni 
section, with its history, local chapters and governing · 
board. All in' all, the 1928 Daytonian represents a big 
step forward. To those who will carry on next year, the 
Staff says "Good Luck." JosEPH O'CoNNOR Advertising Mgr. 
The Staff I.: I . ' 
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.~ ~· 
Edit.or in Chief. ......... ........................ .. Lawrence A. Bent.~: 
AssoCiate Editor .. .. ...... ... .................... .. .. .. .]ohn V. McGary 
Assistant Editor .. ............................................. .]ohn F. Will 
Business Manager ................................................. . Joe Keller 
Advertising Manager ............................... . Joseph O'Connor 
Associate Advertising Mgr ........................ . Walter C. Kraft 
Assistant Advertising Manager ....... : ........ William A. Nunn 
Art Worl{ .................................................. :.Soichi Kawazoe 
Pictu.res ................................................ W. Harold Kappeler 
Sports ................. .. ................. Ray Grdina, Paul Moorman, 
and Andy Cunningham 
Literary Editor ........................................... . Edgar B. Meyer 
·. ~. v 
,,' ' tSi 
}OE KELLER 
Business Manage~ 
Military Department ........................................................................... . Robert T. McClear 
Organizations .......................... .......... ..... ............................................... Gerald A. Herbison 
Hu.mor ........................... .' .......................................................................... Robert W. Bergan 
Snapshots ........................................................ Joseph Reis, Sidney Trouard, Joseph Donisi 
Seniors .................................................................................................. John P. Hochadel 
Faculty Advisor ......................... ................................... : ..... ............... ....... D. Herbert Abel 
Michael Burger · 
Nelson Phillips 
CoNTRmuToRs 
Matthew Mar.~:luft 
John Carroll 
John Bruck 
Vincent Schroeder 
Thomas Gallagher 
Fi~st ~ow, left to ~ight: R. T. McC!ear; W. H. Kappeler; T. Ryan; W. A. Nunn; W. C. Kraft; 
and P. A. Moorman 
Second ~ow: T. E .. Gallagher; Sidney Trouard; J. P. Hochadel; J, E. Carroll; J, C. Bruck: 
G. A. Herbison; and Soichi Kawa~oe 
Thi~d ~ow: J. D. Donisi; J. F. Will; V. H. Schroeder; N. E. Phillips; and E. B. Meyer 
Fourth row: R. C. Bergki A. J, Cunningham; J. F. Schuler 
Exponent 
~HE University of Dayton Exponent, the · 
~literary organ of the school is a monthly 
maga~ine published under the able tute-
lage of the faculty supervisor, Dr. Lawrence Boll, 
S. M., and an undergraduate editorial staff. 
EnGAR MEYER The University of Dayton Exponent is the 
Editor 
. medium whereby the students of the University 
of Dayton can express to the outside world as well as to the student body their 
intellectual initiative. It is the guage by which our cre·atiye efforts are judged 
by other institutions. 
The idea on which the policy of the University of Dayton Exponent has 
been founded is the basic principle that the development of the intellect under-
lies the existence of a University. The Exponent may well use a quotation from 
Cardinal Newman to express in full its policy: "Today I have confirmed myself 
to saying that the training of the intellect ~hich is best for the individual 
himself, best enables hiinself to discharge his duties to society." For twenty-five 
years the Exponent has served as a promoter of higher education and as such it 
has proved an _important factor in the developing of a greater University of 
Dayton. Hence, as the Exponent is nearing the close of its twenty-sixth year, 
it is doing all in its power to encourage creative work among the students. 
Every form of writing is published by the Exponent. The short story, 
verse and essay have been sponsored ~y it. In addition to these articles, ·various 
departments are carried among which are the Exchanges, Chronicle, Alumni 
Notes, Bits About 'Em, which contains excerpts from the lives of the students 
on the campus, Athletics, Music and Dramatics and Humor. 
Through the medium of the Exchanges, the name of our institution is 
broadcasted throughout the United States and foreign Countries. The Chronicle 
is the only record of events that is kept on the campus. The Alumni Notes help 
the "old timers" keep in touch with their classmates and the activities of the 
University. The Sportlight backs all athletic activities,while the department on 
Music and Dramatics assists the band, the orchestra and all dramatic clubs by 
a criticism of thdr works. 
-
The Staff 
Edgar B. Meyer ................... : ........................ Edieor 
John Will ....................................... A.uociate Editor 
Gerald A. Herbison Ray Jay Grdina 
Lawrence A. Ben~ Robert Bergk. 
Paul A. Moorman Robert McCiear 
John C. Bruck William P. Keane 
Andrew ]. Cunningham William Hoefler 
Theodore Hoffman 
LAWRENCE Bon, S. M. 
Faculty Advisor 
The University of Dayton Exponent is an indespensible adjunct to the 
school for it is the promoter of the spirit of one big family of the campus. It 
has always been the "Vox Pacis" of the students and the open medium thru 
which they may voice their sentiments. 
First row, le'ft to rtght:Andy Cunningham; Robert Bergk; Edgar Meyer; Robert Mc:Ciear; 
Paul Moorman; Gerald Herbison 
Second row: William Keane; John Will; John Bruck; Theodore Hoffman 
'Third row: Lawrence Bent~ 
ROBERT BERGAN 
Editor 
The U. of D. News 
HE more you do of this newspaper game, 
the more you want to do. The Staff of 
the U. D. News derived a multiplying 
enjoyment out of publishing the little paper. To 
attend a certain event, type out your story, hand it 
in to the Editor, and then read it afterwards in 
black and white, often on the front page-this was 
something that carried a real thrill. It is the reason why all newspaper men are 
so loathe to quit the profession they have chosen. 
The readers, too, derived their satisfaction from the paper. Due to the 
fact that it only appeared fortnightly, its advent was always eagerly anticipated 
-the old saw about absence making the heart grow fonder. It is questionable, 
however, whether the campus would furnish enough news to warrant printing 
the News oftener. 
The News always faced a certain handicap, as do all college newspapers 
unless they are published daily, in that its best news was usually stale news. 
This was due . to the fact that such news always app~ars first in the city 
dailies; that they c.re able to steal a march on the U. D. News, limited to its 
fortnightly app~arance. 
However, the Staff usually managed to present such material from some 
new angle that gave fresh interest to the story. Then, of course, there was al-
ways such material as club meetings, lectures, personals, editorials, and such of 
a minor sort, intereEting to the student body but which no daily cares to handle. 
It is in this field that the college newspaper's mission lies. Add to this its 
function of reflecting, in its editorial columns, the student opinion, and you 
have a good idea of what the News did last year. 
Robert Bergan headed the Staff until last February, when John Will 
became Editor-in-Chief. Similarly, Ray Jay Grdina was succeeded by Paul 
Moorman as Sport Editor. The Sport page, under these two men, aided vol-
uminously by Andy Cunningham and George Janko, was the big feature of 
the News. The college gossip dispensed by Clement Kerner and Charles 
Kendall on the editorial page gave the light touch of humor to the publication 
Glassmeyer, of the Preps, contributed his two columns of Prep news faithfully. 
These men with the other Staff standbys, under the direction of 
Faculty Advisor D. Herbert Abel, can take pride in the knowledge that all the 
year through, in an interesting way, they told the University of Dayton, its 
Alumni and well-wishers what was happening on the campus. 
The Staff 
Robert Bergan, '28 ......................... ..... ..... .,. .......... .. .. Editor 
Douglas Finn, '29 ....................... ................ Associate Editor 
John Will, '29 ..................... .................. .... Associate Editor 
Matthew M ar:duft, '28 .. .................................... Circulation 
D. Herbert Abel, M. A. .......... .............. Managing Editor 
E DITORIAL DEPARTMENT 
Thomas M . Ryan Jr., '29 ........ ................. . Feature Editor 
Thomas Gallagher, '28 ..... .................. ........ D ramatic Editor 
Thomas Daugherty, '31.. .................................. Social Editor 
D. HERBERT ABEL 
Faculty Advisor 
Clement Kerner, '29 ........ "'I'he Pessimist" Bernard Pfeiffer, '31. ......... . Sport D ept. 
A ndy Cunningham, '28 ........ Sport Dept. Charles Kendall, '29 ........ CoHege Gossip 
Paul Moorman, '30 .............. .. Sport DePt. John Will, '29 ....... D aytonian R eporter 
Ray ]. Grdina, '29 ..... .......... Sport Dept. Tiny Glassmeyer, '28 ............ Prep Editor 
First row, left to right: Andy Cunningham; Charles Kendall; Thomas Daugherty; 
Thomas Ryan, J r.; Clement Kemer 
Second row : Matth~w Marzluft ; Paul Moorman; Thomas Gallagher; and John Will 
'Third row: George M. Janko; Douglas Finn; Bernard Pfeiffer . 
\ 
The Publicity D epartment 
ARD work and plenty of it was the daily menu for the Publicity departmel')t. 
To them. was assigned the arduous task of keeping the University of Dayton 
before the eyes of the public. 
These six men under the direction of Mr. D. Herbert Abel, gave many of their 
much needed hours in order that they might report to the world at large the progress 
of the various athletic teams in training, practice and games; and also properly covered 
the many-sided phases of extra curricular activity on the U. D. Campus. 
Not content with local publicity these men went out of their way to furnish other 
newspapers throughout the country with the news (;Jf our Alma Mater. Add to these 
odd jobs the weekly task of sending out bulletins on the campus activities to other 
collegiate news organs and without a doubt you will come to the conclusion that these 
men really lead a very busy life. 
This year's staff and the publications they were assigned to are--
D. Herbert Abel... ............................................................ .Director of Publicity 
Paul A. Moorman, '30 ................................... ................................ ........ . Herald 
Andy Cunningham, '3 1 ............................................................... .. ........... Journal 
Robert Bergk, '29 ... , ...................................................................................... N.ews 
John Will, '29 and Thos. M. Ryan served as feature correspondents for the Journal 
and News while Bernard Pfeiffer, '31 was responsible for the out-of-town news 
circulation. 
First row, left to right: Paul Moorman; Andy Cunningham; D. H. Abel, (Director); 
Robert Bergk; John Will . 
Second row: Thomas Ryan, Jr.; Bernard Pfeiffer 
MUSIC and DRAMA 
l~to the Land of Song 
By DWIGHT Wn.LISON MARVIN 
Into the land of song, my boys, 
Where the balmy breezes blow; 
Where all is a-wing with a rythmic swing 
Or a cadence soft and slow. 
For what was the earth ere the minstrel's birth 
Brought music and song to men? 
So hurry along to the land of song 
Where the minstrel sings ag~n. 
There is plenty of grief and woe, my boys, 
Ere the day lies down to rest; 
But there's naug~t but cheer for the youth's short year 
With a love song in his breast, 
For the song land teems with love and .dreams, 
And its spells are deep and strong; 
So-into the land of song, my boys, 
Into the land of song! 
U. of D. Band 
~HE University Band, begun in 1904, has long been one of the most outstanding 
organizations on the campus. In this year strange noises were heard that 
eventually resulted in the Band that today fascinates and attracts the students 
that throng the campus. 
Our readers have already heard the praises of the Band, its military bearing, precise 
marching, and concert-like playing have made all who heard well acquainted with the 
way Band Music should be played and anymore mention would only be superfluous 
wording. It is enough to say that the growth of the Band has been phenomenal for the 
twenty-four years of its existence and in a school the size of Dayton it has done great 
wonders in the musical line. ' 
All this development is due primarily to the veteran leader and director, Brother 
Louis Vogt. Brother Louis is this year celebrating his golden anniversary as the head 
of the Music Department. Fifty years have passed over his head since he first received 
the appointment as director of the Orchestra. He has long had the idea of starting a 
Band that would advertise the University to the outside world in a way that could 
not be overlooked. His labors have seen the climax this year when the Band was the 
admiration of all who attended any functions which the organization enlivened. The 
energetic manner in which he conducted the Jubilee Concert convinced all present that 
Brother Louis has not allowed the years to take their toll but will probably find himself 
able to conduct for many more years. 
Coordinating with Brother Louis and aiding in the snappy appearance of the Ban9 
has been the able and efficient Drum Major, Paul Keenan. This husky baton twirler 
was the successor to a very promising line of drum majors of the Band. His work during 
the football season was the subject of much favorable comment and in justice Paul 
Keenan must be in the Band praise. 
Hawaiian Quintet 
IGGER and better! George "Irish" Freitas's organization of two years ago is now 
the famous University of Dayton Hawaiian Quintet, Dayton's foremost enter· 
, tainers and radio artists. , , 
__, 
From the small school organization that they were at their birth two years a~ 
George and his gang have risen, at an unbelievable pace, to a position where they are 
constantly in demand for club and stage work 'throughout the city of Dayton and its. 
outlying districts. 
Playing and singing the ever popular Hawaiian melodies, before ever increasing 
and appreciative audiences, their fame as dispensors of melody and mirth soon spread 
beyond the boundaries of the campus. 
Then came their debut into the etherial field, broadcasting from the local station 
WSMK and WSAI at Cincinnati, where their efforts were greeted with countless 
telephone calls and telegrams from all over this section of the country. 
Following this venture on the air, the boys became so popular and were so much 
in demand that they were at a loss to fill all their engagements. And now at the present 
time, only the fact that they are students keeps them off the regular vaudeville stage, 
as offers have already been made the~. 
·-.-
• Besides Freitas, their director, the quintet includes Sammy Hipa, hula dancer extra• 
ordinary, Jack Robello, Ceasar Jardin, and "Cowboy" Farm, the quintette's comedienne. 
Not shown in the picture is Ray J. Grdina, who serves in capacity of manager and 
announcer for the boys in all their stage performances. 
l' 
S tudent O rchestra 
~ UT of the desire of the students of music at the University grew the or-
'---" ~ ganization that in the past years has been of great pleasure and a source 
of unending enjoyment to the University boys. Since their appearance 
in 1927, the orchestra has been in demand ever since the faculty realized that here was 
an orchestra that combined pep with music and gave to Jazz a touch that made it 
enjoyable. 
In the present the student orchestra, or its counterpart, the prep orchestra, composed 
of members of this orchestra, have played at the different productions of the Auditorium 
Club, the Players Club, and the Little Theatre Club. It has been in demand at the 
Football Banquet, the Law Banquet, and numerous other festivals of the University. 
Such has been the appeal in the students for the music of this organization. Typi-
fying the present day, and truly presenting the spirit of our modern music, the 
. orchestra has played its way into the hearts of all who enjoy the taste of waltzes and 
foxtrots played in modern ways. 
The members of the orchestra are of the type that will eventually be the·members 
of the organizations that today amuse the public professionally. We have Dick Miller, 
Barry Dwyer, John Gabel, Jim Reed, John Krick, and Francis S. Gabel as the director 
and manager. 
The last credit of the organization must be given to Brother Louis Vogt, the 
Jubilarian Director of the Band and College Orchestra. He has laid the foundation of 
music for these men, has inculcated in them the idea of cooperation in the music line, 
and has made many full-fledged musicians in the past years. May he continue his work 
of producing Bands. 
l 
r 
I 
"THE PATSY" 
Produced by the U. D. Little Theatre, OCtober 23•24, 1927 
6W HEREIN was related how the sweet but neglected Pat Harrington, with the aid of a set of books on "How to be Popular and the Life of the Party," wise-cracks her way to happiness and wins the man she loves by 
taking him away from her arrogant and conceited sister. Produced for the benefit of 
the Loretta Guild with Tom Daugherty and Rosemarie Abel in the leading roles. 
THE CAST 
Tony Anderson .................................................................... Tom Daugherty 
Patricia Harrington ............................................................. . Rosemarie Abel 
Grace Harrington ........................................................ ... Ann Kathryn Abel 
Ma Harrington ................ : ........................................ ..... . Mrs. Joseph J. Abel 
Pa Harrington ........................................................................ .Joseph J. Abel 
James P. O'Flaherty ........................ : ............................... Robert W. Bergan 
Billy Caldwell ........................ : ................ ,. ........................... . John Meresic~y 
Sadie Buchanan ......................................................................... . Lucille Abel 
Trip Busty .......................................................................... . Michael Burger 
"THE BRIDE" 
Produced by the U. D. Little 'Theatre, December 11, 1927 
EATURING a very popular butler and a very mysterious bride who cause no end 
of excitement in the prosaic lives of Wilson and Morty Travers and their 
thrill-hungry Aunt Henrietta, all for the sake of a box of priceless rubies. 
Produced for the benefit of the U. D. Extension with John Bruck, Charles Bauman and 
Thelma Turner in the leading Roles. 
THE CAST 
Aunt Henrietta Travers ........ ...................................... ... Mrs. Joseph f. Abel 
James, the butler ........ .. ......... .. ............ .. .... ., ......................... . .Joseph f. Abel 
Morty Travers ......................................................... .......... . Charles Bauman 
Wilson Travers ................. ... ..................................................... .John Brucl{ 
Marie Duquesne, the bride .... ............. .... ............................. 'fhelma 'Turner 
Officer O'Brien .. .......................... ........ ........................... . William Hamilton 
Pelham .............................................................. ... .... .... ... .... D . Herbert Abel 
Inspector Gillson .................................... .... .. .............. ... .DeWitt C. Ashton 
San dross ..................... ...... .......... ... .. .. .. ... ................ ...... ... . Thomas Gallagher 
"SEVENTH HEAVEN" 
PYoduced by the U. D. Little 'Theaue, Febrna1'y 19-20, 1928 
C7/ Jl ) H.EREIN the Little Theatre achieved the greatest su<;cess of its four years 
\.:){A[} of effort in presenting Austin Strong's war drama embodying the love of 
Chico, the Paris sewer-cleaner, for the little waif of the Paris slums, DiaJ?-e. 
Thomas Gallagher, president of the Little Theatre, added his third major triumph 
in the part of Chico while Lucille Abel, as Diane, was a revelation in her :first major 
part as a Little Theatre member. 
At least four other charactemations of male parts were outstanding: these includ-
ing the taxi-cab driver Boul by DeWitt Ashton; Colonel Brissac by Tom Daugherty; 
Pere Chevillon by Joseph J. Abel and the Sewer Rat by Jack Meresicky. 
Other female parts consisted of Aunt Valentine by Mrs. Joseph Abel; Nana, the 
absinthe drugged sister by Ann Kathryn Abel and Arlette, the bar-maid, by Rose-
marie Abel. 
Ted Cummings in his first play presented a very faithful and pictureque Gobin, 
the bewhiskered street washer. . 
"Seventh Heaven" brought to a conclusion the dramatic activities 'of the first group 
of students organized under the name of the Auditorium. Club and later affiliaved with 
the Players Club as the University of Dayton Little Theatre. 
Quite a few of the University's dramatic artists will be graduated in June, dffiong 
them being John Carroll, John Bruck, DeWitt Ashton, and Thomas Gallagher, all of 
whom have played at least three major parts during their scholastic careers besides a 
goodly numcer of minor roles. 
Other actors among the seniors include Robert Bergan, Robert O'Brien, Gerald 
Herbison, and Mich<£1 Burger, besides the head stage electrician, Joe Reis. 
An integral part of the success of the University of Dayton product'ons was the 
atmospheric music and special orchestrations arranged by Brother Louis Vogt who this 
year celebrates his golden jubilee as music director at Dayton. 
THE CAST OF SEVENTH HEAVEN 
Chico . , ............................................................................ Thomas Gallagher 
Diane ... ....................................................................................... Lucille Abel 
Boul. ................................................... ................................ DeWitt Ashton 
Brissac ........ · ................................................................... Thomas Daugherty 
Recan ................................................................. : ....................... . John Craig 
Pere Chevillon ........... .............................. .. .................. _ ...... .Joseph ]. Abe! 
Uncle Georges Vulmir .......................................................... Ray ]. Grdina 
Aunt Valentine ......................................................... .... Mrs. Joseph J. Abel 
Nana Vulmir... .......................... .. ...... .. ......................... Ann Kathryn Abel 
Maximilian Gobin ... ........................... .............. .................. Ted Cummings 
Blonde ............ ........................................................... ... Bernard A. Pfeiffer 
Arlette ....... .................... .................................................... . R05emarie Abel 
Sergeant Gendarme .................................................... Thomas M. Ryan, Jr. 
Sewer Rat ... ........................ ........ ,. ...................................... John Meresicb 
August Margo ........................... : ...................................... D. Herbert Abel 
.. 
DANCES 
The Masquerade 
(from The Bowdoin ~ui!l) 
The music rang in prelude sweet; 
And Bo-Peep with her shepherd's crook, 
The gal1a.nt Mephistopheles, 
Low bowing, as his partner took 
And led the march adown the hall; 
While lads and lassies, two and two, 
Around, about, and in and out, 
The circling figure followed through. 
And figures fair and figures brave 
Flit through the gay enchanted scene; 
Quaint Mother Goose · in scarlet gown, 
The guardsmen with their gallant mien, 
The wood-nymph and the flower-girl, 
The major with mustaches gray, 
ecoid Uncle S." in starry vest, 
The Georgian, and the jester gay. 
Monogram D ance Committee 
CoMMITTEE: Francis McDermott 
Herbert Hart 
Matthew Marzluft 
John Maxwell 
Joseph Pesce 
HE fourth annual "D" Dance sponsored by the Monogram Club honoring 
the Lettermen at the University was held at the Greystone Ballroom -c;n the 
evening of January 14. 
As in the past the "D" Dance was considered one of the outstanding social events 
of the season, and from the standpoint of attendance and congeniality of those present, 
this year's affair proved no exception. The hall was :fittingly decorated with the school 
colors, the "D" being used as a prominent decorative feature. Red carnations identify• 
ing the Lettermen were pinned on the lapels. 
The music left nothing to be desired and this along with the original favors and 
novelties helped immensely towards making the Dance the success it was. 
The program dedicated to the graduating Lettermen and the coaches, Bauj~ and 
Fitzpatrick, numbered twelve dances. 
The committee is to ·be complimented on giving the graduating Lettermen who 
leave us and the student body, not only an enjoyable evening, but an evening that will 
long remain in their memories as one of the most successful dances given by the Mono• 
gram Club. 
i 
Football Dance Committee 
CoMMITTEE: John Hochadel 
Lawrence Bentz 
Nelson Phillips 
Walter Kraft 
John McGarry 
Matthew Marzluft 
~ S has been the custom in the past, in order to honor the "Flyer Football Squad," JlL this year, the Senior Class met at the beginning of the year and selected eight 
men, consisting of John V. McGarry, chairman, Matthew Marzluft, Walter 
C. Kraft, Lawrence A. Bentz, Nelson E. Phillips, Joseph O'Connor, John P. Hocbadel, 
and Robert O'Brien, to conduct a series of dances during the football season. 
Two dances were held. The first was given at the Engineer's Club after th<! open-
ing game of the season with Findlay College, on Saturday, October 1. The "Miami 
Yellow Jackets," a snappy quintet was secured to play for this dance. It was next to 
impossible to accommodate the number that attended. 
The second d<1nce was given at the Dayton Country Club after the Quantico 
Marine game, on Saturday, October 22. "Flotron and Walkup's" orchestra furnished 
the music for the occasion and they performed their part of the ceremony to the satis-
faction of everyone present. It was home coming day and a goodly number of old faces 
were there. 
Military D~nce 
Fall the gala events on the social calendar, the Military Ball was undoubt-
edly the biggest success. This dance is held yearly by the Officers Club 
at the University. The Miami Hotel Ballroom was the scene d the 
delightful affair which was held on February third. 
The attractive hall was artistically decorated. American flags and the school colors 
were draped along the walls, and dainty vases of red, white and blue flowers were 
placed daintily about the room . 
. The evening was one of intense enjoyment, and the dancers had the additional 
pleasure of entertaining Colonel and Mrs. Harris of Columbus. Colonel Harris is the 
Corps area commander of the R. 0. T. C., and the University felt highly honored in 
having him for its guest. 
The dance was formal and attendance was limited to the student officers of the 
infantry unit. Decked in their dress uniforms the cadets presented a very pleasing 
picture. The young ladies also contributed their best efforts to make the affair a fashion 
show. 
Much credit for the huge success goes to the committee who worked hard and long 
to make the ball pleasing to all. The military instructors at the University attended. 
They were: 
Major and Mrs. Emil F. Reinhardt P. M. S. T. 
Captain and Mrs. Russell Baker D. 0. L. 
Captain and Mrs. George Abrams D. 0. L. 
Captain and Mrs. Alfred Dedicke D. 0. L. 
Farewell Dance Committee 
AVE you ordered your ticket for the Farewell Dance, which is to be held 
during the month of May as a token of farewell to . the Senior Class. 
All the Seniors have signified their intention of attending and the com-
mittee in charge is giving its attention to the wishes of the class. ' 
If you have not as yet .signified your intention of going, look upon this short 
message as a personal request from the Seniors to do it now, as the time limit for the 
dance is drawing near and the number of tickets is limited. 
Our feelings can best be expressed in the following verse, as will yours, when you 
have reached the · end of the trail : 
''You don't begrudge the trials grim when 
joy comes to you; 
You don't recall the dreary days when 
all your skies were blue; 
And though you've tread a weary mile 
The ache of it was all worth while; 
And all the stings 
And bitter flings 
Are wiped away upon the day 
Success comes dancing down the way." 
Wishing you every success in your coming scholastic trials and hoping to have the 
pleasure of spending the evening with you at the Senior Farewell Dance, and tha.t you 
will not overlook this invitation from us, we are, 
Sincerely yours, 
SENIORS OF '28 
f. 
.f.'j ~ 
•••••• 
P opul arity Contest Winners 
EN idols of the University of Dayton campus were chosen by the student 
body in their first annual popularity contest. Singling out those marked by 
any special gift-from the most handsome to the most practical-the contest 
was conducted by the University 'N,ews, the official campus paper. 
Here are the res_ults of the election: Patrick Wilcox smiling young southana from 
Chattanooga, Tenn., and all around athlete was voted the most popular student. Pat-
rick literally ran away with this phase of the contest. 
In the contest to decide who had done the most for the school the race was closer, 
with Lawrence Ben~; Dayton, Ohio, hard working Editor-in-chief of the "Daytonian" 
finally. winning the honor. 
John Debesis made another runaway race for the best athlete in school. Debby, 
by hi.~ sterling work on the gridiron, court and by his achievement of professional base-
ball offer in the diamond pastime, has risen recently to a position where he over-
shadows all other athletes on the campus. John Maxwell received the most votes for the 
pride of handsomest man on the campus. At various times others seemed destined to 
cop the honor but Jack finished up with a comfortable margin. 
For the distinction of being called the most ambitious man on the property, there 
developed a race between John Will and Andy Cunningham with the latter winning 
out in a great last minute spurt of votes. Andy is only a Freshman but has already 
accomplished much in sports and writing. 
Charles Bauman won the distinction of being the campus clown, while George 
Freitas carried off the most cultured student vote. 
Paul Fri.z made a runaway of the most ambitious, Marian Grie.z, the most studious 
and Bud Blumenthal, the best dressed. 
At the Club 
By RicHARD HOVEY 
When a pretty maiden passes 
By the windo~ down the street, 
Cards and billiards lose their sweet; 
Conversation on old brasses 
Languishes; up go the glasses: 
UNice complexion!" uoainty feet!" 
When a pretty maiden passes 
By the window down the street. 
Smith forgets the utoiling masses," 
Robinson the fall in wheat; 
All the dub is indiscreet. 
Ah, the wisest men are asses 
When a pretty maiden passes 
By the window down the street. 
The Sodality 
HE aim of religious activities at the Un.iversity is the development of the 
spiritual side of the students life along with the mental and phy~ical develop· 
ment received in other activities. 
There are ten Units, functioning under faculty moderators. Each Unit has three 
groups: the Sodality, Holy Name, and Mission Sections. Three general committees aid 
in coordinating the work of the units. Weelcly meetings are made interesting and bene• 
ficial by talks, discussions, and papers prepared by the students. 
On November Fourth and Fifth a trip to the Sodality School, held at St. Xaviel: 
College in Cincinnati, was made by Father C. V. Preisinger, our general moderator, 
accompanied by Robert Bergan, John Carroll, and Gilbert Striker. The school was 
conducted by the Rev. Daniel A. Lord, S. J. and many good ideas on organi~ation were 
obtained from his lectures. 
A review of the years prominent activities includes the following events: Decem· 
ber Seventh, a Sodality Rally in the Chapel, with an address on The Immaculate Con• 
ception by Rev. Walter Tredtin, S. M.; December Fourteenth, r~eption of new Sodal· 
ists, Father O'Reilly officiating; January Twenty-fifth, a Holy Name Rally with an ad· 
dress on clean speech by Rev. Bernard J. Robers of Miamisburg, 0.; December Thir· 
teenth and January Twenty-fourth, lectures ·with illustratiye slides on the foreign 
missions. 
A large bulletin-board was installed containing interesting literature and announce• 
ments of coming events. ~ach Unit subscribed to the "Shield," "Queen's work," and 
other publications. 
As the Annual goes to press other activities including good lectures are Heing 
planned. 
Gregorian S odality 
OFFICERS 
John Dugan ..................................................... ............... . P.resident 
John Schuler ... -. ................................................. .. Vice P.resident 
John T ierney .. , .. ............. , ........ ............... .................. ...... Secretary 
Rev. George Renneker, S. M .. ................................... Moderator 
~HE Gregorian SodalitY was organized in 1907 when the Preparatory Seminary 
of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati was temporarily suppressed. Its purpose 
was to foster prospective theological students, directed to the University of 
Dayton for their classical training. The appropriate name of Saint Gregory was given 
to the sodality, because he is the Patron of the Preparatory Seminary. 
This particular work is continued with ever increasing interest and excellent re-
sults at t~e University. This year the membership of the sodality has reac~ed the num-
ber of :fifteen, four of which will enroll at the St. Gregory Seminary, Cincinnati, next 
September as :first philosophers. 
Meetings are held bi-monthly at which the students of the third and fourth years 
of the Preparatory Department and College students are eligible for membership. 
The program of these meetings consists in the recitation of the "Little Office,~· 
remarks by the president, comment on the Communion report by the vice president, 
roll call by the secretary, two appropriate talks by appointed members and as a fitting 
conclusion the moderator devotes the remaining part of the hour to some personal and 
practical advice to the sodalists. 
The social functions of the sodality are few but are very well adapted to the pur-
po~.e of the organization. They are three in number. The :first consists in a dinner 
meeting, which is given at the beginning of the scholastic year to welcome new mem-
bers; the second is given shortly before Lent in the form of a smoker; the third is a 
farewell banquet'to those members leaving for the Seminary. 
International Relations Club 
OFFICERS 
Robert Bergk. ............. : ......................................... ~ ......... President 
Thomas Daugherty .......................................... Publicity Director 
Francis Marshall .......................................................... Treasurer 
Thomas M. Ryan ........... .............................................. Secretary 
URING the current year a history club was organized among the 
members of the history department. A local chapter of the na· 
tional organization, The International Relations Clubs, was started 
and now numbers forty•five divided into active and associated members. The 
national organization of the club is fostered by the Carnegie Foundation for 
International Peace. 
The 111odern history of the nations of the world is studied at the various 
meetings which are held monthly. Occasionally prominent speakers from 
Dayton, men who have traveled extensively throughout the world, are in• 
vited to address the club. Mr. Daniel Iddings spoke on Mexico; Mr. George 
B. Smith treated Alaska in connection with the Doctor Kuhlman History 
Contest topic "The Development of Alaska Under American Rule." 
Perhaps at no other school in the country has a club enjoyed such phe· 
nominal growth as the International Relations Club at the University during 
the past scholastic year. Its success so far is traced to the Rev. Charles Preis· 
inger, the instigator and the faculty advisor of the club. 
The responsibilities and duties of membership in this club are compara· 
tively light yet there is something about it that holds its membership to only 
the cream of the University. 
' 
Am. Soc. C. E. 
OFFICERS 
John Carroll ................................................................. . President 
Bernard Fitzgerald .................... ................................... . Secretary 
Vincent Schroeder .................. : ..................................... Treasurer 
Bro. Bernard Schad, S. M .. ....................................... .. Supervisor 
~HE University of Dayton Chapter of the American Society of Civil 
 Engineers has completed its third and most successful year as an 
active organization on the campus. However its activities have ex-
tended beyond the campus as the Student Chapter has been represented. at 
the monthly meetings of the Dayton Chapter and at the National Convention 
at Columbus .. 
At the monthly meetings many excellent papers and lectures on '"ngin-
eering projects and development have been presented. These lectures were 
given by the members and by prominent engineers who spoke of projec~s on 
which they were working. At the March meeting the members were excep-
tionally foJ1:unate in hearing a lecture by Mr. C. S. Bennett of the Miami 
Conservancy District, on "Floods and Flood Control." 
The year's activities will culminate in the donation of a prize to one of 
the members by the Dayton Section. The prize consists of a years dues in the 
Society and will be given to the member writing the best essay on an engin-
eering project. Congratulations to the lucky Senior who wins the pr~e. 
The members feel that the success of the Student Chapter for the past 
three years has been due largely to the efforts of their faculty supervisor, 
Brother Bernard Schad, Head of the Civil Engineering Department, and they 
take this opportunity to express their thanks for his excellent work. 
Band Club 
OFFICERS 
Paul Keenan ................................................................. . President 
James Cline ................................. ........................ .Vice President 
John Schuler ....................... ..... ...................................... Secretary 
Louis Vogt, S. M .. ................................................... .... Moderator 
~HE Band Club, composed of musical talent under the direction of Bro. Louis 
Vogt, originated about twenty-:five years ago as a necessary organi:z;ation to 
cope with the business propositions that presented themselves, regarding the 
tours and the local engagements of the University Band. At the opening of each schol-
astic year, the Band Club reorgani:z;es with the election of new officers and with the 
admittance of new members. 
At present this musical organi:z;ation is the only club on the campus that controls 
an independent active organi:z;ation, as the U. D. Band, which continues to function 
throughout the year. 
This club reflects the intense interest that the band members incorporate into their 
musical productions for public interest. The climax of the Band's yearly program ]s 
reached in the concert given by the members for the benefit of Dayton music-lovers . . 
The Club likewise has another purpose in view, which tends to link our student-
musicians with the greater professional artists and masters of great musical compositions. 
This year the members of the Club, which numbers about :fifty, are especially in-
terested in the activities of the Band, because this is the Golden Jubilee of our modera-
tor, as the director of the Band. It was Brother Louis Vogt that started both the Band 
and Band Club and at the present time it is he who inspires these clubs with enthusiasm, 
that is responsible for their success. 
The social functions of this Club are usually brought to a close with a magm1i.cent 
banquet, at which the members dedicate their year's work to their Alma Mater. 
-- ~-
Commerce Club 
OFFICERS 
Walter C. Kraft. ........................................ ................. President 
Douglas E. Finn .. ............................. ..... ..... ........ . Vice President 
Paul C. Lutz ... ............................................................. . Seeretary 
Charles A. Rieling ...................................................... Treasurer 
Mr. E. B. O'Leary ............. : .............................. Faculty Advisor 
~HE Commerce ciub now in its fourth year, continues to be une of 
~the foremost organizations on t4e campus. This is due to the en-
thusiasm of the members ~nd the worth-while programs of their 
meetings. 
Under the Faculty superv1s10n of Professor O'Leary many prominent 
business and professional men of Dayton and the Middle West have given ad-
dresses and lectures on various subjects of interest to the students of the club. 
Several banquets were held at the Engineers Club and men from the 
Dayton Rubber Co., El.der's, National Cash Register Co ..• Toledo Scale Co., 
and other large concerns were the principal speakers. The object of these 
talks was to give the students an insight into the intricacies of thei business 
wqrld in a practical way and to stress. the importance of honest business 
operations. 
The aim of the Commerce Club is to give the students of Commerce a 
broader view of the workings of finance; of the organization of modern in-
dustry with its background of specialization and credit system; of the ideal 
methods of distribution; of the effective ways in advertising and their results 
and to acquaint the students with the necessity of being organizers. 
· Debating T earn 
~ PTER sleeping peacefully for two years, the University Debating team was re-
organi2;ed under the capable direction of Dr. Lawrence Boll. Dr. Boll, recently 
transferred from Catholic University, possesses a vast knowledge of the art of 
argumentation and with very little veteran material he formed a team that could com-
pete favorably with the best in the country. The showing of the team has aroused con-
siderable comment among the forensic lovers 0f Dayton and has been an object of praise. 
The work of the debating team this last year is due in a great measure to the untir-
ing efforts of its officers. Howard Hartman was elected president at the first meeting 
and proved a capable leader. He has had two years of inter-collegiate experience and 
showed the result of this in the debates in which he took part. He formed the mainstay 
of the Negative team and was very effective in his arguments. 
Francis Gabel, the manager of th~ 1928 team, has had 
but little experience as a cqllegiate debater. He took part 
in the interclass debates of 1927 but otherWise had no part 
in big debates. Frederick Dove, the secretary of the organ-
i:z;ation is but a Freshman but showed that a Freshman 
could talk when given the opportunity. 
Joseph Park, the second speaker of the Negative, pos- ' 
sesses a cool, logical mind that often worked havoc with 
his opponents. Mose Gitman, the last negative speaker, 
·proved that eloquence still plays a major part in debating 
and hiR appeals to the common sense of the audience were 
very effective in the debates. Charles Deger, is another of 
those cool speakers that can pu.:z;:z;le an opposing team by 
his arguments. Martin Haag was also a cool, logical, as 
well as an eloquent speaker for the affirmative. 
The team has engaged in four debates at the time. of DR. LAWRENCE BoLL, S. M. 
Director 
writing and two of those were non-decision. The affirma-
tive, supported by Haag, Deger, Iswashita, who by the 
way is one of the most forceful speakers on the campus, and Dove, took part in the 
two non-decision debates. They met Oberlin and Northwestern University on the cur-
rent subject for the year. This was, "Resolved: That the United States should refuse to 
protect by armed intervention the foreign investments of its citi:z;ens." Both of these 
debates brought out all the ability of the young men in defense of their policies, and 
all who' attended were satisfied that the boys knew their business. 
The negative team took part in the two debates where a decision was rendered. 
The first, with Buffalo University, was lost by a two to one decision of the assembled 
judges and the second, with McMurray College, of Abilene, Texas, was won by a simi-
lar decision. In both of these the speakers were taxed to the utmost in their issues and 
proofs. Taken as a whole the year of debating at the University was ;t decided success 
for a team in its infancy as it was in debating. 
The University of Dayton ·Little Theatre 
ouR years ago an ambitious group of Freshmen formed what was then knoYJn 
as the Auditorium Club under the direction, of D. Herbert Abel for the 
purpose of producing dramatic entertainments. . 
The next year saw the amalgamation of this group with another, "The Players 
Club," under the direction of Joseph J. Abel. "The Players" had been producing 
dramas at the University since the spring of 1921. The new organization took the name 
of the University Little Theatre and since then have produced no less than thil:teen plays. 
The year 192 5: 
"Seventeen" (Leads: John Craig, Roy Homer) 
"Kempy" (Leads: John Bruck, Rosemarie Abel) 
"Three Wise Fools" (Leads: D. Ashton, G. Herbison) 
The year 1926: 
"East is West" (Leads: Thomas Gallagher, Ann Pfeiffer) 
"Kick In" (Leads : D. Herbert Abel, Rosemarie Abel) 
"Applesauce" (Leads: John Carroll, Rosemarie Abel) . 
"Shakespearean Evening" (Featuring Joseph J. Abel) 
The year 1927: 
"The Bad Man" (Leads: Thomas Gallagher, Thelma Griefmeder) 
"Got To Have Money" (Leads: Tom Daugherty, Adelaide Kuhl) 
"Dollars and Chickens" (Leads: John Carroll, Rosemarie Abel) 
"The Patsy" (Leads: Thomas Daugherty, Rosemarie Abel) 
"The Bride" (Leads: J. Bruck, C. Bauman, Thelma Turner) 
The year 1928: 
"Seventh Heaven" (Leads: Thomas Gallagher, Lucille Abel) 
-
-
Monogram Club 
OFFICERS 
Herbert Y. Hart ...... .................................. .................. President 
John ]. Debesis ............................. ........ ............. .Vice President 
Matthew ]. Martz,luft .......... ..................................... . Secretary 
James ]. Grace .. ......................................................... .. 'T reasu.rer 
HE Monogram Club of the University of Dayton was organized 
and now exists for two primary reasons. First, to keep athletics at 
their present high standard at the University, and secondly, to 
honor and respect the monogram. 
It is not an old club but its growth and progress has been remarkable. 
It started in 1924 with the aid of the Alumni and the ardent support of the 
athletes. 
The club meets twice a month for business reasons, and, when necessary, 
to take in new members who may have been awarded monograms since the 
previous meeting. 
A constitution, of necessity, was drawn up and controls every member. 
Its principal rules regard the monogram and the eligibility and conduct of 
the wearer. 
Besides athletics, the club has few social functions altho it sponsors a 
traditional "D" dance which is always one of the year's best hops. This year 
the monogram men gave their talent, and assistance in ticket selling, to for-
ward the success of the "Annual Frolic." 
Every year the club improves with the support of its members, and it's 
faithful alumni members, becoming recognized as one of the' leading organiza-
tions, if not the leading organization, on the campus. 
OfRcer's Club 
HEN the Student Army Training Corps was established 1.t the 
University during the Great War, the officers banded together 
and formed what has since been known as the Officers' Club 
of the University of Dayton. Membership in limited to cadet commissioned 
officers who have shown proficiency and interest in military subjects. The 
immediate purpose of the organization is to create · interest among the men 
taking military science and thereby advance the efficiency of the unit. The 
results obtained are indeed praiseworthy. More enthusiasm is shown by the 
students and a higher type of reserve officers are turned out each year. 
Some of the impromptu "get togethers" will never be forgotten. Smokers, 
dinners and the Military Ball, held at the Miami, comprised the chief activi-
ties of the year. One of the very pleasant experiences of the members was 
the opportunity to hear military authorities speak on timely subjects at many 
of the meetings. This method was found ideal in giving the men an insight 
into various military phases not covered in the regular course. 
The members of the Club this year are all charter members of the Black 
Guard Fusileers R. 0. L. The R. 0. L. was formed on an oatmeal day in 
July (you know, one of those gruelling days) at Camp Knox, Ky. It was 
while working in the pits under bull of 79 that this organization was con-
ceived in an empty head. Active chapters have been established at six other 
Universities and next year the boys at camp will no doubt continue the good 
work. Remember the pass word, men: "Redisk seven-nine," "A miss on 
eight-0." 
Engineer's Club 
~HE Engineers Club was fou~ded on November 5, 1925. The pw·-
 pose of the club as set down in it's conception is twofold: to get 
the students of the various branches of engineering together for 
the interchange of ideas relative to their respective fields of study, and sec-
ondly to secure prominent engineers to give talks on engineering as it is ac-
tually carried on in the world today. 
Membership is extended to upperclassmen from the Chemical, Civil, 
Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering Departments. 
When such i group of young men, studying the various phases of engin-
eering into which their respective lines carry them, get together, there natur-
ally results some heated discussions as to the relative merits of projects in these 
different fields. However such discussions are beneficial as they broaden the 
students outlook to include a general knowledge and more or less intimate 
contact with problems and activities not directly in his line of study. 
We hope that this club, with all it's possibilities for good work and for 
·uniting the students of the different departments of engineering on a common 
basis, such as only an active club of this nature can do, will grow and will 
take it's proper p}ace among the most energetic organizations on the campus. 
II 
Glee Club 
· N the middle of October, 1927, the first determined effort in the annals of the 
University was made in the establishing of a Glee Club. Quite a number of 
the student-body sought admissiol). at this first meeting which was conducted 
by our present director Daniel Donovan. Ever since this first meeting much enthusiasm 
and persistent work has been displayed on the part of the members and by now the 
organiZ;ation is recogniZ;ed as a distinguished group due to the success of its. past engage· 
ments. 
On February 6, 1928, the Club made their initial appearance in the "Glee Club 
Concert and Frolic" held at Memorial H~ll, Dayton, Ohio. The event was a huge succ<'..ss 
from every angle. The undivided assistance given by the student body and patrons of 
the club is commendable for the numerous ways they helped the organiZ;ation on that 
evening. Let it be noted here that the club has been congratulated often for their pre· 
sentation .that evening, however, not alone for technique of the art of voice alone, but 
rather the fact that this little band who knew scarcely anything of the art of singing were 
moulded into shape in three months and were capable of presenting a program that was 
remarkable. 
Intervening between the Frolic and March 4, 1928, on which day the Glee (Jlub 
was on the air over WSAI, a business meeting was held at which the election of officers 
took place with the following results: W. Nunn, President; J. Carroll, Vice President; 
W. Schmidter, Secretary; G. Rau, Manager; E. SchiltZ;, Librarian; ]. Schuler and C. 
Kuhns, Local Publicity; G. Herbison, Publicity; and T. Burke, S. M., Faculty Advisor . 
. Acq:~rding to numerous radio fans the numbers were well rendered and at present the 
·: Club i~ s~king.to add more laurels to its crown. , 
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Dedicated to 
JosEPH LATTNER, S. M . 
• the Principal of the Preparatory 
Department of the Uniw:rsity 
of Dayton 
PREPS 

BRO. }OSEPH LATTNER, 8. M. 
Principal of the Preparatory Department of the University of Dayton, 
under whose intelligent guidance the school has 
enjoyed unprecedented progress. 

Joseph Angerer, President; Elmer Glassmeyer, Vice President; Charles Dansard, 
'Treasu·rer; Richard Redman, Secretary 
Senior Class History 
They'll' try to be the best they know, 
And come to their own in time; 
An inner passion for this and that, 
An aim to reach sublime; 
A willing heart, a sturdy will 
The mountain heights to climb. 
FRESHMEN 
r;::;xJ_ N September of the year 1924 one of the Prep's largest classes enrolled for 
'-..../ UJ the Freshman year. During this initiatory period they were merely feeling 
their way, trying to get acquainted with the lay of the land. A number had 
come from grammar school inbued with a terrifying conception of high school life. 
During this :first year these green students ·were storing up knowledge as spectators 
rather than as participants in anything of importance. Perhaps their cheering helped the 
Flyers to a successful season, the :first of Dayton's truly famous. teams. 
The close of the year fhund them more or less accustomed to high school life and 
· a tinge of regret crept into the vacation farewell of more than one student. 
SoPHOMORES 
In the fall it was an overbea'ring class that returned with eagerness to renew old 
'friendships and resume studies. 
They were immediately initiated into the itch of the khaki flannel and were issued 
uniforms that despite all efforts refused to :fit. Throughout the year all avpwed a· hate ' 
for the training and everything connected with it, but some of them entered military 
week with a secret pride of their ability to march and handle the rifle. 
No student of this class will forget the :first Haskell Indian game. A pass, a touch-
down and Dayton's game, 6-2. · 
The class was there to see every step in the progress and advancement of the 
University. A lumni Hall was completed the first year and in the second the stadium was 
dedicated by a very successful football season. 
I 
. j UNIORS 
The class had come to the parting of the ways. Some failed to return, some took 
Commercial and the rest continued with the A cademic course. A good number of the 
class found berths on the Prep teams. Shorty Holzemer was elected to captain the 
football and Dick Boucek the basketball teams of next year. 
In February an inter-class debate was held in which Class C wrestled the glory 
from B. A basketball tournament for the Juniors ended in a victory for Class A. 
The year was rapidly closing. During the military revue in May the unit again 
fell short of a gold star rating. The sensation of exams filled this bunch as they realized 
that they were Seniors, sophisticated idols of the Prep department. 
SENIORS 
The class entered on the last lap with the goal looming up before them. The year 
also brought many changes. The beloved principal of the three preceeding years, George 
Ley, S. M., was transferred. His place was filled by Joseph Lattner, S. M. 
Fortunately the first three years of the Prep department were removed to Catholic 
High and the Se~iors were left in peace. For want of a better place the class was 
. ostracized in the Ark, much to their own satisfaction and to the dismay of the faculty. 
The Preps secured the services of Herb Hart as football coach and passed through 
a fairly successful season with but one defeat. Under_ the tutelage of Sam Hipa an 
excellent basketball combination was turned out. 
The class was organized by Louis Reimbold S. M. who saw to it that the rings and 
pins were ready by the Christmas vacation. Vacation over, the remaining few weeks 
before the January Exams were spent in the customary cramming of forgotten lessons 
into lazy brains. For two days the campus was enshrouded in gloom, but when the 
tests were over the jubilant cries from the Ark revealed to the school that the Seniors 
were still there. 
Time passed swiftly, and as the whirl of class activities cleared away June and 
graduation had arrived. Many a student blotted an unrestrained tear as he handed in 
his final exam paper. As those precious diplomas were passed out another milestone on 
the road of life was left behind. Humor, wit and tragedy are closely knit in those four 
years of high school. As the final class of the Preparatory Department was graduated 
the Emanuel Library was dedicated to the success of the future of the University. 
I 
I 
VINCENT A. AUFDERHEIDE 
"Vin" Dayton, Ohio 
Vin is an undertaker of nocturnal exploits; 
question him. about some of them, they're good 
news articles. He is well known on the cam• 
pus; his smile does it. What happened to that 
bear-skin coat Vinnie? 
JosEPH P. ANGERER SANFORD w. BITTNER 
"Joe" Dayton, Ohio "Dottie" Sandusi{y, Ohio 
Joe's forte seems to be presidencies; perhaps 
he has an eye to politics. He is also a crack 
athlete and orator. If one jumped to condus· 
ions we would say, that's how he established 
himself in Frisco. 
President Senior CltUs; Vice President of 
Monogram Club; Football '26, '27; 'Tennis '27. 
GEORGE H. BoEHMER 
One of the snappiest dressers on the cam• 
pus, wears all ultra collegiate clothes and 
speaks the jargan, Can he dance? Ask any 
Sandusky members of the fair sex. 
"She.i~" Sandusi{y, Ohio "Die~" 
RicHARD ]. BoucEK 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
A musical inclined lad who was a credit to 
our band and orchestra. George has a way 
with the fair sex as more than one Sandusky 
damsel knows. 
Band and Orchestra '2S', 26, '27, '28. 
Captain of the hardwood outfit high scorer 
of the season, golfer supreme, and bridge ad• 
dict incurable. 
Monogram Club; Bas~etball '27, '28; Golf 
'28. 
ANTHONY B. BUDDENDECK 
Dayton, Ohio 
Here is a student to imitate; quiet, indus-
trious, and has with all a sense of humor. 
Tony is seen driving a Whippet in the general 
direction of-er-ah-well anyway quite frequent-
ly. 
WILLIAM A. BROWNE RALPH P. BuRDG 
"Bill" Greenville, Ohio "Burgy" Dayton, Ohio 
The darkhorse of the football team. He was 
very aptly ref erred to in the social circle as 
"Grand Slam Browne" for his ability at the 
card table and on the gridiron fell little short 
of being uncanny 
Football '27; Mono gram Club. 
HuGH ]. CAHILL 
The Horse Haggerty of Basketball. Burgy 
surely can handle himself on the court. Ralph 
is mighty popular even if he isn't good at 
public speaking; maybe he has "it." 
Monogram Club; Bas~etball '28. 
PATRICK H. CAIN 
"Hughie" Cincinnati, Ohio "Pat" ]\(ashville, 'Tennessee 
Living portrait of the Arrow collar ads, 
Don Juan of the campus and is a clever quar-
terback iii addition to his ability on the dia-
mond. 
Monogram Club; Baseball '27; Football '27; 
Senior Prom Committee. 
A product of the sunny south of old Irish 
descent. Pats dixie smile lightened many a 
tiresome task were it the daily football grind 
or the long hours spent in class. 
Monogram Club; Football '27. 
JoHN R. CoNNELY 
Dayton, Ohio 
If Jack can't handle the automatic rifle, no 
one else can. No, he's not a gunman; but he's 
well known just the same. Wherever you go 
someone asks, "Do you know Jack Connely?" 
THOMAS A. CLAYTON ]OHN G. COTTER 
"Tom" Dayton, Ohio "Garrett" Dayton, Ohio 
Have you ever know!) anyone to think 
more than they say?-here's one. Tom re• 
minds us of a politician also named Clayton. 
He has a philosophic•l .mind-reason is Latin. 
CHARLES 1. DANSARD 
What would the Latin class be without 
Garrett? What would our English prof do 
without his afternoon debates? Alas the world 
would be a sadder, but noO a wiser place. 
Mon0gram Club; Football '.27. 
JosEPH DE VILLA 
"Charlie" Monroe, Michigan "Joe" Mexico City, Mexico 
Charlie has the unique distinction of being 
a popular fellow with both the students and 
teachers being one of the brightest stars in the 
sochl, busine~s, and athletic firmaments of the 
schc,:)l. A scholar an athlete and a true friend. 
Bas~etball '27, '28; 'Treasurer of Senior 
Class. Prep Annual Business Manager; Senior 
Prom Committee; Monogram Club. 
Joe hails from the land of cactus, revolu• 
tions, and sombreros but never the less he is 
one of the most congenial chaps on the cam• 
pus. 
EUGENE u. EIFERT 
"Eggy" Dayton, Ohio 
"Egg" is a student to whom we all doff our 
hats. A person, who without an effort can 
wear a smile everyday is worthy of recogni-
tion. Combined with his angelic voice,-. 
BARRY]. DWYER LEONARD]. ENGLE 
"Barry" Dayton, Ohio '1Len" Dayton, Ohio 
A keen. performer with the racket, an ac-
complished musician, a talented orator, an 
aggressive tackle, and a prominent committee-
man. 
Band and Orchestra '2S', '26, '27, '28; 
Monogram Club; Annual Staff; ,Pootba!! '27; 
Se1lior Prom Committee; 'Tennis '27. 
REINHOLD WIESNER 
"Got a cigarette Len?" is a common phrase. 
Len is, altho he resigns daily, the commissary 
department .in 4th A. Len is also an authority 
on tomatoes; ask him any questions or see 
Mr. Z--. 
]AMES C. EVANS 
"Wiesie" Dayton, Ohio ''Jimmie" Girard, Ohio 
Always has bee~ popular and a leader in 
the class. He was behind every move in the 
sodality and was a big factor in all successful 
movements. He has great ambitiorts, and We 
bet he attains them. 
The fact that this lad is Irish should suffice 
but as a further explanation let it be said that 
he was witty, jovial, and very popular among 
his fellow students. 
"Ken" 
"Dep" 
CARL E. DEPENBROCK 
'Newport, Ky. 
A lover of the old school, a real wit and 
a brilliant student. Dep was synonymous for 
dependability, friendship and humor, and a!· 
ways wore a cheery smile which radiated good 
fellowship to every corner of the campus. 
"Dep" was also a great asset to the football 
team. 
Football '27; Monog,-4m Club; Annwl St41f. 
KENNETH E. DEIS 
Dayton, Ohio "Chas" 
CHARLES T. DOUDICAN 
Dayton, Ohio 
Ken has an affinity for coal piles, although 
judged by appearances one would hardly think 
so. "Kenny" is a decoration in any class how 
much more so in ours. 
Here's a boy who can locate anyone's 
seat but his own. "Chas," · has many accom• 
plishments: .between the prof's sentences he 
tells us all the new gags sprung at Keiths. 
}AMES J. DREw CLIFFORD A. DUNHAM 
"Jimmie" Mansfield, Ohio "Cliff" Laltewood, Ohio 
A friend to all and master of the geode 
art of ice skating. Holds the honorable degree 
of B. T. I. Z. W. or broke through ice in 
:z;ero weather. 
"Cliff'' was new this year but it was not 
long before his good natured wit and ready 
smile had gathered a multitude of friends. A 
loyal backer of the basketball team and bridge 
player de luxe. 
]OHN R. FERREE 
Dayton, Ohio 
Well, do we have gold medal winners,-
that is in a scholastic way; per example John 
R. Chink is a burner of the midnight oil. In 
regard to geometrical difficulties, see him. 
CHARLES w. FEDDERS OTWAY ]. FICKER 
"~.E. D." Covington, Ky. "Ot" Dayton, Ohio 
Distinguished geometry student whose 
presence was always necessary in order to 
complete a theorem. Charlie holds the high 
game record having lost all count on broken 
chairs. 
Monogram Club; Footballt27; &sf{etball'28. 
CHARLES E. FORD 
If predictions were in order we would say 
that "Ot" will be a good husband some day. 
He seems to be a peaceful, home•loving person. 
His popularity proves that embellishments in 
the shape of red flags are not necessary to 
draw attention. · 
Monogram Club; Football '27, 
]OHN B. FROEHLE 
"Henry" Dayton, Ohio "Froch" Dayton, Ohio 
"Henry" is a 1928 model from four wheel 
brakes to gear shift. He holds all records for 
classroom naps; but is never caught sleeping. 
How does he do it? We don't know, he won't 
divulge the secret. 
Small in stature but what he lacks in size 
he makes up in courage. Has a winning way 
with the fair sex. He owns the hardest driven 
Ford on the campus. 
"John" 
ELMER ]. GLASSMEYER 
"'Tiny" Cincinnati, Ohio 
His career was a most glorious one, Un· 
doubtedly one of the most popular students, 
the backbone of the football team, business 
genius, and popular choice of the students for 
all responsible positions." Who's the pretty 
little girl from Norwood Tiny? 
Football '26, '27; 'Trac1{ '27; President of 
Monogram Club; Vice President: Senior Class; 
Prep Annual Editor; Publicity Manager '26, 
'27; Prep Editor U. D. 'Ne1ws; Exponent Staff 
'26; Chairman Senior Prom Committee. 
JoHN A. GABEL LAWRENCE J. GLASER 
Columbus, Ohio "Birds" Dayton, Ohio 
Another wanderer in the field of music. Ambition to the nth degree, for in addition 
to his class work he has labored diligently in 
one of our foremost banking houses and 
amusement palaces. 
John knew his stuff as Dep would say for he 
surely contributed a lot of pep. 
Band and Orchestra '25, '26, '27, '28. 
ARTHUR c. GEIER RAYMOND A. GROVE 
"Art" Dayton., Ohio "Ray" Dayton, Ohio 
Mentioning some of the best shots in the 
class. Mr. Geier ranks among the first. Art's 
accurancy with erasers is uncanny just as his 
accurancy in geometry is remarkable. 
Beau Brummel of the campus. Possesses 
those magnetic qualities that make him ir• 
resistable to Dayton's female populace. A 
member of the Prep gridiron outfit for two 
years. 
'Trac1{ '27; Football '26. 
NEVIN HIPPLE 
"Hip" Dayton, Ohio 
"Hip" was a new member but it wasn't 
long until he was oriented. His earnestne&a 
should carry him far on the road to success. 
}AMES E. HAYEs }OHN W. HoLZEMER 
Covington, Ky. "Shorty" Columbus, Ohio 
Jim is a rather quiet chap but certainly can 
hold his own with anyone for he is skilled in 
the gentle art of self-defense, having been a 
frequent performer on the canvas. 
STEVEN J. HooK 
Captain of the gridiron outfit, star basket• 
ball player renowned. A great athelete, a 
great pal, and a true friend. 
Football '26, Captain '27; MonogTam Club; 
Basl{etball '28; Baseball '27, '28. 
GEORGE C. HOROBIN 
"Pish" Augusta, Ky. "Red" ·Dayton, Ohio 
From way up in Augusta; Steve has only 
been with us one year but his drawling voice 
and pleasant smile serve as some of the bright· 
est memories of the year. 
Red is another beacon to another land 
where Virgil is imbibed in the shape of sugar 
coated pills. "Red" argues that Latin is not 
necessary in an engineers life. 
'Tracl{ '27. 
HowARD C. IsLEY 
"Howard" Ft. Thomas, I<y: 
A second Paderwiski; has done much to 
pep up the atmosphere due to his remarkable 
talent at the piano. Sings exceedingly well 
and has a sunny disposition. 
NORBERT B. HUNTER EMMETT R. KEANE 
"]'{orb" Dayton, Ohio "Emmet" Dayton, Ohio 
Factiousness and seriousness so closely 
bound together makes it difficult to distin· 
guish the one from the other. However, Norb 
doesn't worry, if he can find a new subject 
{or a laugh. 
CHARLES · R. Kemper 
Emmet specialized in football and track but 
was more widely known for his ready Irish 
wit and great drilling ability. 
Football '26, '27; Monogram Club; 'Trac~ 
'27. 
}OSEPH H. KINZIG 
'Charlie" Dayton, Ohio "Joe" Dayton, Ohio 
The mechanical genius among seniors. 
Charlie can mend any door, window, car, ra• 
dio or what-not in existance. His Chevvy has 
a musical backfire from it's association with 
tiote driver. 
'Tennis '27. 
Joe knows how to pass away the English 
course. Don't doubt it, results tell. He has 
scholastic tendencies; the explanation lies in 
his partner. 
]OHN F. KLEIN 
"Jok,e" Dayton, Ohio 
L'Allegro personified. If you want to hear 
someone make a bright one say something to 
"Joke." Don't ask how he acquired the alias; 
that's a deep, dark secret. 
VINTON c. KIRK VINCENT W. KLOSTERMAN 
"Vinnie" Dayton, Ohio "Klosty" Dayton, Ohio 
"Vinnie" is well known about the campus. 
He has an agreeable, though independent 
character and has won quite a name for him• 
self. 
Football Manager '27; Monogram Club. 
R ICHARD S. KOEHLER 
Slinger of malteds par-excellence, and punc• 
tuality personified. We don't believe that 
" Klosty" will be late for his wedding even if 
he does have to walk a long distance. "A smile 
will go a long, long way." 
ELWOOD G. KooRs 
Dayton, Ohio "Coosy" Dayton, Ohio 
Dick is a Dutch student; "nicht war." He 
has a · cheerful sunny disposition, derived 
from his environment. "Oh those corduroys! 
and he brushed back his curly locks." 
A representative of Prep Basketball and of 
the famous "29." He's another punctual scho· 
lar? But the early bird doesn't always get the 
worm; besides who wants the worm anyway? 
"Coosy" doesn't, he always looks for bigger 
and better things. 
Bas~et&ll '28, 
DONALD H. KREUSCH 
"Don" Dayton, Ohio 
"Don" is sure some musician. He has al· 
ready made a name for himself in the city as 
one of the best. Besides he is a fine chap and 
liked by all. ' 
Band and Orchestra '25, '26, '27, '28. 
THoMAS H. KoRTE 
"Tom" Dayton, Ohio "Ju.mpy" 
]OHN T. KrucK 
Par~ersburg, W.Va. 
Spricht er Deutsch! Und wie! Tom made 
quite a reputation for himself being a real 
student and a remarkable linguist. Tom was 
held i!l high esteem by all who knew him. 
NORBERT ]. KruMM 
Master of the violin. Led the list when it 
came to the broad jump, and business associ• 
ate of one Celina whirlwind. 
Band and O,-chest1'a, '25, '1.6, '27, '28; 
'T,-acl{ '27. 
JoHN M. KuGELMAN 
" ]I( orb" Dayton, Ohio "Isaac" Lima, Ohio 
Norb is a laughing cavalier. He always 
laughs when he makes a brilliant statement; 
not that he isn't serious. Oh my no! He de· 
plores the accusation. 
Small but mighty, a great Shakesperean 
student with a vocabulary extensive enough 
to cope with anyone. The tongue is mightier 
than the sword. 
PAUL E. L EINESCH 
"Sunbeam" Dayton, Ohio 
His nick-name describes him fully. Look at 
his picture and judge for yourself. Oh! that 
smile that makes them blush. "Proch's" run-
ning mate. 
C LARENCE F. L EIBOLD ELWOOD S. LINS 
"Lee" Da.yton, Ohio "Linsy" Da.yton, Ohio 
Lee is a real student and is beyond doubt 
one of the most widely known seniors on the 
campus. His sunny smile and kind disposition 
have won many friends for him. 
EDWARD G. LoGES 
"Kid" · Dayton, Ohio 
George the irrepressible can't be downed 
with a look or more material missles. The 
"Kid" is our smallest member but small only 
in sile; his mind and voice are large. 
A student of rare genius is "Linsy." He 
reads and the most intellectual types. Thats 
how the Byronic look was gained. He has 
among his other accomplishments the fine art 
of checker playing. 
RoBERT F. MAGLY 
"Maggie" Dayton, Ohio 
The answer to a maidens prayer. A brilliant 
ten pin artist having high scores in Dayton's 
foremost alleys. The wit and beauty of 4th 
Commercial. 
Band '27, '26, '27, '28. 
DANIEL R. McCARTHY 
''Mac'' Dayton, Ohio 
A poem of nature. The wise cracker of the 
campus. He possesses all the characteristics of 
his countrymen, especially a pleasing person-
ality. 
RoBERT L. McBRIDE 
"Bob" Dayton, Ohio 
A dashing halfback, literary genius and a 
man of no acquaintances, but every friend 
identifies Bob. He's a debator, and a real 
student whether English, Russian, or Sanskrit. 
Football '27. 
PAUL ]. MEINERS 
"Mac" 
]AMES]. McNALLY 
Springfield, Ohio 
"Mack's" case is where actions speaks loud-
er than words. A pleasing personality hidden 
behind a smile that dazzles the fair sex. 
RoBERT L. MERZ 
"fer~" Cincinnati, Ohio "Bob" Dayton, Ohio 
Looks serious but isn't for his sense of hu-
mor is one of the keenest. A · member of the 
inseparable triangle and boon companion of 
two notorious seniors . 
• 
The bookkeeping shark of 4th Commercial. 
"Bob" lives up to the old saying "Looks are 
deceiving." An abundance of mischief is con-
cealed under his solemn conutenance. 
}AMES M. MULHALL 
"Jim" Owosso, Michigan 
A keen lad from the trackless waste's of 
northern Michigan with a leaning for dancing 
and bridge. 
Football '27, Monogram C~ub. 
RICHARD C. MILLER 
"Didt"· Dayton, Ohio "Gus" 
AUGUST MUNCHEL 
Oldenburg, Indiana 
Here's a boy that has made himself known 
all over the campus. He has tooted his horn 
all the way from the Ark to Brown Street. 
There seems to be something serious hiding in 
his mind, who know.s? 
Band '25; '26, '27, '28; Orchestra '25, '26, 
'27; Golf '27, 28; Monogram Club. 
MATTHEW S. MURRAY 
One of the natives of the Hoosier state with 
a ready wit and a keen sense of humor. From 
past indications Gus has shown himself to be 
a clever performer with the quill receiving 
three letters a day in the same handwriting. 
HoWARD W.· MuTH 
"Mat" Dayton, Ohio "Moody" Dayton, Ohio 
Mat is our engineer from Missouri. He gave 
two years assistance to the football teams and 
many more to the .assistance of his friends. 
We're with you Mat. 
.. Moody" certainly lived up to his nick-
name for he was a lad of moods. However, 
all of them were pleasant ones and all who 
knew him claimed him a prince of laughter. 
"Ned" 
CHARLES F. PAQUELET 
Dayton, Ohio 
An athlete of no mean ability who has 
shown to advantage on the gridiron and court. 
A snappy dresser who always rated high with 
the fair sex. 
Monogram Club; FootbaH '27; Basl{etbaU 
'2B. 
NED R. N IEMIC CHARLES F. PAULY 
Detriot, Michigan "Parrot" Dayton, Ohio 
He hails from the auto city. He possesses a 
calm personality that is bound to win him 
success. As a student he rates with the best. 
"Parrot" was another speaker of note being 
a member of the winning team in the annual 
\Vashington-Lincoln debate. He was always 
a favorite among his classmates. 
CHARLES J. PFANDER GEORGE W. PFEIFFENBERGER 
"Fannie" Dayton, Ohio "Georgie" Dayton, Ohio 
He has a quiet, inspiring character. You 
would rarely suspect his presence, but he's 
everywhere just the same. He was the back· 
bone of the "Ark Ramblers." 
George was a second Henry Clay when 
it came to speaking or debating for his rolling 
voice and booming eloquence brought scores 
of honors to their owner. 
RoBERT F. R EBOULET 
"Ribs" Dayton, Ohio 
One of the shining lights of fourth high C. 
Bob was a lad of merit for he worked and 
played with such a will that he probably will 
succeed in anything he undertakes. 
WALTER V. P IEKUTOWSKI 
Dayton, Ohio 
Walter is not only a good student and a 
congenial companion but he also knows more 
about radio than its inventor. He's quiet and 
peaceful and never broadcasts his wares, but 
he certainly knows his stuff. 
PAUL J. REMAKLUS 
RICHARD F. REDMAN 
"Die~" Dayton, Ohio 
Dick's a quiet, amiable chap who succeed• 
ed in getting o:ff with the class honor medal 
every year. You should see him play basket• 
ball. 
Class secretary; Annual Staff. 
PAUL J. RossELOT 
"Farmer" Celina, Ohio "Tot" Glendale, Ohio 
Paul Whiteman's only rival, a master of 
j;u;:z;. This has been proved on more than one 
occasion. Possesses a keen business mind. 
How's your crops? 
Band and Orchestra '25', '26, '27, '28. 
' 
A student of the first water. Paul stood at 
the head of the class throughout the year and 
proved his knowledge to all, and sundry, 
being an honor student for two years. 
"Boots" 
WILLIAM ]. RUETH • 
Dayton, Ohio 
He made his mark in the band. He also has 
an insatiable curiosity which should lead him · 
to greater things. Good luck. 
Band '26, '27, '28. 
ARTHUR C. RouTZONG RICHARD ]. RYDER 
"Art" Dayton, Ohio "Dic1{.'' Dayton, Ohio 
Little but mighty. "Art" was the one who 
caused the success of the "Ark Ramblers." He 
is an elocutionist supreme, and a whi~ of a 
scholar. 
HARRy ]. SCHELLHAAS 
Dick spent four years on the campus but 
never attra~ted any attention by making 
noise, on the contrary he was a quiet chap 
who accomplished much while others supplied 
noise. 
"Shell" Dayton, Ohio "Bob" 
RoBERT W. ScHLEMANN 
Dayton, Ohio 
We recommend Harry for the stage. He has 
a wit and humor that can't be beat. But still 
he is a serious fellow and has hopes of climb-
ing the high ladder of success. 
Good natured smiling "Bob." He cam~ to 
the school in '26 to spend the junior year. 
Always active, he is a real tribute to the 
school on the hill. 
Monogram Club; Football '27. 
LEO N . SPATZ 
"Dough" Dayton, Ohio 
He has been a familiar character on the 
campus for four years and during this time 
he won many friends. His abil ity to debate 
has won many arguments in h is favor. Al-
ways a leader in his class. 
Annual Sta ff . 
CLARENCE P. SoMSEL HowARD V. STALEY 
"Sam" Dayton, Ohio "Whitie" Dayton, Ohio 
Sam has an excellent personality, plus at• 
tractive light hair. He is an industrious stu• 
dent and is high in the estimation of all down 
in the Ark. 
RoBERT L. STALEY 
"Bob" Delaware, Ohio 
William Jennings Bryan's logical successor. 
Bob can really hand it out. Just a case where 
production is greater than consumption. How• 
ever, in spite of being such a famous racon• 
teur he was well liked and always welcome 
to any gathering. 
Range 600 yds; target enemy machine gun, 
indicate danger zone and give number of 
sights from reference point. Whitie was a 
crackerjack when it came to answering mili· 
tary questions and we feel confident he will 
be a great officer some day. 
CLETUS J. STENGEL 
"Cleo" Miami, Florida 
A native of that drowsy clime where the 
sweet scent of orange blossoms is carried 
forth on every breeze. Cleo seems to have 
brought along a little of that Southern atmos• 
phere. 
• 
EDWARD J. SCHOEN MARTIN P. SCHULZE 
"Ed'' Chicago, Illinois "Abie" Dayton, Ohio 
Ed believes that noise is not essential to 
success for although a quiet chap he was one 
of the best students in his class. 
'Tracl{ '27. 
}AMES C. ScHUMACHER 
The high frequency boy from the Ark. He's 
like a Ford; starts slow but stops for nothing. 
He showed his ability in the track meet when 
he won the mile run in '27. 
''Jimmie" Dayton, Ohio "Bill" 
WILLIAM ]. SELHORST 
Coldwater, Ohio 
Here is another lad who was interested in 
intramural sports. A fine gentleman from Oak-
wood and studious too. There must be a high 
place for .this young man. 
THOMAS c. SHERIDAN 
A muddy field, moleskins and cleats are 
Bills idea ·O·f how to spend an enjoyable day. 
His fast charging opened many a gap in the 
opponents line. 
Monogram Club; Football '27. 
EDWARD w. TANCRED 
"Tommy" Dayton, Ohio "Dub" Dayton, Ohio 
Good natured smiling Tom. Through his 
good nature he has reached the pinnacle of 
popularity to which many aspire. Good luck 
"Tommy" you'll get there. 
Band '2~, '26, '27, '28. 
' A live wire in all the intramural sports. He 
was also a great scholar and a friend to every• 
one on the campus. Success to you "Dub." 
-MALCOLM TIER 
"Mac" Detroit, Michigan "Joe" 
JosEPH C. THIEM 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Mac was a new member on the campus 
coming here to finish his high school career. 
His friendship was readily accepted. Special-
izes in ball-room shuffies. 
CHARLES F. WECKESSER 
Joe showed his business ability on more 
than one occasion during the . two years he 
was basketball manager. He aJso possessed 
quite a bit of ability on the diamond. 
Monog,-am Club; Basl{etbaU Manage,. '27, 
'28. 
HENRY ]. WESTBROCK 
"Wecb" Dayton, Oh4J "Henry" Dayton, •Ohio 
Charlie was never seen on the campus with• 
out his "good ole pipe." His attachment to it 
is also symbolical of his friendship for al· 
though he is always making new friends, he 
never loses an old one. 
FRANK E. W ILLHELM 
He conducted the 4th High C sodality like 
a Bishop. A pleasant fellow and well thought 
of by all of his class. He aims high and will 
bear watching. 
SenioT Pmm Committee, 
"Willie" Dayton, Ohio "Elmo" 
ELMO M. WILLHOFF 
Coldwater, Ohio 
Ask him how to play golf, he knows. Also 
ran away with all the honors in the elocution 
contest, and is a mainspring in the intramural 
events, 
Band '25, '26, '27, '28; Golf '28. 
A typical country lad paving his way for a 
successful career in the big city. He won 
fame and popularity on the gridiron and was 
a mainstay on the court team. 
Football '26, '2 7; Basl{etball • 28; Baseball 
'27; Monog,-am Club. 
~ 7N 1*?6MOHIAM .. _. 
LAWRENCE ERB 
Senior Prom C ommittee 
OR years it has been the custom of each Prep graduating class to 
hold their annual Senior Prom during the balmy June weather 
just preceding the commencement exercises. This year the big 
social event will take place on Friday evening June the eighth. Picture to 
yourself if you can, the soft silver rays of a June moon bathing scores upon 
scores of enraptured dancers as they glide along to the rhythmic beats of a 
melodious orchestra. Picture to yourself (if your mental camera is not worn 
out by this time) the little squeals of delight as the fair girl friend receives 
her favor which will serve as a useful as well as a fond reminder of the occa-
sion. Ponder on the friendly spirit that will prevail for every fellow there 
will be a friend of at least four years acquaintance. Imagine if you can how 
impressive the last meeting of your friends will be on this occasion of the 
last meeting between most of the graduates. 
The Prom committee· which was composed of Elmer Glassmeyer, Chair· 
man, Hugh Cahill, Barry Dwyer, Charles Dansard, Richard Miller and 
Henry Westbrock labored unceasingly in their efforts to promote a better, 
larger and more magnificent Senior Prom than any held in the past. 
The Class also takes this opportunity to thank the many friends and 
patrons whose kind cooperation was such a great factor in the suc~ess en• 
joyed by the Prom. 
lhe Annual Stafl 
N September of 192 7 each one of the four Prep senior classes elected two of 
its members to the Prep Annual Staff. These representatives then held an-
other election in which they selected Elmer Glassmeyer as Editor, Charles 
Dansard as Advertising Manager and Paul Rosselot as Business Manager. 
As to the immediate success of the Annual not enough praise can be given to our 
efficient Editor, Elmer Glassmeyer. It was through his untiring efforts that the work 
on the Annual turned out to be such a great success. In order to appreciate the amount 
of work and time expended by him one must view the construction from start to finish. 
Those who are acquainted with such work can readily appreciate the diligence and 
amount of painstaking effort required to complete it. 
Charles Dansard gave a very good and forceful demonstration of his knowledge 
gained through th~ commercial course for his shrewd judgment and keen business mind 
always proved equal to the occasion, whenever any call was made for commercial 
acumen. 
Paul Rosselot: The financial end of any business proposition is always a thing of 
vital importance for without it nothing could succeed. It fell to Paul's lot to go out 
among the business men of the city and sell advertising space in the Annual. He en· 
joyed remarkable success in this field as many ads were obtained by him. 
Richard Redman undertook the writing of the Class History and Barry Dwyer 
efficiently discharged his duties in writing up the clubs. Reinhold Wiesner, Clarence 
Leibold, and Leo Spatz were given the task of writing up the seniors and did so in such 
a successful manner that we know their absence '¥ill be keenly felt by the succeeding 
Prep publishers. 
Prep Monogram Club 
FTER a cessation of activities that lasted two years the Preps again organized 
a Monogram Club in the Fall of 1927. The kind permission of Brother Joseph 
Lattn~r, our principal enabled the Preparatory Department to reorganize a 
very active and useful group. 
At the first call thirty-five winners of athletic awards responded. An election was 
held and Elmer Glassmeyer was unanimously chosen as President, Joseph Angerer as 
Vice President, and Joseph Thiem as Secretary-Treasurer. The voting members com-
prising the club are recipients of awards for football, basketball, baseball, track and 
golf as well as the student managers of those activities. 
Many functions are being planned by the club which will strengthen the bands 
of friendship between the members, and promote true sportsmanship. Many of the 
students will separate this year for this year's Monogram Club will probably be the 
last of which the Prep department will boast due to the elimination of all day students 
fro!ll the campus. · 
The purpose of the organization is to keep in close contact those men whose efforts 
and ambitions are all toward one goal, the supreme athletic prestige of their school and 
the nourishment of the feelings of devotion and loyalty that their school inspires. 
The growth ·and enthusiasm shown by its members have placed the organization 
as one of the leading clubs on the campus. 
The members supporting the able leaders are: Browne, Willhoff, Mullhall, Keane, 
Dansard, Dwyer, Paquelet, Schreiner, Boucek, Ficker, Depenbrock, Fedders, Krick, 
Selhorst, McBride, Gitzinger, Cahill, Kirk, Miller, Cain, Schiemann, Adams, Meyers, 
Maurice, Holzemer, Mertaugh. 
I' 
O rators and E ssayists 
HREE years ago Mr. Joseph Abel established pri~es for an elocu• 
tiona! contest to be · conducted annually in the Preparatory De· 
partment. This year the interest and enthusiasm displayed by the 
students was indeed surprising. By a series of eliminations the number of 
eager contestants was cut down to less than a do~en. The :finals were held 
on December 18, 1927, under the direction ~f Mr. S. ]. Emerick. 
Joseph Angerer was unanimously chosen the winner for his delivery of 
Service's "The Faceless Man." John Foley slipped away with the second 
honors with "The Soldier Tramp." Robert Schiemann was given the next 
award for his stirring recitation of "The Cremation of Sam McGee." 
The most important event of the senior year is the Lincoln essay contest. 
The Illinois Watch Company is the donor of a large medallion of Abraham 
Lincoln which is offered as an incentive to the students. This year the four 
best essays were picked by the teachers of the English classes. ·The composi· 
tions of Barry Dwyer, Thomas Clayton, Arthur Routzong and Robert Me· 
Bride were among that number. 
The judge, L~wrence Boll, S. M., Ph. D., after much deliberation and 
weighty consideration picked the work of Robert McBride as the winner. 
His life of Lincoln was the most thoroughly developed and possessed a slightly 
better choice of diction than the others that were submitted. 
In .Appreciation 
6WHEN watching the Prep athletes perform in any sport we have always been loud in any praise of their ability and sportsmanship but many of us over-look the men behind the scenes who are responsible for the training and 
well being of our athletes. 
Brother Aloysius Doyle was newly appointed to the office of Prep Athletic Director 
this year. However he filled his position in such a capable manner that we are forced 
to admire the shrewd judgment displayed by those who selected him for this office. 
Hope ran high in the Prep department at the beginning of the year when it was 
announced that Herbert Y. Hart of varsity gridiron fame would coach the Prep football 
outfit. Mr . Hart proved to all and sundry that he was just as good a coach as he was a 
player for he introduced many trick plays and the _!<one defense, which quickly trans-
formed the green Prep gridiron outfit into a fast charging, quick thinking machine that 
ticked off its plays with all the precision of a well regulated clock. 
The hardwood outfit was very fortunate in securing the services of Samuel Hipa, 
another varsity star as basketball coach. Sam drove his charges at a rapid gait and suc-
ceeded in turning out a Prep quintet which equaled if not surpassed any of those pro• 
duced in the past. 
Another important and necessary cog in an athletic machine is the student man-
ager. Vinton Kirk was appointed as football manager while Joseph Thiem was again 
given his old position of basketball manager. Both of these lads performed their duties 
in a way whit:h spoke well for their business ability. It fell to their lot to make hotel 
accommodations, supply eligibility lists, send out contracts and look out after the needs 
of their team. Both are worthy of the praise accorded them. · 
. : .' . ·. ~ ' . .· .: .~ : . 
-. 
Prep Football 
~T the beginning of the year the outlook for a successful Prep football season J1L was somewhat dimmed by the absence of Gene Hug former Prep mentor. Af· 
ter much deliberation and discussion it was :finally decided that Herb Hart 
former Flyer luminary would take charge of the Prep team. With this news enthusiasm 
ran high and the hori4on was much brighter. 
After weeks of earnest preparation a representative team was whipped into shape 
for the opening encounter with Hamilton Catholic High on foreign territory. The game 
was a thriller from, start to :finish with the Preps coming out on top of a close contested 
contest 13 to 12. 
Coach Hart was able to uncover much hidden ability ,especially in Browne a half· 
back who proved a big asset in future games. The next week saw the Preps working 
strenuously in order to receive a call for action at Toledo where they encountered the 
strongest team on their schedule. The game was played under difficult circumstances 
for the Baby Flyers were greatly outweighed. At the :final whistle the score was 30 to 6. 
Every member of the team played well and oontributed much to keep the score as low 
as it was. Keane and Glassmeyer were the luminaries on offense and deknse, breaking 
time and again to throw their rushing opponents for a loss. 
The team again took to its task, this time in a more serious manner. Their next 
game was with the heavy St. Bernard team of Springfield. It was here that the Preps 
showed the result of hard work and masterful coaching. The Preps succeeding in hold· 
ing their heavier opponents to a 6 to 6 tie. The playing of Captain Ho~er was ex• 
ceedingly good for on numerous occasions he skirted the ends for large gains . 
. 
After this game Coach Hart was beginning to believe that his dream of having a 
smooth functioning squad had come true. The team more than proved this in their next 
game with Fai~ew in the Stadium. The Preps were handicapped. by the loss of their 
stellar tackle, Glassmeyer, and relief quarter Cahill. Regardless of these conditions the 
Preps decisively overwhelmed their heavier rivals. At the :final whistle they emerged 
from the field victoriously having romped through their opponents for a total of 27 
points to the 6 scored against them. Again Captain Hol~emer starred for the winners. 
His long runs and accurate passing were the features of the game. 
The Preps enjoyed a two days rest before they again began active training for 
their last and second hardest game of the season with Xenia Central at Xenia. This 
game was played under the bewildering objections of the elements. After a close con· 
test played in snow and mud the :final whistle stopped the game with the score 0 to 0. 
Thus drew to a close the most sui::cessful season ever enjoyed by the Preps on the grid· 
iron. The following regclars will be lost through graduation in June: Browne, half· 
back; Willhoff, fullback; Angerer, tackle; Glassmeyer, tackle; Mulhall, end; Keane, end; 
McBride, halfback; Depenbrock, tackle; Schiemann, guard; Selhorst, guard; and Cain, 
guard and lfBt but not least our able and strategic qua.rter·back, Captain "Shorty 
Ho~er. ' 

Sll~w.e--
Summary of Prep Basketball 
Played at U. D. Gym on December 17, 1927. H:gh scorer Burdg with 6 points. 
Preps 21. Hamilton Catholic 19. 
Played at U. D. Gym on January 11, 1928. High scorer Boucek with 8 points. 
Preps 29. Aquinas High 14. 
Played at Coliseum on January 16, 1928. High scorer Seiwert with 6 points. 
Preps 17. Xenia Central 20. 
Played at U. D. Gym on January 20, 1928. High scorer Boucek with 16 points. 
Preps 37. Ohio Soldiers and Sailors 18. 
Played at Columbus on January 31, 1928. High scorer Boucek with 8 points. 
Preps 29. Aquinas High 32. 
Played at Coliseum on February 6, 1928. High scorer Holzemer with 10 points. 
Preps 30. St. Bernard 13. 
Played at Xenia on February 10, 1928. High scorer Bou:.:ek with 9 points. 
Preps 27. Ohio Soldiers and Sailors 16. • 
Played at Eldor Gym on February 11, 1928. High scorer Willhoff with 8 points. 
Preps 19. Elder High 27. 
Played at Springfield on February 17, 1928. High scorer Boucek with 9 points. 
Preps 29. St. Raplucl 26. 
Played at Lancaster on February 22, 1928. High scorer Boucek with 12 points. 
Preps 22. St. Mary's 25. 
Played at Springfield on February 24, 1928. High sco1:cr Holzemer with 11. points. 
Preps 24. St. Bernard 26. 
Played at Lima on February 28, 1928. High scorer Boucek with 10 points. 
Preps 25. St. Rose 30. 
Played at Coliseum during the tournament on March 3, 1928. High scorer Schreiner 
with t 1 points. Preps 2 5. Stivers 51. 
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Results of Editor's P opularity Contest 
Most Popular ....................................................... ] . Angerer 
Most Ambitious .. ................................................ P. Meiners 
Most Cultured ........................................... ....... C. Dansard 
Most Intellectual ............................................ ... R. Redman 
Most Stu.dious ............................................. ..... . P. Rosselot 
M9st Prompt ....................................................... . E. Schoen 
Most Bombastic ............................................... .. R. McBride 
Most Generous ..................... : ........................... C. Paquelet 
Most Energetic ................................................. R. Wiesner 
Most Collegiate ............................................ C. Depenbrock · 
Best Athlete .... ................................................. . ]. Holzemer 
Best Dressed .. ....................................................... . S. Bittner 
Best Looking .... , ............................................ . H. W estbrock 
Best Dancer .......................................................... ]. Mulhall 
Best Golfer .......................................................... R. Boucek 
Best Bridge Player ...................................... ...... C. Dunham 
Neatest ....... ........................................... , ................ . H. Cahill 
Quietest .................................................................. . ]. Hayes 
Biggest ................. ... L. Spatz Kindest.. ............. ..... S. Hook 
Smallest .......... A. Routzong Biggest Line ........ ? ? ? ? ? 
Fellows We Will Always 
Remember an.J "Why 
Angerer for his popularity 
Aufderheide for his "Ritzy" style 
Bittner for his clothes 
Boehmer for his music 
Boucek for his golfing ability 
Browne for his gridiron performance 
Buddendeck for his comradship 
Burdg for his physique 
Cahill for his letters 
Cain for his Southern accent 
Clayton for his talent at debating 
Connelly for his air of refinement 
Cotter for his "Dope" 
Dansard for his tough breaks 
De Villa for his friendliness 
Depenbrock for his wise cracks 
Doudican for his "Tow" head 
Drew for his ice skating 
Dwyer for his literary talent 
Engel for his cigarettes 
Evans for his quiet humor 
Fedders for his curly hair 
Ficker for his good nature 
Ford for his publicity 
Froehle for his "tickets" 
Gable for his harmony 
Geier for his sweater 
Glaser for his height 
Glassmeyer for his "loves" 
Grove for his mustache 
Hayes for his boxing 
Hol.zemer for his athletic ability 
Hook for his drawling voice 
Horobon for his fiery hair 
Hunter for his intelligence 
Isley for his singing 
Keane for his sprinting 
Kemper for his "Chevy" 
Kirk for his cones 
Koehler for his smile 
Koors for his jokes 
Krick for his jumping 
Krimm for his diamond ability 
Kugelman for his arguinent 
Leobold for his widespread fame 
Loges for his noise 
McBride for his speeches 
Meiners for his agreeableness 
Miller for his girl friends 
. 
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UNIVERSITY of DAYTON 
(Formerly St. Marys College) 
Dayton, Ohio 
A Boarding and Day School for Young Men . 
Under the Direction of the 
Society of Mary 
College of Law 
College of Liberal Arts 
College of General Science 
College of Education -
College of Engineering 
. Electrical 
Chemical . 
Mechanical 
Civil 
College of Commerce and Finance 
Pre-Medical Course 
School of Sociology 
Evening College Courses 
Mt. St. John Normal School 
College Preparatory 
Reserve Officers Training Corps 
Alumni Hall, a new Dormitory Building with 
accommodations for 17 0 Boarding Students, 
was opened in September, 1924. 
Very Rev. Bernard P. O'Reilly, S. M., President 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A Coronet from Coldcash Castle 
ODD 
Editor: "Who wrote these .jokes'? 
Contributor: "I did, sir." 
Editor: "You must be older than you 
look." 
ODD 
Jean: "I just had a dream about the 
handsomest man in the world." 
"Dep:" "And What was I doing?" 
DOD 
Lieutenant: "The Ohio team is coun-
terfeit." 
Second Nuisance: "How come?'' 
Other come again: "Aw, the halves 
are full of lead and the quarters can't 
pass." 
ODD 
"A dime? What the devil do you 
want a dime for?" 
"Wot do I want a dime fur! Well, 
Mister, I'll tell yer. I've got nine hundred 
an' ninety·nine thousand, nine hundred 
an' ninety•nine dollars an' ninety cents, 
an' I'd just love t' make it a million. 
- Life 
ODD 
The leather medal goes to the history 
student who was so dumb that he 
thought the Battle · of . Cowpens was 
fought by drugstore cowboys. 
DOD 
- Texas Ranger 
"Do you know Tiny Glassni.eyer?" 
"Yeah, I used to sleep with him." 
"Room mates?" 
"N ~. classmates." 
DOD 
Boucek: "I want to borrow one of 
your shirts." 
Dunham: "One like I have on?" 
Boucek: "No, a clean one." 
Stengel: "Look here John, it says that 
every time you get kissed it shortens your 
life three minutes." 
Kugelman: "O·O·O·o·o·o . . . " 
Stengel: "Why the exclamation?" 
Kugelman : "Nothing, I was just think· 
ing how long I would have lived." 
DOD 
George: "Our love is deformed." 
His Flame: "How come?" 
George: "It's all one·sided." 
DOD 
"Y eh. That track man is so short 
winded that he can't blow his own nose." 
ODD 
· Brown: "Do I need a haircut?" 
Drew: "Oh, that's it! I thought you 
had a fur cap on." 
ODD 
Our latest Scotch importation tells us 
~ow Sandy MacPherson decided to leave 
school because he had to pay attention. 
-Punch Bowl 
ODD 
Charlie says: "The honeymoon is over 
when she wants a heater in the coupe to 
keep her warm." 
ODD 
Prof. (to pu.zded student): "What's 
the matter, don't you know the ques· 
tion?" · 
Selhorst : "Yeah, but I don't know the 
answer. -Washington Dirge 
DOD 
The crowd milled and surged about 
the morgue. A new body had been 
brought in. A murdered man. 
Suddenly a d~ed gentleman pushed 
and elbowed his way through the throng, 
and into the building. He spoke to the 
caretaker, and was admitted to the inner 
recesses. 
Shortly he reappeared. 
"Was he your brother?," asked the 
caretaker. 
"Yes," came the sorrowful answer. 
"But how did you identify him?" 
The man wiped away a tear as he 
chokingly replied, "He was deaf." 
r.--------------------------------------------------------------···-------~----------------------·-~ 
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STRIVE ALWAYS TO MAINTAIN THE 
MASTER FORMULA 
P ersonal 
Honor' 
Absolute/ 
Reliability 
Business 
Integrity 
Yes, we too count 
these in our Mas~ 
ter Formula. Our 
products are a 
composite of 
them all 
M -ANY years ago a crude sub-stance used in manufacturing a 
certain product became scarce 
and its price excessive. So a junior engaged 
in the laboratory suggested an i'ngredient 
costing less . and easier to get. This young 
man· argued that by thus Jtering the form-
ula a saving would be effected and nobody 
would know about it. The manufacturer 
explained that he would not hesitate to 
change the formula if an improvement could 
be effected, but the master formula used in 
every worthy business was personJ honor 
and absolute reliability plus business integ-
rity and that was the one formula which 
would not be changed. 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
PREPARATORY DEPARTMEN~ 
PRINCIPAL'S LIBRARY 
THE BROWN PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Printers of "Daytonian" B lanchester, Ohio 
~~--------------------------------·-··-------------------------------------------------------·-----~ 

,l 
' 
r.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· ~ 
THE KIND YOU LIKE TO GIVE-IS THE ONLY KIND WE MAKE 
· Changeless! 
Photographs .become more valued with the passing of 
time. As each year comes and goes, you will change 
in face and form. But your photograph now remains 
your photograph, forever changeless. 
VAN DYKE-SEATON 
STUDIO 
1050 U. B. Building 
Studio Portraits 
Home Portraits 
D~yton, Ohio 
Gar. 2782 
Gar. 2783 
PHOTOS KEEP THE MEMORIES OF YOUR LOVED ONES-AUVE FOREVER! 
~ ·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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8he sal;s{act;on o[a serv;ce we!/ peJorn?.cJ 
;s the on~ lasl;ng recompense c[z'nduslry. 
8/.e @anion 6n~raving and 6/eclrol))pe @o. 
@anton1 8hio 
gJroJucef's o{the 6n~,.avin~& i11 thi., cfl3ooko 
Tho.abo~e illu1tration lithe McKinley Memorial erected at Canton, 
Nineteen hundred 1lz. 

r.-----------------------------------·--------------------------.. ·--------------------------------·~ 
The · 
Danis-Hunt Co. 
GenerJ Contractors 
Dayton;) Ohio 
Builders of ~omeJ of 
Dayton's Most-.J lmportant-.J 
. Buildings Ovei' a Period 
oj FijteeJlJ Years 
~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fight Talk 
Don't be discouraged, fellows. Every-
body can't be on the .team, you know. 
But you all have as good a chance as the 
next fellow. Just keep plugging and your 
·turn will come. Let me tell you some-
thing. 
Once there was a fellow out for foot-
ball that nobody thought had a chance 
of making his letter. He was small and 
slight and didn't know anything about 
the game. All during his first three years 
of Prep school he played on the scrub 
team and sat on the bench during the 
games. Then came his last season and 
he was still on the scrubs and it looked 
as if he'd never make good. But, al-
though he didn't know it, the coach had 
his eye on him and when the captain who 
was the star halfback got hurt during the 
Big game the coach decided to give this 
little fellow his chance. He only made 
two seventy yard runs and kicked a field 
goal the first fifteen minutes he was in 
there! Boy, that was a swell movie! 
DOD 
Connelly: "Did you hear about the 
football player who died?" 
Hipple: No, shoot." 
Connelly: "Left an estate of five hun-
dred towels and a hotel key." 
DOD 
Cahill: "What kind of a car have 
you?" 
Meiners: "I've got a Wreck." 
Cahill: "A wreck?" 
Meiners: "Yeah, Every time I park it 
a do~en people ask me if I've reported 
the accident yet." 
DO D 
(Heard in Chemistry Lab.): 
"I see by the papers the traction com-
pany lost all their car barns by fire." 
"Deca~~xm~ation by carbon~ation, so 
to speak. 
DOD 
(Paquelet on returning to school after 
the holidays): "I had Ted to lunch, 
Marie to the theater and Helen to a 
dance- all in one day.'' 
Mulhall : "Triple-threat ~an, eh?" 
'The Price of Silence 
DOD 
Dwyer: "Ever read the Pickwick 
Papers?" 
Miller: "Naw, what do I care what 
goes on in these hick towns?" 
OD D 
Tiny: "I certainly told that girl what 
I thought of her." 
"Dep:" "What did she say?" 
Tiny: "She said she loved me too." 
DOD 
Physics Prof. (making assignment) 
"Tomorrow start with lightning and go 
to thunder." 
ODD 
So the absent minded professor opened 
up his bed and jumped out the window. 
DOD 
Speaker (Excitedly) : "Ladies and gen-
tlemen, I ask you : Do I look like I 
decended from a monkey? Do I?" 
Back seat wit: "No, ye don't now for· 
a fact. Tell us how it happened." 
DOD 
Ryder: "If a Scotchman makes a lot 
of money and spends it all, what's his 
name?" 
Sheridan: "Don't know. What is it?" 
Ryder: "Bughouse. Just plain Bug-
house." 
DOD 
Will: "She finally said that I might 
kiss her on either cheek." 
Bill : "And of course you did?'' 
Will : "Well, I hesitated a long time 
between them!" 
r.·---------------------------------·-----------------·--------------------------------------------~ 
WE SAY AND WE DO 
Our Record Speaks for Itself 
The Fearless Order of Moots 
Annual 
Reunion 
and 
Convention 
We Urge, Aid and Support 
-PROGRESS-
at the 
University of Dayton 
U. D. we hear you calling 
Fidelity's the test 
Dayton Cave 
Dayton, Ohio 
June 
9,10,11 
ONE FOR ALL AND ALL FOR ONE-UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
~·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----~1 
r.--------------------------------------------------------------·----------------------------------·~ 
DRINK . 
HOLLENKAMP'S 
''Golden Glow.'' 
and ''Dark Cream" 
CEREAL BEVERAGES 
Soda in all Assorted Flavors 
The Hollenkamp Products Company 
Main 4 3 3 Dayton, Ohio 
~·----------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Laura .................................... a brainy Editor. 
Hortense ................................ a dethroned basketball star. 
Jean ...................................... a future chain store magnate. 
Dorothy ................................ a snappy dresser. 
Eloise ... , ........ ..................... ... a certain musician. 
Mildred ............................... a future Fleischmann agent. 
Theresa .................................. a lad from old Kentucky. 
Eleanor ................................. a future Buick salesman. 
Adelaide ................................ a Pittsburg golf champ. 
Lois ........................................ a Michigan lumberman. 
Florence ................. , .............. a basketball manager. 
Katherine ............................ . a fullback at Catholic U. 
Edith .................................... . a poem of manhood from Greenville. 
Helen ................................... . a far famed geometry student. 
Elizabeth ....... : ....................... . a Fort Thomas recruit. 
Mary ............ ...................... .. a commuter from Cincinnati. 
Althea ................................. a "Red" heads room mate. 
Elizabeth ................................ a prominent boxer. 
Eleanor ............................... .. a student from the big meat town. 
Mary Evelyn .......................... a Glendale sheik. 
r.·-------------------------------------:----------------------------------------------------------·~ 
Ano~her Section 
/or' Upper' DaytoJU View 
Comprising 4 5 Acres at the 
Northeast Corner of 
Cornell and Philadelphia· Drives 
All improvements to be made 
Inside lots are 50 and 5 5 feet wide 
Corner lots up to 13 0 feet in width 
Call or write for copy of plat 
The Schwind Realt}r Co. 
409-416 Realty Building Main 2270 
r.--------------------------------------------------------------·----------------------------------·~ 
T4e Miami Tablet Company 
Manufacturers 
Tablets, Composition and 
Stenographer's 
NoteBooks 
Pads and School Papers of all kinds 
WEST CARROLLTON, OHIO 
l 
~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
.... 
r.----------------------------------------------------------·-····---------------------------------·~ 
For Good Things to Eat 
The 
University Arcade 
Cafeteria 
Joseph Wiesmann, S. M. ., 
1
.:11: Manager 
~·---------------------------------~-------------------------~------------------------------------~ 
r.-----------------------------------------------~~~------------------------------------·~ I I 
I I 
N II! U. S. Government Inspection Est. o. 689 
Hams 
and 
Bacon 
Pure 
Kettle Rendered · 
· Lard 
Sausages Luncheqn-Meats, etc. 
Dressed 
Beef 
Pork 
Veal 
Lamb 
The Chas. Sucher Packing Co. 
N. Western Ave. and Dakota St. 
Dayton, Ohio 
Main 793 Main 794 
~--------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------~-------~ 

r.··-----------------------------------------~------------------.. ·--------------------------------1~ 
Hotel Gibbons 
Dayton's Largest Hotel 
J. J. Gibbons T. A. Sabrey 
I I I 
• • ~·----------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
r.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·~ 
Diction Tone 
Dan D onovan 
Art of Singing 
Director of U. of D. Glee Club 
Resonance 
For Appointment Call 
Gat'. 2338 
406 Wurlitzer Building 
Dayton, Ohio 
~·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
r.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·~ 
R eal French V anJla I ce Cream 
An Exclusive Red Wing Product 
It's Delicious 
Red Wing Corporation 
248 South Main Street 
Dayton, Ohio 
~~---------------------------------.. -------~----------------------~--------------------------·----~! 

r.--------------------------------------------------------·------.---------------------------------·~ 
The Finke 'Engineering Company 
Engineers and Contractors 
Steam Shovel Work ·Concrete Work 
Street Paving-Sewers 
DAYTON, OHIO 
~~----------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------
r.·--------------------------------------------------------------~~--------------------------·~ 
JIM KELLY~ Inc. 
A Complete Line of the Highest Grade 
of 
Sporting Goods 
East Second Street Dayton, Ohio l 
: 
I ~~------~---------------~-------------------------------~-------------~------------------------~ 
r.--------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------~--------~ 
Compliments of 
The Hoefler & Stoecklein Co. 
I 
I I 
: ~ 
I I ~ : 
: I -
I . . :1 L~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
r.------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
The Kramer Bros. Foundry Co. 
Furnace Repairs-Stove Repairs 
and . 
Stoker Repairs 
DAYTON, OHIO 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

r.···--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~ l I 
Val Hegman Repairing of all kinds 1 
I VALHEGMAN ' I 
Dealers and Manufacturers of 
Harness, Trunks, Bags, and Suit Cases 
Trunks and Sample Work a Specialty 
136 East Third St. 
Garfield 2280 Dayton, Ohio 
.:-~~~~-~~~~~~--~-~-----------~~~~~------------.---------------------------------------------------:1 
r.---------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------~~ 
Najal Family Remedies Prescriptions Filled ! 
Complete Line of 
Drugs, Sundries and Toilet Articles 
Carpenter's Drug Store 
L. 0. CARPENTER, Pmp,-ieto,: 
. Agency Red Wing Ice Cream 
935 Brown Street Garfield 4292 
' : 
' : 
.:---------------------------------··---------------------·---------------------------------------~~1 
r.----------------------------------~-------------------------·----------------------------------~ 
I If It's'Dry Oeaillng 
! 
! Call 
YOUNG'S-Dry Clean~rs 
1231 S. Brown St. 
Garfield 1523 
1921 N. Main Street 
Lincoln 302 
w----------------------------·---~·------··w·-----------------------------------------------------
r.-------------------------------------------~------------··---------------------------------~ I 
Phone Garfield 578 
Archie Sherer Company 
Office Furniture and Equipment 
"Art Metal" and "Lyon" Products. Filing Cabinets, Desks, Safes, Steel 
Lockers, Shelving Cabinets, also a complete line of Wood Desks and Chairs 
340 South Main Street Dayton, Ohio' 
---------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------
'iWhy, my dear, I always! try to 
brighten up things at home. I'm the light 
of the house." 
"Yes, you're the light: you go out 
every night." 
ODD 
A preacher said to his congregation-
"There is a certain man among you who 
is going around with another man's wife. 
Now if he fails to put five dollars in the 
collection box after the services a.re con-
cluded, his name will be publicly read 
from this pulpit next Sunday." 
When the collection box came in there 
were twenty five-dollar bills in it and also 
a two dollar bill with a note attached to 
it saying: "This is all the change that I 
have with me: will send the other three 
dollars by mail next Tuesday." 
ODD 
Now when Rastus Washington Jones 
arrived 
He looked just like his poppy. 
In fact the doctor said 
That Rastus was a carbon copy. 
DOD 
Not a few of the boys know Fair Ann 
Warmer. She has gained the favor of 
all with whom she has come in contact. 
D~D 
'Til cut in on this dance," said the 
surgeon as he prepared to operate on the 
St. Vitus patient. 
ODD 
Co-ed:, "Oh, Algy, you English are 
too slow. 
Algy: 'Tm afraid that I don't grasp 
you." 
Co-ed: "That's just it." 
DOD 
And there was the Scotchman who 
took off his glasses and lick~d them after 
eating grape fruit . 
DOD 
"You know I like variety-it is the 
spice of life." 
Look me over girlie, my name is 
Heinz." 
DOD 
Frosh (calling his date): "I want Cen-
tral 5'468, and say, get it quick like they 
do in the movies, will you?" 
' 
Foul Ball! 
DOD 
Some of these restaurant men that 
advertise home cooking must have had 
terrible bringing up. 
DOD 
Be yourself, uriless you are a fool. In 
that case try to be somebody else. 
ODD 
Men and Women Whose Photos You'll 
Not Find Here 
Musty B. Doity. 
Fair Ann Warmer. 
Ann How. 
B. Abbling Brook. 
Lena Gainsta. 
Miss Fit. 
DOD 
Effect of a Business Age on the Vocab-
ulary of the Public: 
"Yes, I'll have a dozen eggs," said the 
housewife. "They satisfy." "A package 
of Camels," demanded the absent minded 
professor. "Oh, yes, it's lovely for the 
complexion, so safe as the finest of silk." 
"Yes, I ask for them by name and accept 
no substitutes," said the debutante. 'Til 
have a package of Necco Wafers. The 
children cry for it." 
DOD 
We just heard that E. Shiltz has an 
offer from the Metropolitan opera com-
pany to sing its tenor parts during the 
summer months. HA-HAH-*-*-HAAAAH . 
r.··------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------~ 
THE GREEN MILL 
Floridis and Stefan 
Dayton's Foremost Confectionery 
and Luncheonette 
16 N: Main St. Opposite Court House 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
r.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Don't Grow One-Sided 
Get All-Round Character Development by Making 
Full Use of a 'Y' Membership 
The YoungMen's Christ~~n.Association 
of 
Dayton, Ohio 
-----------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------~ 
r.--------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------~---------~ ((Color in Plumbing" 
Bath Room fixtures can now be obtained in any one of nine different colors--
White, Black, Fawn, Norse Blue, Canary, Sea Green, Orchid, Pearl Gray, or 
Shell Pink-in enameled iron bath tubs and lavatories or vitreous china lavatories 
and closets. 
M. J. Gibbons Supply Co~pany 
l Wholesale Plumbing and Heating Supplies 
l ' 601-27 E. MONUMENT AVENUE I DAYTON, OHIO 
~--······························-~------········-··········-----··········-············--------- I 
r.----------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------~ 
Compliments of 
SERVIS RESTAURANT 
George ServiS 
33-35' West Second Street 
Dayton, Ohio· 
Frank Buhl 
----------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I 
Hot Dog1 
In Chicago the bandits run wild. Here 
in Dayton they run restaurants. 
DOD 
Charlie Baumann recently hit a high 
fly over the right field fence into Wood-
land cemetery and thought it was good 
for a home run. The umpire thought 
differently and ruled it a "DEAD" ball. 
DOD 
The only way to keep some students 
awake in class is to ask them something 
pertaining to the lesson. 
DOD 
You can lead a jackass to college, 
but - • - • • ? ? ? ? ? 
DOD 
Ikey (seeing Moses for the first time in 
a year after a railroad accident that they . 
were in): "Say, Moses, how much dam-
ages did you get from the railroad com-
pany7" 
Moses: "One thousand dollars. How 
much did you get?" 
Ikey: "I got only $500. How come 
you got $1,000 and I only got $500? 
You vasn't hurt and I vasn't hurt and 
you get 1,000 dollars. Vy was that?" 
Moses: "Well, you see Ikey, at the 
time of the accident I had the presence 
of mind to kick my wife in the face." 
DOD 
\1iehls: "Could I have just one kiss?" 
Gwen: "I don't cater to the rrtail 
trade." 
DOD 
"Darling, will you love me when I 
grow old and ugly?" 
"Dearest, you may grow old but you'll 
never grow uglier." · 
A young lady with philanthropic mo-
tlves was teaching a dozen little ones in 
a Sunday School located in the Pennsyl-
vania mining district. 
"Now where did I tell you that the 
Savior was born?," she asked one morn-
ing . . 
"Allentown," shrieked a grimy, twelve 
year old. 
"Why, what do you mean Johnnie? 
I told you that he was born in Bethle-
hem." 
"Well," replied Johnnie, "I knowed 
that 'twas some place on the Lehigh Val-
ley railroad." 
DOD 
"Mamma," shrieked the little boy, 
watching his toy train in operation, "it's 
faster than hell, ain't it?" 
"Willie!," exclaimed the modern 
mother, "how many times have I told 
you not to use that vulgar word, 'ain't'?" 
DOD 
The man with money usually meets 
his match. 
DOD 
Ashton: "Are those doughnuts fresh?" 
B. Seeley: "I don't know, I've only 
l::een here a week." 
DOD 
"Jush had my watch fikshed an' it'sh 
still wrong." 
"Why, what is the matter with it?" 
"Blame thing'sh pointin' to noon an' 
it'sh midnight." 
ODD 
A New Way of Expressing It 
Paul: "Give me a kiss." 
Pauline: "No, but we might trade." 
lr.--------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------~ Iii 
'!] 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
STADIUM 
Sandwich Shoppe and Smokery 
I 
A Reminder of Home 
Good Clean Wholesome Food Served to You 
In a Sanitary Manner 
1207·1209 South Brown St. 
Dayton, Ohio 
George L. Johnson 
In Charge 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 1 
r.--------------------------------~~---------------------------------------------------------------~ 
FOCKE'S 
Meats for Over 50 Years 
Branch 1004•1006 East Fifth Street 
Garneld 8J7•8J8 
Packing House 
E. Springneld Pike 
I 
I ~ 
b------------ -----------------------------------------------·------------------------------------~1 
Dayton, Ohio 
r.----------------------------------------··----
Compliments of 
Frank Kronauge, Jr. 
Liberty Insurance Company 
. ! 
Harries Bldg. Dayton, Ohio i 
: I 
~·---------------------------------------------~ 
r.---------------------------------------------· ~ 
How will they know if you 
don't tell them. 
Tell them with Fogarty Outdoor 
metal, muslin and cardboard signs 
.Indoor cardboard signs and 
metal displays 
. neFogartyMfg.Co. 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
800 East Monument Avenue 
Dayton, Ohio 
Jk~--------------------------------------------~ 
~---------------------------------------------, ~ 
C. J. Sawyer_, D .D .S. 
Suite 900 Fidelity Medical Bldg. 
Dayton, Ohio 
~ ·---------------------------------------------
r.---------------------------------------------'~ 
Machine Tools 
Metal W orking Equipment 
Wood Working Equipment 
C. H. Gosige~ M achinery 
Company 
Dayton, Ohio I 
~·---------------------------------------------~ 1 
~ 
, I 
' 
• 
r.·--------------------------------------M·----·~ 
J oe Spatz Bakery 
Eagle and Mad River Sts. 
Garfield 4899 
The Best in Baked Goods 
~·------------------············---------------
r.------------------------------------------·~ 
Compliments of 
The Sol Slavin Co. 
Cincinnati and Concord Streets ' ' ! 
' I 
Garfield 2000 
I 
Dayton, Ohio I 
' 
' ~·---------------------------------------------~1 
r.·--------------------------------------------· ~ 
' ' 
1
.,! 
Hearty Congratulations 
to the 
Graduates of ' 28 
L. M. Prince Co. 
11 7 S. Ludlow St. Dayton, Ohio 
~-.,~-------------------------------------------
r;•!·--~-----------------------------------------·~ 
Compliments of 
Dr. H . L. Oliver 
Dentist 
• I 
~·---------------------------------------------~ 
r.---------------------------------------------~ 
I 
L. J . Deger, D.D .S. 
Suite 820 Fidelity Medical· Bldg. 
Dayton, Ohio 
! ~-----·---------------------------------------~ 
r.---------------------------------------·-----~ 
Home of Poipt Lace Canned Goods 
Schaper Bros. 
Fine Groceries, Fruits and Meats 
Delivery l 
'
.,!1! Main 84 5 Main 846 
53 5 Salem Ave. Dayton, Ohio 
' ' . 
"'----· ···--------------------------------------~ 
r.·--------------------------------------------~ 
. ' 
' ' I Geo. A. Gnau Carl L. Luehrs I
I Frank P. Elardo I 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
: ' G. E. L. Electric Co. 
Lighting Specialists, Engineers 
and Contractors 
11 W. First St. Dayton, Ohio 
~~--------------------------------------------~ 
r.---------------------------------------------~ 
Compliments of 
Senior Class of '28 
---------------------------------------------~ 
• 
"Offisher, you'd better lock me up. I 
jush hit my wife over the head wish a 
club." 
"Did you kill her?" 
"Don't think so. T hash why I want to 
be locked up." 
ODD 
"If I had of known that we were going 
through such a long tunnel as that • I 
would have kissed you." 
"Good Heavens! W asn't that you?" 
ODD 
"I tell you, sir, I have played in all 
the largest theatres in Europe." 
"Yes, but they are nothing compared 
with the theatres that we have here in 
America." 
"Why, sir, we have theatres so big 
that when a man in the last row throws 
an egg, it hatches before it reaches the 
stage." 
DOD 
The wise young girl who knows her 
onions never breathes a word of it to her 
boy friends. 
DOD 
Suggested slogan for bootleggers: "Not 
a coffin in a carload." 
O D D 
A recent letter received by a well 
known company that manufactures corn 
syrup: 
"Dear Sirs: Though I have taken six 
cans of your guaranteed corn syrup, my 
feet are no better than when I started." 
ODD 
Nature never makes any blunders. 
When she makes a fool she means it. 
ODD 
Bullet: "Say, can your wife take a 
joke?" 
Besch: "Well, they say that she mar-
ned me alright." 
ODD 
Gitzinger: "What is the difference be-
tween an old man, a young man, and a 
worm?" 
Sherer: "No difference. A chicken gets 
them all." 
In the Social Whirl 
ODD 
Philosophy professor to Grace after 
said professor had been lecturing for 
about forty-five minutes: "Mr. Grace, 
punch Mr. McClear and wake him up." 
Grace: "Wake him up yourself, you 
put him to sleep." 
D OD 
Our hero, Bob O'Brien, 
Teaching class in '29 
Flunked Math in '2 7 
My God, what a climb! 
ODD 
It's too much rest after six A. M. that 
creates so much unrest after six P. M. 
in college. -Wash. & Lee Mink.. 
DO D 
Gallagher: "Did you, or did you not, 
make love to this woman?" 
Maxwell: "You'll have to ask my sec-
retary he keeps all my records." 
ODD 
"Hey, Molly, this plate is damp," com-
plained the su.dent who was dining in 
the Stadium Smokery. 
"Hush," whispered the fellow next to 
him, "that's your soup." 
ODD 
First impressions are said to be lasting. 
Anyone who has been stung by a hornet 
will swear to this. 
r.·----------------------------------------------------------~~----------------------------------~ lr-- I 
:1 oo~m ! 
' I 
Steel and Wood Furniture and Equipment ! 
I 
! 
r.----------------------------------------------·---------------·----------------------------------~ 
NOTICE TO READERS 
The distribution of this "Daytonian" is made possible through the advertising 
patronage of its pages. We conscientiously recommend our advertisers to our 
readers. They are absolutely reliable and you can deal with them with the utmost 
confidence. They make it possible for us to place "The Daytonian" in your hands 
11 and you can best express your appreciation by patroni~ing them when you buy i in Dayton. 
,,1 If you will mention this book when corresponding with or patroni~ing our 
advertisers, you will indicate your appreciation, encourage its improvement, and I perpetuate its publication.-(THE STAFF.) 
~--·······-·-·······························-···················································-· 
r.--------------------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------~ I . 
I A golden thought is expressed by 
l:
l Mark Twain as: "Let us endeavor so to 
live that when we come to die even the 
undertaker will be sorry." 
ODD 
Herbison: "Can you prove that this 
hair restorer is good?" 
Barber: "See that clerk by the sponge 
case? Yesterday he pulled the cork out 
of a bottle of this hair tonic with his 
teeth. Today notice that he has a mus-
tache." · 
DOD 
Customer: "You sent me a very small 
oxtail, Mr. Bloogs." 
Butcher: "Ah, ma'am, ·if we butchers 
could only persuade the hox to hemulate 
the kangaroo!" 
DOD 
Statistics show that fewer farm boys 
are coming to the city. Maybe there 
is so much auto exhaust that they can 
no longer see the bright lights. · 
DOD 
First Burglar: "Come on! Let's figure 
up and see how much we made on this 
"So the heiress refused Jack?" haul." 
"Yes its too bad. He made a fair His Pal: "Shucks! I'm tired. Let's 
proposition too." wait and look in the morning paper." 
"What was it?" o o o 
"He promised to be a good husband, Prof: "What does reaching an agree-
and offered to refuse the money if he ment mean?"' 
' did not turn out exactly as represented." Stud: "Reaching an agreement is 
D D D when a woman decides with herself to 
Women who wear this years styles do something against her husband's 
shouldn't sit on the front steps. wishes." 
il ________________ ··-···········-·--····-·······-···-··········································---~ 
A Crying Need 
DOD 
Vollmer;, "Did you know that I was a 
cave man? 
Lou: "Oh, yes, it's obvious. The cave 
is in your brain." 
ODD 
. O'Connor: "We're going to have a 
novelty dance at our house. 
Bentz: "Yeah?" 
O'Connor: "Yeah! No liquor al-
lowed." 
ODD 
Major Rhinehart to Pesce : "And if 
you drill religiously every day-who 
knows-when the next war comes, you 
may be the unknown soldier!" 
DOD 
Hochadel to Kraft: "Stop sewing for a 
minute and lend me your thimble. Our 
guests wants a drink." 
DOD 
"McGarry fainted in his room, yester-
day." 
"Why didn't somebody give him a 
drink of whiskey?" 
"Somebody did - just before he 
fainted." 
ODD 
"How is Joe Walters with the wo-
men?" 
"Most of the time." 
ODD 
As George M . Cohan puts it: "Sil-
ence is the college yell of the school of 
experience." 
"Are you a college graduate?" 
"No, I slept in this suit last night." 
DOD 
"When Bowen, Breen and Co. were 
hailed into court they offered the judge 
a five cent cigar." 
"Well, what about it?" 
"In passing sentence, the judge took 
both crimes into consideration." 
DOD 
Barber: "You're losing quite a bit of 
hair. In fact you're getting bald in 
spots. Have you tried our wonderful 
hair tonic?" 
Kappeler: "No, that isn't the cause." 
DOD 
"Must you bring that up again?," 
asked Martzluft of his slightly ciiled 
room mate. 
ODD 
"Did you hear of the dissention m 
the Ford family?" 
"No, what's it all about?" 
"Henry swears that he is going to 
give Edsel the works when he dies." 
-Puppet 
DOD 
There's no question but that children 
received better marks in school when 
. the hickory switch was used. 
-College Humor 
ODD 
Bergan: "Is Carroll a good driver?" 
Nunn: "Say, when the road and he 
turn at the same . time, it's a coinci-
dence." 
DOD 
So the Harvard professor approves of 
paddling freshmen! In his lecture he 
said: "Punish them on the highest level 
they can understand." 
DOD 
In 1950 
"Where's Willie?" 
"You'll simply have to speak to that 
boy. Really, he's been flying back and 
forth over the Atlantic all afternoon." 
ODD 
The number of questions that a co-ed 
answers in class varies inverseley as the 
number of telephone calls she answered 
at her rooming house the night before 
Cop: · "Who was driving this car 
when it hit the other one?" 
Drunk (triumphantly): "None of 
us; we were all in the back seat." 
DOD 
Befor-e the train entered the tunnel he 
declared that the tunnel cost over a mil-
lion dollars. When the train had 
emerged once more, she had decided that 
it was worth every cent of it. 
ODD 
Ask any chemist, "It's H-to-owe." 
ODD 
"I never saw. you smoking a cigar be-
fore." . 
"Oh, no, you see I just picked it up 
recently." 
ODD 
"I lost my vanishing cream. Can you 
help me? 
"Why don't you look for it behind the 
invisible hairnets." 
ODD 
DOD 
"Will you take gas," asked the dentist. 
"Yes," answered the absent-minded 
motorist, "Better look at the oil too." 
ODD 
Just another one of those incongruities 
of college life is a married man receiving 
a Bachelor degree. 
ODD 
All the world loves a lover-except his 
rivals . . 
ODD 
Most of our statues are erected to men 
that thousands once yearned to hang. 
DOD 
Oh, save all your sorrows 
For Ferdinand Bepps, 
Who walked down stairs 
Without using the steps. 
ODD 
"Isn't the moon beautiful,' dear?" 
"Don't get romantic, big boy. You're 
just parked under a street light." 
DOD 
One thing that is nice about a trip 
around the world is the fact that you 
don't have to worry where the fare for 
your return ticket is coming from. 
This world would be a much better 
place to live in if ·there were some way 
to provide switches for one-track minds. 
DOD 
She was only a photographer's daugh-
ter but she was well developed. 
ODD 
Ed Schiltz says that his girl is only an 
artist's daughter but she can surely draw 
a crowd! 
DOD 
It may be all right to know you're 
onions--but don't breathe it to a soul. 
QDD 
A bachelor is a man who looks before 
he leaps-and then do~sn 't leap. 
DOD 
"Do you know what Ford 
on now?" 
"No, what is it?" 
"Paper." 
ODD 
is figuring 
"I just got my Scotch boy friend's pic-
ture." 
"How does it look?" 
"I don't know yet. I haven't had it 
developed." 
DOD 
Eskimo papa: "Good heavens, daugh-
ter, is that fellow going to stay out there 
on the porch with you all night? He's 
been here three months already." 
ODD 
First. drunk: "Shay, whawsh at shine 
shay?" 
Second ditto: "It shays billiards." 
First drunk: "Spell it." 
Second imbiber: "B, I-L-L, hie, 
Q-1-A-R-D-S." 
First drunk: "There ain't no "Q" in 
billiards." 
Second drunk: "W asha matter with 
you, do you play with a penshil?" 
ODD 
A college man is something that will 
notice a pretty ankle three blocks away 
while driving a motor car in a crowded 
thorofare in the city, but will fail to no-
tice, in the wide open country side, the 
approach of a locomotive the size of a 
schoolhouse and accompanied by a string 
of fifty or so box-cars. · 
I I 
"Why do you call her 'Cigarette?'" 
" Because she's my 'Old Gold' dig-
ger." 
DDO 
"Why the A on your sweater?" 
"Because I'm on the football team." 
"Ya, but don't you know that the 
Dayton U. fellows wear a D on their 
sweaters?" 
"Oh, that's all right, you see I'm only 
on the second team." 
DOD 
Quarterback: "Take your elbow out 
of my eye." 
Tackle: "Shut up, I'm running this 
joint." 
DDD 
Lady--Where does this road go to? 
Small boy-I don't know. It is here 
every morning when I wake up. 
ODD 
At least one important American col-
lege will maintain its prominence next 
fall without the aid of a winning foot-
ball team-the Electoral College. 
DDD 
They say that love is the biggest thing 
in the world but you can drown it in a 
pint bottle. 
DDD 
He (calling up): "Say, Marie, did 
anyone ever tell you that you were good-
looking?" 
She (excited): "Why, no!" 
He (hanging up): "Thanks awfully; 
good night." 
DDD 
"Pass your exam?" 
"Well, it was this way-" 
"Neither did I. Shake." 
DOD 
Early tci bed and early to rise would 
spoil the fun of a lot of guys. 
ODD 
"What is that thing on your neck?" 
"Oh, that's only a freckle." 
"Funny, that's the first time that I've 
ever seen a freckle walk." 
DOD 
A modern woman has been weighed 
and found wanting-everything under 
the sun. 
Eleven Ohio W esleyan students have 
been sent to Europe as an orchestra. 
It looks as though even the dormi- · 
tories couldn't stand their playing any 
longer. 
OD D 
Maxwell: "I wish I were a river." 
Berk: "Why so?" 
Maxwell: "Well, then, I could take 
my course without leaving my bed." 
DOD 
Or in the immortal words of Patrick 
Henry: "Give Liberty or an Exponent." 
DDD 
"We don't understand what you 
mean, professor." 
"Well, just watch the blackboard 
closely and I'll go through it again." 
DOD 
When it comes to economizing you 
have to hand it to Bachmann. He 
smokes them so short that he uses the · 
butts for a chew and the ashes for snuff. 
DDD 
Joe Stermer is reported to have worn 
a sweatshirt during the Greek exams. 
DOD 
Bergan suggests that we put all our 
jokes on tissue paper so that he can see 
through them. 
ODD 
When the Lord was passing out looks 
Connelley thought he said books and 
asked for a funny one. 
DOD 
They say that it is better for a frosh · 
to remain silent and be thought a fool 
rather than speak and remove all doubt. 
DOD 
The main trouble with the colleges to-
day is the fact that the professors do not 
recognize ability and the students do not 
possess it. 
DOD 
In the spring a young man's fancy 
turns to what the girls have been think-
ing about all winter. 
ODD 
"What is a synonym?" 
"It is a word that college boys use 
when they can't spelJ the other word." 
Schrr;>der: "Do you like Beethoven's 
works?" 
Hart: "Never visited 'em. What 
does he manufacture?" 
DOD 
"Come. see the mole I just caught!" 
"I didn't know moles were conta· 
gious." - Penn. State Froth 
DOD 
'Tis· ~ard to part with those we love 
When our hearts are full of hope; 
But 'tis harder still to :find a towel 
When our eyes are full of soap. 
· -Puppet · 
ODD 
Debesis: "Bill, lend me ten dollars." 
Shorty: "Here· is a :five.". 
Debesis: "But I need ten." 
Shorty: "Well, here's where we both 
lose five." 
ODD 
The Hochadels abundant mustache 
Is apt to get mixed with his hash, 
He. simply won't harbor 
The thought of a barber. 
DOD 
Little Boy Blue, 
Come shoot your gun-
The villan's up to dirty work 
And spoiling all the fun! 
DOD 
Doc. Molz: "Do I underst:and you to 
say that you do not believe in vaccin• 
ation?" 
Vollmer: "No indeed! Only ten days 
after a friend of mine was vaccinated a 
horse kicked him and broke his neck." 
ODD 
· Do you know Kate, the suicide blonde? 
The suicide blonde? · 
Yea, she dyed by her own hand. 
DOD 
Exam question: Give for one year 
the total coal output of the U. S. 
Answer: 1491-none. 
DOD 
Kind old lady-giving a small boy a 
penny: "And now what does a polite 
little boy say when he is given a penny?" 
"Lady, I'm too polite to tell you." 
DOD 
"I hear you neck." 
"Sorry, I'll try to be more quiet next 
time." 
'The First of the Month 
ODD 
"Why do poets call it the silver 
moon?" 
"Must be because of the quarters and 
halves." 
ODD 
"Ah want a quote of scantifi.ed milk." 
"Whut you all means is pacified 
milk." 
"Look heah, when ah needs inflamma• 
tion., ah 'll specignificate." 
ODD 
"So he :first met her ih a revolving 
door?" 
"That's how they began going around 
together." · 
DOD 
Little city girl in the country-Oh, 
listen! the cow is mooing to sell her 
milk!" 
ODD 
"My grandfather has a hickory leg." 
"That's nothing, my sister has a cedar 
chest." 
DOD 
If shorty were the last man on earth, 
You still couldn't call it a dearth, 
For with such great dimensions 
Four could share his attention. 
DOD 
Time and tide wait for no man, but 
a woman will wait for him until some 
other man comes along. 
ODD 
An old fashioned home is one in 
which the women must smoke in the 
bathroom. 
ODD 
"Sir," said the co-ed quite haughtily, 
"either take your arm from around 
my waist or keep it still. I'm no banjo." 
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GRACE, jAMES } .. ..... ....... .......... ...... .......... ..... 2036 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
GRAHAM, CHESTER }. .... .. .... .. ........................................... . 1011 Brown St., Dayton, Ohio 
GRAHAM, RussELL tE ........................................................ . 1011 Brown St., Dayton, Ohio 
GRAUER, JosEPH F. , .......................... ....... 442 Charlotte Place, Gendale, L. 1., New York 
GRDINA, RAY j. ....... ..... ........... -. .... .......... ...... ... 17928 Nottingham Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 
GREEN, WILLIAM } .............................. .. ..................... . .409 Forest Ave., Zanesville, Ohio 
GRISEZ, MARroN ...................................................... . 1217 E. Main St., Louisville, Ohio 
GROTHJAN, ALBERT H. ..... ....... , ................................... 627 Negley Place. , Dayton, Ohio · 
GuNDLACH, ELMER R .. ........... ..... ........... ... ..... ......... ..... Gundlach Place, Belleville, Illinois 
GuNDLACH, PHILIP M .. ............................................. .. Gundlach Place, Belleville, Illinois 
HAAG, MARTIN .... : ............................... : ................... : ........... ! 52 Grove Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
H AGER, CHARLES E ......... ..... ... ....... ......... ...... ......... ......... I '527 Grand Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HAMILTON, WM. M ..................................... , .................... ... 618 E. Canal St., Troy, Ohio 
HANAGHAN, R.Al.PH ................................... : ..................... . 1800 Richard St., Dayton, Ohio 
HANLEY, joHN L.. ................................ , .................. 1004 S. Jefferson Ave., Peoria, Illinois 
HANNEGAN, NoRBERT .. ... ... .-.... ......... ....... ...... ........... ..... ... .... 214 Boulevard, Marion, Ohio 
HARK, WM. E ..... .................. -.. ................................... . 1034 Huffman Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HARN, HARRY B ...................................... ...... .................... . 20 Bellepere Ct., Dayton, Ohio 
HART, ALBERT }. .. ........................................................ .. 605 E. 117th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
HART, HERBERT Y. ........... .. .. .... .......... ...... . .-... ..... . 3904 Van Buren Ave., Chicago, Illinois 
HARTMAN, DEANE C ......... ..................................... .5'05 W. Pearl St., Wapakoneta, Ohio 
HARTMAN, HowARD C. .............. ............................... ... .. . 249 Wyoming St., Dayton, Ohio 
HARTMAN, HARoLD]. ...... .. ............................... .. ...... .. 426 Edgewood Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HATFIELD, joSEPH W ...... .... .. .. ..... ... .... ... ...... .. .. ...... ..... ..... . Rural Route 4, Dayton, Ohio 
HAYES, HENRY C ..... ................................................... .46 N. Ohio Ave., Columbus, Ohio 
HAYEs, RoBERT } ................................. · ................... . 1735 N. Limestone, Springfield, Ohio 
HEcK, GEORGE w ..................................................... 115 w. Hudson Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HECK, MATTHIAS .... ...... .... ... .. ......... .. : .. ............ ..... ......... ..... Rural Route 10, Dayton, Ohio 
HECKMAN, ADoLPH A. ........ ........................................ 12 Kercher St., Miamisburg, Ohio 
HEINDL, WILLIAM 0. ...................................................... 48 Portland Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HELLMANN, WILFRID B .. ....................... .. Box 100, Lexington Pike, Covington, Kentucky 
HENAHAN, joHN P ......... ......... ....... ....... ........ .......... .. 321 E. Second St., Perrysburg, Ohio 
HENNE, FREDERICK }. ............................................................ 714 W. Ash St., Piqua, Ohio 
HENNESSY, PATRICK M ............... ~ .................................... 2424 Rose St., Honolulu, H. T. 
HERBISON, GERALD A. .... ..................... .-....... ............... . .582 E. 117th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
HERY, VINCENT P .. ............................................................. 212 Bonner St., Dayton, Ohio 
HESKETT, MARCUS w ............ : ...................................................................... Sanborn, IOwa. 
HmBARD, fuRRY B ......................................................... l05 W. Circular St., Lima, Ohio 
HINDERS, LA'WRENCE F ..................................................... 3430 E. Fifth St., Dayton, Ohio 
HIRSCH, HERBERT } .. ............................................ : ............. . 260 Oak Street, Dayton, Ohio 
Ho, KAM HE .................................................................. 1588 Emma St., Honolulu, H. T. 
HocHADEL, }OHN P ...................................................... .117 E. Prospect St., Girard, Ohio 
HocHWALT, FRED G .................................................. ..... 417 Kolping Ave.; Dayton, Ohio 
HoDAPP, DALE .............................................................. 2112 Wyoming St., Dayton, Ohio 
HoEFLER, WM. } ....................................................... 655 St. Nicholas Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HoFFER, WM. E ............................................................................................ Franklin, Ohio 
HoFFMAN, CHARLES E .................. : .................................. 1p1 Linden Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HoFFMAN, THEODORE ........................................................ 15 Schantz; Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HoLLEN, LEE T ... ........................................................ 1010 W. Second St., Dayton, Ohio 
HoLLENCAMP, EuGENE A .... ......................................... W. Monterey Rd., Dayton, Ohio 
HoLLENCAMP; FRANCIS }. .............................................. W. Monterey Rd., Dayton, Ohio 
HOTTINGER, SAMUEL E ...... ............. .... .......... 1905 Marengo St., New Orleans, Louisiana 
HouGHTAILING, GEORGE K ...... ........................... 1401 Houghtailing Rd., Honolulu, H. T. 
HUBER, RussELL E ............ ................ ................................... Rural Route 2, Dayton, Ohio 
HussoNG, RoGER F .. ..................................................... 1316 Wyoming St., Dayton, Ohio 
INCLAN, Lurs ...... ..................................................... .Venez;uela 36, Mexico City, Mexico 
INDERRIEDEN, JoHN D ........................................................................ . Fort Laramie, Ohio 
!WASHITA, GEORGE K .. ................................................................. Kealakekua, Kona, H. T. 
}EAGER, RoBERT E .... ....................................................... 1419 Grand Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
JANKO, GEORGE M . .................................................... 3612 E. llOth St., Cleveland, Ohio 
}ANNING, JosEPH H ......................................................... 322 Volusia Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
}ARDINE, CAESAR T .................. ........ ... .. ............................................ Kalaheo, Kauai, H. T. 
}ENKINS, }AMES .... .................................................... ...... 327 Grafton, Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
}IRA, JoSEPH c ...... ..................... ; .................................... .4301 Beta Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
}OLY, WILLIAM w ..................................................... lOO E. Fairview Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KAHLE, HARRY F ...................................................... .......... : ....................... : ... . Kalida, Ohio 
KANE, HowARD H ....... ................................................ 836 Creighton, Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KAPPELER, W. HAROLD ................... , ............................. . 726 Grafton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KATZ, MAURICE R .................. ................................ ... 316 Kenilworth Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KAvALAUSKAS, ................... ...... ......................................... 551 Deeds Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KAVANAUGH, \V. D ...................................................... . 244 Grafton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KAWAZOE, SorcHI ..... ................................... 348 Izumi Kitagata-machi, Yokohama, Japan 
KEANE, WILLIAM P ................... ... ....... .... ...................... 1505 E. Second St., Dayton, Ohio 
KEATING, WM. F ........................................................... 425 Monroe St., Conneaut, Ohio 
KECK, EDWIN } ................ ................................................. .. Rural Route 15, Dayton, Ohio 
KEENAN, PAUL B ...... ....... ....................... ........................ ... 2401 Nill Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KELLER, JosEPH E ....................................................... ...... 105 Forrer Blvd., Dayton, Ohio 
KELLER, W. A. ..... ........................................................... 105 Forrer Blvd., Dayton, Ohio 
KELLHOEFER, RoBERT W ............... , ....... : ..................... 756 Ferguson Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KELLY, WM. M .. ....................................... .. Ruder Inn Bldg., Mt. Pleasant, Pennsylvania 
KEMER, CLEMENT }. ........ ........................ .......... .. 7706 Wentworth Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
KENDALL, CHARLES R. .. .................................. 1200 N. Third St., Logansport, Indiana 
KENNEDY, RicHARD R .... ..................... 729 Chartiers Ave., McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania 
KERNAN, MARY K-............ ................. ................................. 1639 Brown St., Dayton, Ohio 
KERR, FREDERICK M ................................................... ...... .. 42 Crescent St., Dayton, Ohio 
KILLEEN, THOMAS ] ................................................. 1524 Auburn Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
KIMMEL, MARTIN } .............. ............................................. ................ Wayland, New York 
KrNZELER, CHARLES G .. ................................................. 641 Wilf~d Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KINZIG, HAROLD L.. ........................ .' ................................. .1813 Richard St., Dayton, Ohio 
KOBE, FRANCIS x ...... .. ................................... 249 Ridgewood Ave., Brooklyn, New York 
KoEHL, FRANK ...... : ........................................................ . 42 Gage St., Pontiac, Michigan 
KoERNER, ELDON A ................ .. .. ................................... 148 Wyoming St., Dayton, Ohio 
KoHLRIESER, FRANCIS L .. .............................................. .l43 Foraker Ave., Dayton, Ohio. · 
KoMOROWSKI, VINCENT ...................................................... 181 Mettler St., Toledo, Ohio 
KooRs, JoHN H. .......................... .. .................................... 17 3 3 Brown St., Dayton, Ohio 
KRAFT, WALTER c ..... ........... : ........................................... . 300 s. State St., Marion, Ohio 
KRAMER, EIYWARD c .................................................. ... 812 144th St., E. Chicago, Indiana 
KRONAUGE, PAUL w ... ...................................................... 933 Xenia Ave. , Dayton, Ohio 
KUHN, ALBERT ] .......................................................... .1135 Kahn Ave., Hamilton, Ohio 
KUHNS, CHESTER w ................................................. 2551 E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio 
KUNTZ, HARRY N .. ................................................... .. 449 N. Williams St., Dayton, Ohio 
LACEY, PAUL R .............................................. ............. 307 Ludlow Ave., Springfield, Ohio 
LADNER, JoHN J ..................................................... 1310 Columbia Ave., Chicago, Illinois 
LAMPMAN, HAROLD H. .. .................................................... 16 W. Bruce St., Dayton, Ohio 
LAFFERTY, LAWRENCE A ....... .................................. l419 Germantown St., Dayton, Ohio 
LANG, GEORGE E ..... ...................................................... 343 Huffman Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
LANGE, EDWARD W .... ....................................... .. 1409 Greenup St., Covington, Kentucky 
LAUTENSCHLAGER, THEODORE ...................................... 72 E. Burton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
LAUTERBACH, WM. P .. ................................................... ....... 49 Shaw Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
LEE, BENJAMIN F ..................................................... 1927 Robello Lane, Honolulu, H. T. 
LENSCH, RoBERT M .... ................................................... 37 Seminary Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
LEVIT, ERNEST ................................................................ 1748 Radcliffe Rd., Dayton, Ohio 
LEY, EDMUND F ............. , ........................................... 408 S. Washington,. St., Tiffin, Ohio 
LIEB, CHARLES M .. ................................................... 2553 E. 128th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
LIESENHOOF, CHARLES ]. ...................... .. .................. 150Yz N. Kilmer St., Dayton, Ohio 
LINKERT, EUGENE F .. ......................................... ........ 960 Manhattan Ave., Dayton. Ohio 
LLOYD, EDWARD v ............................................... 1502 w. Market St., Steubenville, Ohio 
LocHER, WALTER E ......... .. .......................................... Pacureti, Jud, Prahova, Roumania 
LoWRY, CHARLES i\ ..... : ................................................... 134 Linden Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
LUTZ, PAUL J ............................................... .. ...................... 132 Jackson St., Tiffin, Ohio 
MAcKLIN, FRANK J .. .................................................... .52 N. Ohio Ave., Columbus, Ohio 
MACRANSKY, ALEXANDER ]. ........ ............................ 12308 Buckeye Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 
MALONEY, JosEPH T .... ...................... , ............ : ............. 640 Superior Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MARSHALL, FRANCIS H .. ..................................................... Rural Route 2, Houston, Ohio 
MARZLUFT, MATTHEW J .. ............................................... 14 E. Finke Place., Dayton, Ohio 
MAsTNY, PRANK J .. ............................................. 3523 Trowbridge Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
MAXWELL, CHARLES A ...... .................................................. .Villa Beach, Cleveland, Ohio 
MAxWELL, JoHN T ...................................... , ........................ Villa Beach, Cleveland, Ohio 
McBRIDE, EDGAR J .. .................................................. . 729 N. Belmont Park, Dayton, Ohio 
McCLEAR, RoBERT T .. ........................................... 2721 Second Blvd., Detroit, Michigan 
McCoLGAN, JoHN H ... ................................................ 582 Waipi Lane, Honolulu, H. T. 
McCoRMICK, FRED E ... ....................................................... .55 Center Ave., Xenia, Ohio 
McCRATE, GILBERT .......................................................................... Portagevi.lle, Missouri 
McDERMOTT, FRANCIS A. .. .......................................... 1238 Plum St., Petroit, Michigan 
McDoNALD, ARTHUR ...... .................................................. 300 Telford Dr., Dayton, Ohio 
McGARRY,]OHN v ....................................... 3269 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
MciNTIR1>, WILBUR S .... ... ................ .......................... ,.1304 Carlisle Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MciNTOSH, THOMAS w ................................................. 1150 Arbor Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
McKINNEY, JoSEPH A .. ............................................... .. 45 Emlwood Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
McNAMARA, JOHN A. ......... ....................................... 544 Courtland Ave., Marion, Ohio 
McWILLIAMS, FLOYS G ............................................... 349 Delaware Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MEDLEY, THOMAS A. .. ........................................ 1600 Parish Ave., Owensboro, Kentucky I 
, 
MERESICKY, }OHN c .................................................... .509 Liberty Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 
M EYER, EDGAR B .. ....... ......................................................... 33 Pioneer St., Dayton, Ohio 
MEYRING, ARTHUR w ....................................................... 207 Alton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MIEHLS, HuBERT A .. : ... ....... .. .................... .. .. .................................. ... . Fort Jennings, Ohio 
MILLER, NoRMAN L .. .... .......... ... ......... ... ............ ....... .... . 525 Grafton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MITCHELL, CHARLES D ............................... .. Rural Route 3, Brandt Pike, Dayton, Ohio 
MITCHELL, WILBUR c .. .............................................. .1305 Carlisle Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MoELLER, ALFONSE A. ................. : ........................... . 41 6 Homestead Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
M oORMAN, PAUL A. .... ............................................. : .. l32· Rockwood Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MoRAN, MICHAEL ....................................................... .l 31 8 E. Second St., Dayton, Ohio 
MoYER, RALPH A ... .... ... ......... .... ....... ....... ............ ........ ...... 1293 W. Main St., Troy, Ohio 
MULLER, }AY R .. ....................... ~ .................... .. ............ .1875 Taylor Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 
MUNDAY, EDGAR L ..................................................... 719 Far Hills Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
. MURPHY, EDWARD L .. ... ........................................ 3643 Stettinius Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 
MURPHY, MAURICE } ... .... .......................... .. ............... .119 Walnut Ave., Painsville, Ohio · 
MURRAY, B. WARREN ................................... : ................. .1713 Perry Ave., Peoria, Illinois 
NEVILLE, JosEPH A .. : ..... .. ......................... ........ .. .. 109 N. Sandusky St., Delaware, Ohio 
NIEMIC, FRANK ]. ....................................... ........ .4771 Michigan Ave.,· Detroit, Michigan 
NIEMIC, NED .... ....................................... .. .. ......... 4771 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Michigan 
NULL, EARL C .. .......... ............................................... l 5 N. Eighth St. , Miamisburg, Ohio 
NUNN, WM. A. .. .............................................. .. 2618 Lee Rd., Clevelands Heights, Ohio 
O'BRIEN, ROBERT ] ........... ................. .4 Logan Apts., Logan Ave., N. W. Canton, Ohio 
0cHS, }OHN c .. ............................. , ................................. 1426 Richard St., Dayton, Ohio 
O'CoNNOR, FRANCIS } ..... ............................................ 1126 Superior Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
O'CONNOR, JosEPH } ... ................................................... . 261 Bradford St., Marion, Ohio 
0DENWELLER, RICHARD L.. .. ................................ : ........................................ .. Kalida, Ohio 
0STERDAY, ALBERT L ... .. ....................... .. ............. .... .. ........ . Rural Route 10, Dayton, Ohio 
O'HEARN, JoHN R ... : ......... ....... .. ................. ...... ...... .. 105 Wisconsin Ave., Peoria, Illinois 
PARK, }OSEPH .. ............................................................ .... P. 0. Box 1532, Honolulu, H. T. 
PATER, CLEMENS A. ....... ............. .-................................ 507 S. Second St., Hamilton, Ohio 
PATRICK, RAYMOND V ... ...................... .. ....................... . l930 Elsmire Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
PATTERSON, BENJAMIN M ............... .... .. .. ......... ......... l327 Superior Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
PATTERSON, RoBERT w ... .............................. ............ 201 Rockwood Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
PAVLAK, WENDELL ............................................. .1615 Ridgewood Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
PAYNE, MARY M ........................................................... ...... 20 Grand Apts., Dayton, Ohio 
PERKINS, }OHN F ................................................................. 206 E. M ain St ., Xenia, Ohio 
PEscE, ]os. S ... .................................................. .. 911 Spotswood Ave., Norfolk, Virginia 
PFEIFFER, BERNARD A. .. ................................................ .. 48 Baltimore St., Dayton, Ohio 
PHILLIPS, NELSON 1!... ... .... .. .............. .. .... ........ .... ...... .1419 E. 109th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
PLISKE, HENRY M . .. .................... , ............................... .. 2033 E. 69th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
PIPES, CECIL .. .......................................................... .... 407 Sandalwood Dr., Dayton, Ohio 
PICHLER, FRANK } .. .................................... : ....................... ... Rural Route 3, Dayton, Ohio 
PLATTENBURG, STANLEY ................................................ l619 W ayne Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
RAoZINSKI, ALFRED ............................................. .541 Michigan A ve., Detroit, Michigan 
RAu, GEORGE 1 .............................................................. .48 Ashwood Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
RAucH, EMANUEL } .. ....................................................... 2256 E. Fifth St., Dayton, Ohio 
RAYMOND, ESTHER v ..................................... A pt. 1, 2 South Findlay St., Dayton, Ohio 
REED, }AMES P .. ..................................................... .. 67 1 E. 21st St. , Indianapolis, Indiana 
REILING, CHARLES ] ... .............. .... ......... ..................... . 615 Grafton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
REILING, WALTER A .. .............................. ......... .... ... .. ... 615 Grafton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
REis, JosEPH F .. ......................... .. .... .. ................. ....... 2 57 E. Molers St., Columbus, Ohio 
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM ]. ........................... .. .. ,8 10 N. 63.rd St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
• 
RIEGER, ALFRED ] .......................... ............................... 20 S. Van Lear St., P ayton, Ohio 
RILEY, RoBERT F .... ...................................................... .35 Five Oaks Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
RILEY, VINCENT C .. ................................... ......... .. .... .. ... 727 N. Howard St., Akron, Ohio 
RoBELLO, JoHN A .. .. ................................ ................. 243 G. Huna Lane, Honolulu, H. T. 
RoDRIGUEZ, FRED E .. ........................ : ......... ....... Matamoros 178 Monterrey N. L., Mexico 
RoDRIGUEZ, JoHN G .. .................................................. . ~inlay 67 G. Altos, Havana, Cuba 
RoGERS, ]AMES A .. ................................................... .... 332 Monterey Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
RoTHBERG, FRANK ................................................................ 852 Brown St., Dayton, Ohio 
RouTZAHN, PAUL c ... .................................................. 119 Iroquois Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
RouTZOH N, NoRMAN .E ........ ....................... .. 33 5 W . Seibenthaler Ave. , Dayton, Ohio 
RUBENSTEIN, SARAH E ................................................. l1 38 W . Third St., Dayton, Ohio 
RusSELL, MAuRICE A. ........ ........................................ .. 39 Riverview Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
RYAN, THoMAS H .......... ................................................... 141 S. Terry St., Dayton, Ohio 
RYAN, THOMAS M .. ...................................................... .513 E. Second St., Dayton, Ohio 
SACHS, HoWARD } .. .................................. ....... .. ......... 1733 Philadelphia Dr., Dayton, Ohio 
SACKWITZ, WM. C .. ...................................... ............. ............ ........... Waialua, Oahu, H. T 
SALM, JoHN W ...... ................................................. .. ...... .. 428 S. Main Ave., Sidney, Ohio 
SANCHEZ, CARLOS F ............................................. ........ 3a de las Atres 41 Mexico D. F. 
SANCHEZ, RAYMOND C .. .................................... .... ................... Ovas, Pinar del Rio, Cuba 
SAUP, ANTHONY ................................ : ...................... . 911 Springfield St., Zanesville, Ohio 
ScHIED, LEE E ...... .............................................................. .453 Irving Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHENCK, HARRY 1.. ........ • ................ , ............................ 1125 Harmon Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHILTZ, EDWARD P ............. ..... .. .......... .. ......... ........ 8714 Kenmore Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
ScHLITT, ARTHUR ]. ............................. ...... ......... .. 6455 Lakewood Ave., Chicago, Illinois 
SCHMIDTER, WM. c ............................................... 99 w. McMillan St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
ScHNEBLE, CLEMENS ] ...... ................................ .... ....... ... .440 Irving Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SCHNEIDER, FREDERICK.. ............................. ................. 1716 Richard Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHNIEDER, JosEPH .......... ......................... .. ........... 709 Roswell Ave., Steubenville, Ohio 
ScHNIEDER, NICHOLAS M .. .............................. ....... 709 Roswell Ave., Steubenville, Ohio 
SCHOFF, JoHN ]. .. ................... .. .... .. ............... .. ................. .136 Sunset Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SCHROEDER, VINCENT H ........ .. .. .. ... ...................... .. 4964 Moffit Place, St. Louis, Missouri 
ScHREINER, ANDREW ........................................... .-......... ..... 22 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHULER, JoHN F ............... ......... ....................... ........ 719 Main St., Covington, Kentucky 
SCHULTZ, HARoLD ]. ................................. .............. .450 N. Fourth St., Miamisburg, Ohio 
ScHULTZE, HARoLD E .... ................................................ . 2223 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHWIETERMAN, CLARENCE G .. ................... ............ ......... ... ..... ....... ........... ... Celina, Ohio 
ScOTT,. ]OSEPH c .. ................................................... . 300 Notre Dame Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SEDLAK, FRANK ]. .................................................... .. .. 197 Sycamore St., Mansfield, Ohio 
SHANAHAN, RALPH E .. ... .. .... .. . : .................................... Rural Route 6, W ilmington, Ohio 
SHARPENTER, THEODORE .................. , ........................ . 315. Jefferson Ave., Aurora, Illinois 
SHAW, HARRY ............ .......................... .. ........................ .. . .530 Schoop Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SHAW, SAMUEL G ...................................................... ... ...................... .. Antung, Manchuria 
SHERER, EDWARD H .. ................................................ . l326 Creighton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SHERER, RICHARD C ................................................. B26 Creighton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SHERIDAN, Lours F .. .......................................................... .329 Spruce St., Ironton, Ohio 
SHERRY, EMMETT M .. ................................................. 324 Rockwood A ve., Dayton, Ohio 
SHIELDS, VINCENT M ... ..................................................... . Rural Route 1, Clayton, Ohio 
ScHIVELY, RALPH w ...................................... .-............... .1207 Vernon Dr. , Dayton, Ohio 
SHUEY, CLARENCE E .... .. ........................................... . .S. Walnut St. ,. Germantown, Ohio 
SLONKOSKY, HAROLD F ... ...................................... .. .......... ... ... 525 Rauth St., Sidney, Ohio 
SMITH, BERTRAM ] .. .. .... ........................ ....... ... .... : ..... .1244 Creighton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SMYTH, WALTER ]. ... ............................ ..... 2033 N. 62nd St ., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
SNYDER, BART.H ]. .... ................ ..... ................ .... ...... .... ... 1703 W ayne A ve., Dayton, Ohio 
SNYDER, RoBERT D .. ................................... : ............... .. 414 Fountain Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SoLKOV, EDWAllD. I... .. ........................ : ....................... .. 716 Lexington A ve., Dayton, Ohio 
SoLLER, URBAN A. .. .................................................... .. 1 07 First St., Shelbyville, Indiana 
SPAHR, PAUL M. ......................................................... .. ..... ... ... Rural Route 4, Xenia, Ohio 
SPALDING, THOMAS K. ........................................ 602 Hall St., Charleston, West Virginia 
SPENCER, ]AMES ................................. ......................................................... Kamuela, H. T. 
SPIRES, HAROLD s .. ............................................................. Rural Route 4, Lancaster, Ohio 
STAAB, ANTHONY ] .. .............. .. .... .. .. .......... ....... 836 Steuben St., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
STALEY, GEORGE A .. ........ ...................................... . 6264 Robinson Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 
STALLKAMP, GILBERT H ....................................... , ........ .. .. J28 E. Fifth St., Delphos, Ohio 
STATON, GEORGE w ................................................................ .5'8 Labell St., Dayton, Ohio 
STEBEL, CHARLES B .... ..................................................... Rural Route 1, Centerville, Ohio 
STEFFES, EvERETTE M ... ...................................... .... 2035' Edison Ave., Detroit, Michigan 
STENGER, EuGENE w .................. .............. ...... .......... .. . Rural Route .3, Miamisburg, Ohio 
STERMER, joSEPH E ......... ............................................. BOO Cryer Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 
STICHWEH, joHN A. ........................................................ 335' Kiefaber St., Dayton, Ohio 
STEIN, DoNALD F ........................................................ . 340 Kenwood Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
STOOKEY, CECIL F ... .-............................................. .... .. .......... 20 Corona Dr., Dayton, Ohio 
STRACHAN, GEORGE ] .. ................................. : .. .. ............. 125'0 Carlisle Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
STRYKER, GILBERT A .............. .............. .. ..... .......... 735' Considine Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 
STUTZ, RALPH M ...... ............................................... 34 S. Monmouth St., Dayton, Ohio 
SuL'LIVAN, jAMES N ......................... .. .................. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3409 E. Fifth St., Dayton, Ohio 
SuMIDA, KOICHIR0 .... .... .. 1429 Shironom<e, Mikage'-Cho, Mukogun, Hyogo, Ken', Japan 
SWAN, RoBERT ...................................................... .. ........ l302 Middle St., Honolulu, H. T. 
SZIRWAITES, jOSEPH w ................................................. l012 Dodgson Ct., Dayton, Ohio 
TERRELL, VIRGIL E .. ................................................. 11021 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
THACKER, RoBERT ] ... ...... .... : .. ........ , ........ .. ............ .. 392 Morrison Ave., Columbus, Ohio 
THOMPSON, HARRY E .. ...... ......................................... l166 Bender Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
THUSS, jOHN w ..................................................... l5'13 16th Ave., Nashville, Tennessee 
TIERNEY, jOHN H .. .......................................................... 815' Bowen St., Dayton, Ohio 
TiscHER, ALBERT L. ... ........ ............... ..................... . 222 Kenilworth Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
TouRKOW, jACQUES G .. ....................................... .' ....... 712 Lexington Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
TRINKLE, ALTON E ............................................................ .5'4 Laura Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
ThiTCHLER, jOSEPH E .................................................. .... ... 1790 Oak St., Columbus, Ohio 
ThiTCHLER, THEODORE ........ .. ............................................ 1790 Oak St., Columbus, Ohio 
ThoUARD, SIDNEY E ... ...................................... 15'26 Conery St., New Orleans, Louisiana 
VoLLMER, HENRY U., ]R .. ......................................................... .. St. Marys, Pennsylvania 
WALTER, HoMER ........................................................ .. 325' Delaware Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WALTER, JosEPH H. ........................................ 5'028 Devonshire Ave., St. Louis, Missouri 
WAGNER, LEo A .. ....................................................... .... 411 Luck Ave., Zanesville, Ohio 
WARNER, VICTOR H .... ... .............. .... .. ...... ............ .... 1239 Hathaway St., Cleveland, Ohio 
WASHINGTON, DUDLEY S ..... ...................................... 146 Marathon Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WEBER, GEoRGE P ........................................................... .. 409 N . Main St., Celina, Ohio 
WEED, GEORGE T ......................................................... .. 436 Shimo-Shibuya, Tokio, Japan 
WELSH, GEORGE E .. ............................................................. Rural Route 4, Dayton, Ohio 
WENZEL, NORVAL A .. ........................................ .. .... . -622 Greenlawn Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WESTERKAMP, ADAM F .. ... ........... ............ ... 2869 W. McMicken Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 
WHARTON, ALEXANDER K .. ..................................... 1714-F Nehe Lane, Honolulu, H. T. 
WIEDEKE, 0TT0 ........................................................... ... 810 Schant~ Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WILCOX, PATRICK ]. .. ............... ,. ...................... 323 E. Eighth St., Chattanooga, T ennessee 
WILL, joHN F ......... .......... .. ....................................... ..... 30 Gerlaugh Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WILLHELM, HAMILTON K .. ............................................... 5'30 Forest Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WILLIAMS, FRANCIS A .. ...... ..... ..................... ...... .... .. ....... .... l61 Samuel St., Dayton, Ohio 
WILSON, JoHN R .. ................................................... .. 20 Point View Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
.WOLF, WILLIAM F ........................ : ................................. . l016 Xenia Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WISE, EDWARD A. ................................................................................... Fort Laramie, Ohio 
WISE, WILLIAM ....................................................... .. .... ... 601 Oxford Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WooLPERT, CLINTON F .. ................................................... 1369 Cory Dr ., Dayton, Ohio 
YosT, HARVEY ] ................. : .............................................. . 1138 Holly Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
YOUNG, W ARREN c .. .................... .. ................................. 30 Central Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
. ZIMMERMAN, ]EROME G .. ................................................. .. 924 Xenia Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
ZoLG, W ALTER w ......................................................... 211 4 Parkdale Ave., Toledo, Ohio 
,I ZwiCK, THOMAS H ... ................................................. .-.. 1152 Grafton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
~~ 
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ANGERER, JoSEPH PAUL .. .............. .. ............................ .. 538 Bolander Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
AUFDERHEIDE, VINCENT A. .................................. .... ........ .... 303 Allen St., Dayton, Ohio 
BITTNER, SANFORD w .. ....................... ... .. .... .. ...... . 1214 Columbus Ave., Sandusky, Ohio 
BoEHMER, GEORGE H .. .............................................. ... 218 E.' Adams St., Sandusky, Ohio 
BoucEK, RICHARD ]. ..................................... ... 815 Lockhart St., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
BROWNE, WM. A. .. .. ~ ..... : ....... , .. .. .... .. .... ... .................... 311 Wayne Ave., Greenville, Ohio 
BuDDENDECK, ANTHONY B .. .......................................... .. .457 Kiefaber St., Dayton, Ohio 
BuRDG, RALPH P .. ........................... .. ...................... 514 St. Nicholas Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
CAHILL, HuGH ]. ... .......... .. .......... .. .... .. .... .. ............ ... 1201 Corbett Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 
CAIN, PATRICK H. ...................... .. ................ .. .. .. 1915 Adelicia Ave., Nashville, Tennessee 
CLAYTON, THOMAS A .. .......... .. ........................... 340 W. Monument Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
CoNNELLY, ]OHN R .. ................ .. ...... .. .. .. ...................... . 66 E. Dixon Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
COTTER, ]OHN G .. ....................... .. ................ .. ............ .. 345 Huffman Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
DANSART, CHARLES .............. .. .... ... .... .. .. .. ..... .. ....... : ............ .. Box 327, Monroe, Michigan 
DE VILLA, ]OSEPH .................................................... .. 4a Chopo 127 Mexico City, Mexico 
DEis, KEN NETH E .. ................................... : .................. . 2123 Wayne Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
DEPENBROCK, CARL E ................. .. .... ... ... .. ............ .. 610 Linden Ave., Newport, Kentucky 
DoumcAN, CHARLES T .. ............................................... 1303 Alberta Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
DREW, ]AMES ]. ...................... .. ................................... 289 Marion Ave., Mansfield, Ohio 
DWYER, BARRY ]. ........ .. ..... .. ... .. .... ... ... .. .......... .. ............ .. 2665 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio 
EIFERT, EuGENE 0. .............................................................. 39 Filmore St., Dayton, Ohio 
ENGLE, LEONARD ] ..................................................... 2530 Westfield Ave., D ayton, Ohio 
ERB, LAWRENCE C .. ...................... , ............. . 2134 Chapline St., Wheeling, West Virginia 
EvANS, ]AMES ................................................................. .12. T ownsend Ave., Girard, Ohio 
FEDDERS, CHARLES W ........................................... 40 Alta via Ave., Covington, Kentucky 
FERREE, ]OHN R .. ............ .. ..................................... 152 N. Sperling Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
FICKER, OTWAY J .. ................................................... 743 St. Nicholas Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
FoRD, CHARLES E .. ................... .. ........................................... . 22 S. June St., Dayton, Ohio 
FROEHLE, ]OHN B .. ........ .. ................................................. .. 67 McOwen St., Dayton, Ohio 
GABEL, ]OHN A. ...................... .. ................................ 122 Shennan Ave., Columbus, Ohio 
GEIER, ARTHUR C .. ......... .... ........................................... .142 Campbell St., Dayton, Ohio 
GLASER, LAWRENCE ]. ................. .. ......................................... 130 Frank St., Dayton, Ohio 
GLASSMEYER, ELMER ] ......................... Corner Dana and Herold Aves., Cincinnati, Ohio 
GROVE, RAYMOND A. ..................................................... . 812 Wilfred Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HAYES, ]AMES E .. .................. .. .......................... .1920 Greenup St., Covington, Kentucky 
HIPPLE, NEVIN .................................................................. 240 Wroe Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HoLZEMER, JoHN W. 
HooK, STEVEN .................... .. .................................................................. Augusta, Kentucky 
H oROBIN, GEORGE C ................................... .. ... .. ....... 1124 Lexington Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
HuNTER, NoRBERT B .. · ....................................................... 205 Xenia Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
IsLEY, HoWARD C .. ........................................................................ . Fort Thomas, Kentucky 
KEANE, EMMETT R .. .................. .. ..... .. .. ........................ 1505 E. Second St., Dayton, Ohio 
KEMPER, CHARLES R ......................................................... 423 Grand Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KINZIG, JosEPH H .............................................................. .410 Haynes St., Dayton, Ohio 
KIRK, VINTON c ..... .............. _. ............................................. 217 Corona Dr., Dayton, Ohio 
KLEIN, }OHN F ............................................................... 914 Huffman Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KLOSTERMAN, VINCENT W .......................... ..... Rural Route 4, Eaton Pk., Dayton, Ohio 
KoEHLER, RICHARD S ...................................................... . 642 Meredith St., Dayton, Ohio 
KooRs, ELWOOD G .............................................................. .1733 Brown St., Dayton, Ohio 
KORTE, THOMAS H. ..... ..................... ................................ l705 Xenia Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KREuscH, DoNALD H. ...................................................... 128 Illinois Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
KRicK, }OHN T ................................................. 1801 Covert, Parkersburg, West Virginia 
KRIMM, NoRBERT } ............... ............................................... ... 45 Brandt St., Dayton, Ohio 
KuGELMAN, ]OHN M ................................................... 338 N. McDonald St. , Lima, Ohio 
LEIBOLD, CLARENCE F .................................................. 227 McDonough St., Dayton, Ohio 
liENESCHE, PAUL E .• ............................................................. 322 Park St., Dayton, Ohio 
LINs, ELWOOD S .......................................................... .16 N. Garland Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
LOGES, EDWARD G ............................................................ . 85 Baltimore St., Dayton, Ohio 
. MAGLY, RoBERT F .. ............... .. ...................... . Rural Route 7, Berkely Hts., Dayton, Ohio 
McBRIDE, RoBERT L ... ...................................................... 729 Belmont Pk., Dayton, Ohio 
McCARTHY, DANIEL R .. ............................................... 756 Huffman Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
McNALLY, ]AMES] ........ .................................... 315 E. Madison Ave., Springfield, Ohio 
MEIN)'!RS, PAUL } .....................................................•....... Rural Route 4, Cincinnati, Ohio 
MERZ, ROBERT 1. ......................................................... ....... 615 Forest Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MILLER, RICHARD C. 0 .................................................. .525 Grafton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
MULHALL, ]AMES ............................................... .1011 N. Shiawassee, Owosso, Michigan . 
MURCHELL, AuGUST P .............................. , ....................................... . Oldenburg, Indiana 
MURRAY, MATTHEW S ........................................................ .41 Costello St., Dayton, Ohio 
MUTH, HowARD w .......................................................... .121 La Belle St., Dayton, Ohio 
PAQUELET, CHARLES F ................................. .. 617 Cleveland Ave., N. W. Canton, Ohio 
PAULY, CHARLES F .. ........................................................ . 40 Virginia Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
PFANDER, CHARLES ]. ...................................... ......... .415 N. Mathison St., Dayton, Ohio 
PIEKUTOWSKI, WALTER v .. .......................................... .516 Warner Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
REBOULET, RoBERT F ............................................... 108 Santa Clara Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
REDMAN, RICHARD F ........................................................... l14 Knecht Dr., Dayton, Ohio 
REMAKLUS, PAUL J ........................................... ....................... ... N. Main St., Celina, Ohio 
RoLLELOT, PAUL } .... ... ..................................................... . Princeton Pk., Glendale, Ohio 
RouTZONG, ARTHUR 0. ............................................ ':': ...... 515 Irving Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
RoUETH, WM. ] .. ....... ........................................... ........ . 205' Virginia Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
RYDER, RICHARD } ............ ..................................... .. ..... . 83 W. Norman St., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHELLHAAS, HARRY } ..... ............................................ 829 N. Belmont Pk., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHLBMANN, ROBERT w ............................................ .1747 Emerson Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHOEN, EDWARD ]. .. ....................................... ........ .5356 Glenwood Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHULZE, MARTIN P .................................................... .465 Patterson Rd., Dayton, Ohio 
ScHUMACHER, ]AMES c ........ ............................................... Rural Route 7, Dayton, Ohio 
SELHORST, WM. } .... ..................................................... . .413 S. First St., Coldwater, Ohio 
SHERIDAN, THOMAS c ....................................................... 24 N. Hedges St., Dayton, Ohio 
SaMSEL, CLARENCE P ....................................................... 59 Burton Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
SPATZ, LEo & .............................................................. 778 Ferguson Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
STALEY, HowARD V .. .................................................... .. 26 Richmond Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
STALEY, RoBERT .................................................... .............. 9l' Spring St., Delaware, Ohio 
STENGEL, CLETUS } .. ................................................... 166 N. E. 21st St., Miami, Florida 
TANCRED, EDWARD w ..................................................... 804 Hodapp Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
THIEM, JosEPH c ...................... .-.............................. 1723 Blue Rock St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
W ECKESSER, CHARLES F ........................................ Box 23, Rural Route 7, Dayton, Ohio 
WESTBROCK, HENRY } ....................................................... 525 Xenia Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
WIESNER, REINHOLD } ......... .. ....................................... ... 3021 E. Fifth St., Dayton, Ohio · 
WILLHELM, FRANCIS E ........................................... .... 905 Creighton Ave., Dayton, Ohio " 
WILHOFP, ELMO M ... .............................................. 403 W. Walnut St., Coldwater, Ohio 
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